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For our latest coverage of the
virus and its consequences
please visit economist.com/
coronavirus or download the
Economist app.

The world this week Politics

Police in Hong Kong made the
first arrests under a draconian
national-security law imposed
from Beijing. Hong Kongers
can now be jailed for life for
vaguely defined crimes such as
“subversion” or “conspiring”
with anyone abroad to provoke
“hatred” of the communist
regime. Mainland secret police
can now operate in Hong Kong.
America’s House of Repre-
sentatives unanimously
passed a bill to put sanctions
on banks that do business with
Chinese officials who imple-
ment the crackdown. 

Boris Johnson reiterated his
promise that Hong Kongers
who were born before 1997,
when the territory was handed
back to China, could settle in
Britain. The handover agree-
ment back then stipulated that
the city would retain its basic
freedoms until at least 2047. 

Following months of talks, the
un Security Council passed a
resolution calling for a 90-day
global ceasefire to allow war-
torn areas to battle covid-19. 

India banned 59 apps
developed by China’s tech
giants, including TikTok,
accusing them of threatening
the country’s security. The
apps have hundreds of mil-
lions of users in India. 

A terrorist outfit seeking
independence for Balochistan,
Pakistan’s largest province,
claimed responsibility for an
attack on the stock exchange in
Karachi. The assailants killed
three people before they were
shot dead by police. 

Iran issued an arrest warrant
for Donald Trump. It asked
Interpol for help in detaining
him and 35 others it accuses of

involvement in the drone
strike that killed Qassem
Suleimani in January. Sulei-
mani was an Iranian general
who oversaw Shia militias that
carried out attacks all over the
Middle East. Interpol
dismissed Iran’s request. 

Scores of people were killed
during demonstrations in
Ethiopia that erupted after the
killing of Hachalu Hundessa, a
prominent Oromo musician.
His songs helped inspire a
protest movement that led to
the appointment of Abiy Ah-
med as prime minister in 2018. 

The leaders of Niger, Burkina
Faso, Chad, Mali and Maurita-
nia met to discuss ways of
strengthening security to stop
a jihadist insurgency in the
Sahel. They were joined by
Emmanuel Macron, the presi-
dent of France, and Pedro
Sánchez, the prime minister of
Spain. France has more than
5,000 troops in the region.

Zimbabwe froze most mobile-
money transactions to defend
its ailing currency. It also
suspended trading on the stock
exchange, where traders had
been observing share prices to
estimate how much the
currency is really worth. 

Nearly 30 people, thought to be
from the New Generation
Jalisco drug gang, attacked the
armoured car in which Mexico
City’s police chief was riding.
Two bodyguards and a passer-
by were killed. In the town of
Irapuato, 24 people were slain
by gunmen at a drug-rehabili-
tation centre. One of the
government’s central pledges
is to reduce gang violence.

Mexican police arrested a new
suspect for the murder of 43
students in the southern state
of Guerrero in 2014. An earlier
report by the government
contended that police had
handed over the students to a
gang, which killed the students
and burned their bodies. The
report was widely seen as
flawed. 

The United States-Mexico-
Canada Agreement, which

replaces the North American
Free Trade Agreement (nafta),
came into force. 

Mississippi’s legislature voted
to remove the Confederate
battle flag from the state flag,
which has flown outside the
Capitol building since 1894. It
is the last state to unstitch the
emblem of the Confederacy
from official regalia. 

Russians voted in a plebiscite
on constitutional reforms.
According to the electoral
commission, 78% approved a
package that includes in-
flation-proof pensions, a high
minimum wage and a ban on
gay marriage. It also allows
Vladimir Putin to run twice
more for president, and to sack
judges. Voters had to say yes or
no to the whole package.

In France Emmanuel Macron’s
party was hammered in the
second round of local elec-
tions. The Greens won the
mayor’s office in a number of
big cities; the Socialists handi-
ly hung on to Paris. Mr Macron
is now under pressure to re-
launch his presidency with an
extensive reshuffle. 

The first round in Poland’s
presidential election was
inconclusive, a rebuke to the
incumbent Andrzej Duda, who
is backed by the ruling Law and
Justice party. Polls show him
running neck and neck with
the liberal mayor of Warsaw in
the next round.

Ireland got its first-ever
coalition government between
its two historic main parties,
Fianna Fail and Fine Gael. The
new prime minister, Micheal
Martin, replaced Leo Varadkar,
who will return to the office in
two years’ time if the coalition
lasts that long.

Britain’s prime minister, Boris
Johnson, invoked the spirit of
Franklin Roosevelt when he
announced a “new deal” to
rebuild the economy. Many of
the “new” projects are already
in the pipeline. Mr Johnson has
urged his countrymen to go to
their local for a pint when pubs
reopen on July 4th. 

Coronavirus briefs

More states in America reim-
posed lockdowns amid a surge
in covid-19. The number of
daily cases nationally passed
50,000 for the first time. In
California, which had been
considered an early success,
restaurants and other busi-
nesses in 19 counties were
ordered to shut. In Arizona,
where infections have doubled
in the past two weeks, the
governor ordered gyms, bars
and cinemas to close again for
at least a month. 

Leicester, a city in Britain, was
put back under lockdown as
cases there continued to rise,
to three times that of the city
with the next-highest rate.

The European Union
reopened its borders to
residents from 14 countries
where the virus is under con-
trol, such as Canada and New
Zealand. The list does not
include Brazil, Russia or the
United States. China will be
added if it reciprocates. 

Weekly confirmed cases by area, ’000

To 6am GMT July 2nd 2020

Confirmed deaths*
 Per 100k Total This week

Belgium 84 9,754 32
Britain 65 43,906 825
Spain 61 28,364 37†
Italy 58 34,788 144
Sweden 53 5,370 161
France 46 29,780 119
United States 39 127,898 5,468
Netherlands 36 6,113 16
Ireland 35 1,738 12
Chile 30 5,753 1,022

Sources: Johns Hopkins University CSSE; UN; 
The Economist    *Definitions differ by country
†Last week’s total included a major data revision
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In another dreadful week for
workers in the aviation in-
dustry, Airbus said it would
cut 15,000 jobs, about a tenth of
its total, because it does not
expect demand for its aircraft
to return to pre-covid levels
until at least 2023, or possibly
2025. The announcement was
lambasted in France, where the
government has dispensed a
huge rescue package. Aero-
mexico, Mexico’s biggest
international airline, filed for
bankruptcy protection. And
easyJet, a British carrier, start-
ed a consultation on redun-
dancies, which could see 727
pilots lose their jobs. Qantas
announced 6,000 jobs cuts. 

There was some good news for
Virgin Australia, after two
months in bankruptcy
proceedings, as Bain Capital
stepped in to buy the business.
Shareholders lost their shirts
in the deal, but the airline
hopes to fly again in
September. 

The Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration confirmed that the first
certification flights had been
conducted for Boeing’s 737
max, which has been ground-
ed for 15 months following two
crashes. Although the tests
were described as a “mile-
stone” in its rehabilitation,
Boeing’s passenger plane won’t
be returning to the skies soon;
the faa still has to carry out “a
number of key tasks”.

Shell joined the list of big oil
and gas companies that have
had to write down the value of
assets because of falling energy
demand and lower oil prices.
The company expects to record
charges of between $15bn and
$22bn in the second quarter
related to the writedowns. bp,
meanwhile, agreed to sell what
is left of its petrochemicals
business to Ineos, a privately
held firm with a record of
taking over the chemical
divisions of multinational
companies, for $5bn. 

Germany became the latest
flashpoint for safety concerns
at Amazon warehouses during
the pandemic, as its workers
went on strike. Their union

claims that 40 people contract-
ed covid-19 at two sites recent-
ly. The online retailer says it
has provided enough personal
protective equipment.

Meanwhile, Amazon sealed a
deal to buy Zoox, a developer
of self-driving taxis. Reported-
ly costing $1.2bn, it is Ama-
zon’s biggest investment in
autonomous-vehicle tech-
nology, which it may try to
adapt for its delivery services.

Stressful times
Wells Fargo became the first
big American bank to cut its
dividend in light of the Federal
Reserve’s recent stress tests.
The central bank banned share
buy-back programmes and
capped dividends for 33 banks
during the third quarter. All
large banks will be required to
resubmit and update their
capital plans later this year to
show they can cope with an
extreme economic scenario. 

Cirque du Soleil filed for
bankruptcy protection and laid
off 3,500 employees who had
been furloughed in March,
when it was forced to cancel
performances because of
covid-19. In other pandemic-
related redundancies, ssp

Group, which operates food
outlets at transport hubs

around the world, and is best
known in Britain, its home
market, for its Upper Crust and
Camden Food Co shops,
slashed 5,000 jobs. Microsoft
announced the permanent
closure of all its 83 stores, most
of which are in America. 

American stockmarkets
recorded their best quarter in
at least two decades. From
April to June the s&p 500 and
Dow Jones Industrial Average
rose by around 25%, and the
Nasdaq by over a third. Most of
the gains came in April and
May following the market rout
in March amid the coronavirus
crisis (European stocks actual-
ly outperformed the s&p 500 in
June). Most share indices are
still lower than at the start of
the year. The tech-heavy
Nasdaq is a notable exception;
it has climbed by 10%.

Tesla overtook Toyota to
become the world’s biggest

carmaker by market capitalisa-
tion. The maker of electric
vehicles has seen its share
price rev up from $225 a year
ago to $1,120, giving it a value of
more than $205bn. It has yet to
turn an annual profit.

In China, Byton, a startup with
ambitions to compete against
Tesla, suspended production
and sent its staff home. Sales of
electric and hybrid vehicles
have fallen drastically in China
following the end of govern-
ment tax breaks. Byton is one
of several Chinese ev startups
that investors piled into
hoping for rich returns, though
it has not delivered a single
vehicle.

Mirror, Mirror on the wall
Mirror, a home-workout
business, was snapped up by
Lululemon, a maker of snazzy
yoga pants, for $500m. Mirror
makes body-length wall-
mounted smart screens
through which exercisers can
interact online with buff perso-
nal trainers live or on-demand.
The pandemic has been a boon
for the high-end fitness in-
dustry. But once gyms reopen it
remains to be seen whether
people will still splash out
$1,500 for one of Mirror’s
screens, or just plod and puff
on a treadmill. 

US stockmarket indices
April 1st 2020=100

Source: Datastream from Refinitiv
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When the history of the Trump presidency is written, a
photo-op in Lafayette Square at the beginning of June

might just mark the turning-point. Since he announced his run
for the White House in 2015, Donald Trump’s political method
has been to maximise at all times the amount of attention direct-
ed at him. The Lafayette Square escapade offended Christians,
because the president waved a Bible around like a prop. It embar-
rassed the country’s most senior military commander, who later
apologised for joining a political show that involved the tear-
gassing of peaceful protesters. More important, it did not work.
Rather than being in command, Mr Trump seemed desperate.
When power is based on appearances it can slip away suddenly.

Before covid-19 hit America, Mr Trump looked likelier than
not to be re-elected, thanks to a relentlessly growing economy.
Incumbent presidents almost always win in such circum-
stances. Our election model made him a narrow favourite, even
though he was a few points down in national polls with his rival,
Joe Biden. However, the president is now in a deep hole. Mr Biden
is up by nine points—more in some polls. He is doing well in bat-
tleground states like Florida, Michigan and Wisconsin, and he
has strong support among older voters and is doing surprisingly
well among white voters who did not go to college. Our model
now gives Mr Trump only a roughly 10% chance of winning. The
virus has demonstrated something definitively
to a large number of persuadable voters: that Mr
Trump is just not that good at being a president. 

There is a long time until November. Anyone
who has lived through the past decade knows
that low-probability events need to be taken se-
riously. If the virus recedes and the economy re-
bounds Mr Trump’s chances may improve over
the coming months. If the virus is still rampant
and states have not organised themselves for voting by mail, the
contest could be an unpredictable, low-turnout affair. Either
way, he will try to exploit the same divisions that have worked in
his favour in the past. 

For all that, Mr Biden finds himself in landslide territory
without having had to do very much to get there (see United
States section). Mr Trump’s flailing has made a Democratic Sen-
ate majority possible. That opens up the chances of a highly pro-
ductive presidency which once seemed inconceivable. Before
covid-19 and widespread social unrest, Mr Biden’s candidacy was
about restoration—the idea that he could return America and the
world to the prelapsarian days of 2016. It transpires that he could
have the opportunity to do something big instead.

Mr Trump is already painting this as a threat. He wants to
scare voters with warnings that his opponent is a doddering fool
who will be taken hostage by dangerous radicals seeking to de-
fund the police and confiscate everybody’s guns. Some Demo-
crats have the opposite fear, of an old patriarch stuck in his cen-
trist ways. And indeed when Mr Biden was first elected to
Washington, Elvis Presley was playing in Hawaii and Leonid
Brezhnev was general secretary of the Soviet Communist Party.
He has survived by adjusting his views on race, sex, religion and
other cultural signifiers as the Democratic Party has shifted.

How, hot-headed Democrats say, can a man who has followed
rather than led be trusted to fix America’s ills?

In fact, both points of view could turn out to be wrong. The
dominant theory, on the right and the left, is that change in
America is made by the extremes. On the right that has meant
Goldwater-ism, the Tea Party and Mr Trump. On the left it has
meant the anti-Vietnam movement, social-justice campaigns
and Bernie Sanders. There is something to this idea: without
these forces dragging him, Mr Biden might not have moved.

But to make lasting change through the federal government
you need to win the Senate. And that cannot be done with a can-
didate at the top of the ticket who frightens the voters. That is the
paradox of Mr Biden’s candidacy. Because he has flip-flopped on
abortion rights and school desegregation by busing, because he
comes across as the grandfather he is, he is viewed with suspi-
cion on the left. Yet that is precisely what makes him reassuring,
or at least unfrightening, to voters in states like Montana and
Georgia where Democrats must win to gain a majority in the Sen-
ate. It is Mr Biden’s caution that opens up the possibility of more
change than a real radical would.

That may be even more true in 2020 than in the past. Though
Mr Trump’s victory in 2016 was presented, not least by him, as the
triumph of the enraged and downtrodden against a broken sys-

tem, it came after 20 consecutive quarters of
falling unemployment, when there were few
threats from terrorism at home. This time is dif-
ferent. With 128,000 Americans dead from co-
vid-19 and with unemployment rife, the centrist
virtues of decency, experience and a willingness
to act on advice from competent people could
well seem more alluring.

For a sense of what that means in practice,
consider Mr Biden’s platform. His campaign website is a smor-
gasbord of policy plans, most of which would never happen even
if he were to win. But two of them conceivably could.

The first is a public option in health care, allowing Americans
to buy health insurance from the government. America has been
inching its way towards universal health care, a move that Mr
Trump has been unable to reverse. Under a Biden presidency it
could come within touching distance. The second policy is a sig-
nificant reduction in greenhouse-gas emissions. Mr Biden
wants to pass legislation to bind America to reaching net-zero
emissions by 2050. Add to this Mr Biden’s return to multilateral
engagement in foreign policy—which America’s allies would
wholeheartedly endorse, and which could begin to steady a cha-
otic world. Even if Mr Biden accomplished only part of this agen-
da, the criticisms from the Democratic left would seem churlish.

Some consequential presidents have been accidental radi-
cals. Think of Lyndon Johnson, who took office after JFK’s assas-
sination and passed the Civil Rights Act, or George W. Bush,
transformed by 9/11 from a compassionate conservative into a
neocon who started two of his country’s longest wars. To have a
hope of a transformative presidency, Mr Biden must not misread
the paradox on which his future depends. It is by cleaving to the
centre that he can best lead America in a new direction. 7

Retro or radical?

Why Joe Biden’s instinctive caution makes real change possible 

Leaders
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It is astonishing how rapidly the pandemic has spread, de-
spite all the efforts to stop it. On February 1st, the day covid-19

first appeared on our front cover, the World Health Organisation
counted 2,115 new cases. On June 28th its daily tally reached
190,000. That day as many new cases were notched up every 90
minutes as had been recorded in total by February 1st. 

The world is not experiencing a second wave: it never got over
the first. Some 10m people are known to have been infected.
Pretty much everywhere has registered cases (Turkmenistan and
North Korea have not, though, like Antarctica). For every country
such as China, Taiwan and Vietnam, which seems to be able to

contain the virus, there are more, in Latin America and South
Asia, where it is raging. Others, including the United States, are
at risk of losing control or, in much of Africa, in the early phase of
their epidemic. Europe is somewhere in between.

The worst is to come. Based on research in 84 countries, a
team at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology reckons that,
for each recorded case, 12 go unrecorded and that for every two
covid-19 deaths counted, a third is misattributed to other causes.
Without a medical breakthrough, it says, the total number of
cases will climb to 200m-600m by spring 2021. At that point, be-
tween 1.4m and 3.7m people will have died. Even then, well over 

The way we live now

Covid-19 is yet to do its worst

The pandemic

The chinese government is spreading fear in Hong Kong. The
first shock came in May, when it announced plans to impose

a sweeping national-security law on the territory, without the
say-so of its legislature. Then it drafted the bill behind closed
doors, keeping details secret even from Hong Kong’s administra-
tion. After the law was passed on June 30th by China’s rubber-
stamp parliament, hours passed before it was published at close
to midnight. The 18-page bill, which took effect that day, was
harsher than the gloomiest analysts had predicted. It is one of
the biggest assaults on a liberal society since the second world
war (see China section). 

Chinese officials argue that they are doing nothing wrong:
national-security laws are common around the world, even in
democracies. But that is disingenuous. This one
allows China’s Communist Party to rip up its
promise of one country, two systems and send
its secret agents into Hong Kong to impose order
as it pleases. Its spooks will not be subject to lo-
cal law. Most national-security cases, supposed-
ly, will be tried in Hong Kong’s own courts. But
the judges will be government-appointed. They
will be allowed to dispense with juries and try
cases in secret. Most worrying is that “complex” or “serious”
crimes may be tried on the mainland. The past year of unrest in
Hong Kong was sparked by fears of just such a possibility—that a
now-shelved extradition law might let dissidents be whisked
away to face the mainland’s brutal justice. That is what the new
law allows. Officials do not rule out that those convicted by
mainland courts could be executed. 

But wait, surely this law is about crimes that threaten China’s
security? Lambasting its authoritarian politics or quixotically
suggesting that Hong Kong should be independent would hardly
cause the ground to shake in Beijing. The party, however, takes a
different view. The bill’s definitions of sedition, subversion, ter-
rorism and collusion with foreign powers could be applied even

to petty, non-violent activity. The first arrest under the new law,
on July 1st, was of a man who was merely carrying a banner call-
ing for an independent Hong Kong. The bill could be invoked to
arrest someone who uses “unlawful means” to undermine Chi-
na’s communist system. Could that include taking part in a
banned rally commemorating the Tiananmen Square protests of
1989? The party will be the judge. It errs on the side of severity. 

The law also applies to activities abroad, by anyone. The
wording of the bill suggests that a foreign firm which co-operat-
ed with, say, the American government in applying sanctions on
China would have no defence if the party moved against it. 

The world is entitled to be shocked by these developments,
but not surprised. The crushing of the Tiananmen protests

showed the party’s ruthless determination to
destroy opposition no matter what the cost to its
global reputation. The world’s horror at that
bloodshed, and the sanctions the West imposed
on China in 1989, did not change the party’s
views. And China was a minnow back then, its
economy smaller than Spain’s. It is even less
likely to pay heed to foreign critics today.

But the West must respond. Britain was right
to say on July 1st that it would make it easier for about 3m holders
of “British national overseas” passports in Hong Kong to settle in
Britain and eventually qualify for citizenship (see Britain sec-
tion). America should impose sanctions on Chinese officials
who violate human rights in Hong Kong. It would be more effec-
tive if it abandoned its go-it-alone approach to foreign affairs
and worked with other democracies to resist China’s efforts to
subvert global human rights (see Chaguan). 

Hong Kong’s suffering holds a lesson for the world. China’s
rulers cannot be trusted to keep their promises and they will stop
at nothing to suppress dissent. This calls for heightened vigi-
lance about China’s rise, especially as it affects Taiwan. The party
has shown that it would rather be feared than admired. 7

A safe harbour no more

China has imposed a draconian security law on Hong Kong. It buries the idea of one country, two systems

Hong Kong 
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2 90% of the world’s population will still be vulnerable to infec-
tion—more if immunity turns out to be transient.

The actual outcome depends on how societies manage the
disease. Here the news is better. Epidemiologists understand
how to stop covid-19. You catch it indoors, in crowds, when peo-
ple raise their voices. The poor are vulnerable, as are the elderly
and those with other conditions. You can contain the virus with
three tactics: changes in behaviour; testing, tracing and isola-
tion; and, if they fail, lockdowns. The worse a country is at test-
ing—and many governments have failed to build enough capaci-
ty—the more it has to fall back on the other two. Good public
health need not be expensive. Dharavi, a slum of 850,000 people
in Mumbai, tamed an outbreak (see International section).

Treatments have improved, thanks to re-
search and dealing with patients. Although
mass vaccination is still months away at best
(see Britain section), the first therapies are avail-
able. More is known about how to manage the
disease—don’t rush to put people on respira-
tors, do give them oxygen early. Better treatment
helps explain why the share of hospital patients
who went on to be admitted to intensive care fell
in Britain from 12% at the end of March to 4% in mid to late May.

And economies have adapted. They are still suffering, of
course. J.P. Morgan, a bank, predicts that the peak-to-trough de-
cline in the first half of the year in the 39 economies it follows
will be around 10% of gdp. But workers stuck in Zoom hell have
discovered that they can get a surprising amount done from
home. In China Starbucks designed “contactless” ordering, cut-
ting the time customers spend in its coffee shops. Supply chains
that struggled now run smoothly. Factories have found ways to
stagger shifts, shield staff behind plastic and change work pat-
terns so that personal contact is minimised. 

Now that nationwide lockdowns are done, governments can
make sensible trade-offs—banning large indoor gatherings, say

and allowing the reopening of schools and shops. Sometimes, as
in some American states, they will loosen too much and have to
reverse course. Others will learn from their mistakes.

The problem is that, without a cure or a vaccine, containment
depends on people learning to change their behaviour. After the
initial covid-19 panic, many are becoming disenchanted and re-
sistant. Masks help stop the disease, but in Europe and America
some refuse to wear one because they see them as emasculating
or, worse, Democratic. Thorough handwashing kills the virus,
but who has not relapsed into bad old habits? Parties are danger-
ous but young people cooped up for months have developed a
devil-may-care attitude. Most important, as the months drag on,
people just need to earn some money. In the autumn, as life

moves indoors, infections could soar. 
Changing social norms is hard. Just look at

aids, known for decades to be prevented by safe
sex and clean needles. Yet in 2018, 1.7m people
were newly infected with hiv, the virus that
causes it. Covid-19 is easier to talk about than
aids, but harder to avoid. Wearing a mask is
chiefly about protecting others; the young, fit
and asymptomatic are being asked to follow te-

dious rules to shield the old and infirm. 
Changing behaviour requires clear communication from

trusted figures, national and local. But many people do not be-
lieve their politicians. In countries such as America, Iran, Brit-
ain, Russia and Brazil, which have the highest caseloads, presi-
dents and prime ministers minimised the threat, vacillated,
issued bad advice or seemed more interested in their own politi-
cal fortunes than in their country—sometimes all at once.

Covid-19 is here for a while at least. The vulnerable will be
afraid to go out and innovation will slow, creating a 90% econ-
omy that consistently fails to reach its potential. Many people
will fall ill and some of them will die. You may have lost interest
in the pandemic. It has not lost interest in you. 7
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If you look at the headline figures, foreign companies still ap-
pear to be piling into India even as its economy reels from the

pandemic. Since the country went into lockdown in March some
$20bn of cross-border deals have been announced, with the likes
of Facebook and kkr, a private-equity giant, sticking cash into
digital firms, solar parks and more. Optimists argue that India
could soon become a place to build factories, as firms seek to div-
ersify their supply chains away from China.

Yet look closely, and a different picture emerges (see Business
section). Foreign firms are often on the wrong end of regulatory
changes. Investors increasingly prefer to take minority stakes
alongside local tycoons, rather than set out on their own. And
Narendra Modi, the prime minister, is veering towards a policy
of capricious self-reliance. This week India banned 59 Chinese-
made apps, including TikTok. Unless things change, India and
the firms that invest there will not reach their potential.

India was largely closed to foreign firms between indepen-
dence in 1947 and liberalisation in 1991—it even kicked out Coca-

Cola. Since then it has opened up, tentatively at first, and after
2000 more confidently. Cumulatively, multinational firms have
invested over $500bn and some have won control of critically
important assets. Vodafone took a majority stake in a big mobile
network in 2007. The biggest carmaker is run by Suzuki, a Japa-
nese firm. When Mr Modi was elected in 2014, he pledged to
make India even more hospitable and to attract more factories.
On paper the Sino-American trade war should make it easier to
turn India into a global production hub. 

How has Mr Modi done? Officials boast that India has moved
swiftly up the “ease of doing business” rankings, from 142nd
place in 2014 to 63rd place last year. But the reality is less impres-
sive. India’s share of global foreign direct investment (fdi) flows
has nudged up only slightly, from 2.5% in 2014 to 3.3% last year.
Meanwhile, some troubling problems fester. 

Foreign firms don’t always get fair treatment. True, some that
have been active in India for many decades, such as Unilever, are
treated like locals. But more recent arrivals can get beaten up. Vo-

Inside game

The recent flurry of foreign money into India is not what it seems 

Investing in India
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Once completed, the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam will
be nearly twice as tall as the Statue of Liberty and as wide as

the Brooklyn Bridge is long. The reservoir behind it is roughly the
size of London. Sitting on the Blue Nile, the main tributary of the
Nile river, the dam is the largest hydro-electric project in Africa.
Soon it will produce 6,000 megawatts of electricity, more than
double Ethiopia’s output today. With a little co-operation be-
tween Ethiopia and its downstream neighbours, Egypt and Su-
dan, the dam could be a boon for the whole region.

Yet so far it has produced only acrimony. Egypt, which de-
pends on the Nile for 90% of its fresh water, sees the dam as an
existential threat. Shortly after construction began in 2011, offi-
cials in Cairo considered sabotage; a former president even con-
sidered bombing it. Last month Ethiopia accused Egypt of spon-
soring cyber-attacks to disrupt the project.

In between all the sabre-rattling the three
countries have held talks over how fast to fill the
reservoir, how much water will be released and
how to resolve any future disagreements. So far
no deal has been reached. But the latest round
comes with a deadline of sorts: Ethiopia says it
will begin filling the reservoir behind the dam
later this month. Egypt has vowed to use “all
means available” to protect its interests (see Middle East & Africa
section). All sides will have to make concessions if conflict is to
be avoided. 

The biggest lack is trust. Start in Egypt, whose people view the
Nile as their birthright. As its population has risen, the water
supply per person has fallen. Egypt therefore wants Ethiopia to
fill its reservoir slowly and to release enough water so that the
river’s flow is not disrupted, especially during droughts. Egypt
thinks Ethiopia has dragged out the talks to gain bargaining pow-
er as construction advances. The dam is now over 70% complete.

Belligerence in Cairo has led to stubbornness in Addis Ababa,
where officials are seeking a quick return on their $5bn invest-
ment. They think Egypt is stuck in the past, attached to defunct
treaties that allowed it to dominate the Nile. Meanwhile, around

half of Ethiopians do not have access to electricity. The govern-
ment hopes the dam will raise Ethiopia out of poverty. So it says
it will begin filling the reservoir with or without an agreement.
Up for re-election next year and facing serious unrest, Abiy Ah-
med, the prime minister, is under pressure to take a hard line.

Sudan, for its part, backs the project, which lies about 20km
from its border. It will receive some of the dam’s cheap electric-
ity. More predictable water flows could help it grow more food.
But it remains concerned that poorly co-ordinated releases of
water could overwhelm its own Roseires Dam.

The three sides are said to have reached 90% of a deal. They
can agree on what to do when there is enough rain. The dispute is
over how to manage the dam when there isn’t. Ethiopia feels it is
being forced to run its reservoir down too much during periods

of drought. It would rather take things year by
year and settle any disagreements through ne-
gotiations. Egypt and Sudan want commitments
now, and prefer binding international arbitra-
tion to settle disputes.

In the long term, wiser policies would help.
Subsidies have long encouraged Egyptians to
waste water on a massive scale. These are being
cut, but they should be eliminated. The sides

should generate more solar power to meet growing demand and
take pressure off the dam. All are sunny, and solar panels cost a
fraction of what they did when the dam was conceived. 

But right now all three need to strike a deal. Ethiopia should
pledge to let more water through during long dry spells. An inter-
national arbiter should be brought in to handle future disputes.
Egypt could compromise by letting the African Union (au) play
that role. Officials in Cairo believe the au favours Ethiopia,
where the au has its headquarters, but the group is leading the
effort to find a deal that works for everyone. If an agreement can
be reached, it will make a welcome change. The world abounds
with conflicts over water. The stuff is hard to share. But projects
like the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam promise a flood of
benefits to countries that manage. 7

Dam bluster

Egypt and Ethiopia must learn to share the world’s longest river

The Nile

dafone poured over $20bn into India but found itself subject to a
big retroactive tax claim, unfavourable regulation and, most re-
cently, spectrum levies (some local firms got clobbered, too).
Amazon and Walmart, which together have also invested over
$20bn, faced a sharp change in the e-commerce rules in 2019 that
made it harder for them to own or control inventory. 

Because the playing field is not level, foreign firms seem to be
shifting from owning their own subsidiaries to taking passive
stakes in well-connected local firms instead. Ford has folded its
business into a joint-venture. Aéroports de Paris has taken a
non-controlling stake in an infrastructure firm. A who’s who of
world business has bought small stakes in Jio, a mobile-phone
and e-commerce firm run by Mukesh Ambani, India’s richest
man, which competes with Amazon, Walmart and Vodafone. Of
all the $57bn of cross-border deals announced in the past 12
months, 66% involved passive stakes and half involved partner-

ships with a tiny number of Indian tycoons. The economy is be-
coming dominated by a few local winners. According to Marcel-
lus, an investment firm, 70% of corporate profits are made by the
top 20 firms, only one of them foreign, up from 14% 30 years ago.

With the economy forecast to shrink by 4.5% this year and
firms prowling for alternatives to China, you may think that Mr
Modi would open the door. But his policies have turned inward,
mirroring the lurch to protectionism in the West. On May 12th he
made a speech which said that India should take part in global
supply chains but also mentioned “self-reliance” 17 times. As
military tensions with China rise (see Asia section), a new crack-
down has begun. As well as banning the Chinese apps, the gov-
ernment is prodding e-commerce firms to have “country of ori-
gin” labelling on goods they sell. Foreign firms bring cash,
know-how and competition. Once the pandemic passes, India
must show that it is still open for business. 7



With energy production responsible for 60%
of all carbon emissions,1 decarbonization
offers an economic opportunity that can
help halt climate change and expand
sustainable investing strategies. Over
the past 10 years, technologies like
renewable energy, electric vehicles,
carbon capture and storage, hydrogen
and biofuels have made the leap from
intriguing prospects to viable solutions.
If we want to see meaningful change
while also achieving significant
returns, now is the time to drive
capital toward decarbonization.

HOW CAN INVESTING IN TECHNOLOGY 
CURB CARBON EMISSIONS?

To watch Jessica’s Morgan Stanley Minute on
“Curbing Carbon,” go to morganstanley.com/curbingcarbon.

I AM JESSICA ALSFORD
Head of Global Sustainability Research 

1 Source: Morgan Stanley Research, “Decarbonization: The Race to Net Zero,” October 21, 2019 
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Of limited intelligence
Artificial intelligence is an
oxymoron (Technology quar-
terly, June 13th). Intelligence is
an attribute of living things,
and can best be defined as the
use of information to further
survival and reproduction.
When a computer resists being
switched off, or a robot worries
about the future for its chil-
dren, then, and only then, may
intelligence flow.

I acknowledge Richard
Sutton’s “bitter lesson”, that
attempts to build human
understanding into computers
rarely work, although there is
nothing new here. I was aware
of the folly of anthropomor-
phism as an ai researcher in
the mid-1980s. We learned to
fly when we stopped emulating
birds and studied lift. Meaning
and knowledge don’t result
from symbolic representation;
they relate directly to the
visceral motives of survival
and reproduction.

Great strides have been
made in widening the
applicability of algorithms, but
as Mr Sutton says, this progress
has been fuelled by Moore’s
law. What we call ai is simply
pattern discovery. Brilliant,
transformative, and powerful,
but just pattern discovery.
Further progress is dependent
on recognising this simple
fact, and abandoning the fancy
that intelligence can be disem-
bodied from a living host.
rob macdonald

Richmond, North Yorkshire

I agree that machine learning
is overhyped. Indeed, your
claim that such techniques are
loosely based on the structure
of neurons in the brain is true
of neural networks, but these
are just one type among a wide
array of different machine-
learning methods. In fact,
machine learning in some
cases is no more than a re-
branding of existing processes.
If by machine learning we
simply mean building a model
using large amounts of data,
then good old ordinary least
squares (line of best fit) is a
form of machine learning. 
tom armstrong

Toronto

Investors make a difference
The scope of your research into
green investing was too narrow
to condemn all financial
services for their woolly think-
ing (“Hotting up”, June 20th).
You restricted your analysis to
microeconomic factors and to
the ability of investors to
engage with companies. It
overlooked the bigger picture:
investors can also shape the
macro environment by struc-
tured engagement with the
system itself.

For example, the data you
used largely originated from
the investor-led Carbon
Disclosure Project (for which
we hosted the first ever meet-
ing, nearly two decades ago). In
addition, investors have also
helped shape sustainable-
finance plans in Britain, the eu

and un. Investors also sit on
the industry-led Taskforce on
Climate-related Financial
Disclosure, convened by the
Financial Stability Board,
which has proved effective.

It is critical that govern-
ments apply a meaningful
carbon price. But if we are to
move money at the pace and
scale required to deal with
climate risk, governments
need to reconsider the entire
architecture of markets. This
means focusing a wide-angled
climate lens on prudential
regulation, listing rules,
accounting standards, investor
disclosure standards, valua-
tion conventions and
stewardship codes, as well as
building on new interpreta-
tions of legal fiduciary duty.
This work is done most effec-
tively in partnership with
market participants. Green-
thinking investors can help.
steve waygood

Chief responsible investment
officer
Aviva Investors
London

Measuring economic output
Estimating indirectly observ-
able gdp in real time is indeed
a hard job for macro-econome-
tricians, or “wonks”, as you call
us (“Crisis measures”, May
30th). Most of the components
are either highly lagged, as

your article mentioned, or
altogether unobservable. But
the textbook definition of gdp

and its components won’t be
changing any time soon, as the
reader is led to believe. Instead
what has always and will
continue to change are the
proxy indicators used to
estimate the estimate of gdp.
michael boerman

Washington, DC

Back to the garden
Reading Lexington’s account of
his garden adventures (June
20th) brought back memories
of my own experience with
neighbours in Twinsburg,
Ohio, in the late 1970s. They
also objected to vegetables
growing in our front yard (the
only available space). We were
doing it for the same reasons as
Lexington: pleasure, fresh food
to eat, and a learning experi-
ence for our young children.
The neighbours, recently
arrived into the suburban
middle class, saw it as an
affront. They no longer had to
grow food for their table. They
could buy it at the store and
keep it in the deep freeze. Our
garden, in their face every day,
reminded them of their roots
in Appalachian poverty. They
called us “hillbillies”.

Arthur C. Clarke once
wrote: “Any sufficiently
advanced technology is indis-
tinguishable from magic.” Our
version read, “Any sufficiently
advanced lifestyle is indistin-
guishable from hillbillies.”
philip rakita

Philadelphia

I don’t like home work
Bartleby (May 30th) thinks the
benefits of working from home
will mean that employees will
not want to return to the office.
I am not sure that is the case for
many people. My husband is
lucky. He works for a company
that already expected its staff
to work remotely, so had the
systems and habits in place. He
has a spacious room to work in,
with an adjustable chair, large
monitor and a nice view. I do
not work so he is not responsi-
ble for child care or “home
schooling”. 

Many people are working at
makeshift workspaces which
would make an occupational
therapist cringe. Few will have
a dedicated room for their
home office, so their work
invades their mental and
physical space. 

My husband has noticed
that meetings are being set up
both earlier and later in the day
because there is an assump-
tion that, as people are not
commuting, it is fine to extend
their work day. Colleagues
book a half-hour meeting
instead of dropping by some-
one’s desk to ask a quick ques-
tion. Any benefit of not com-
muting is lost. My husband
still struggles to finish in time
to have dinner with our chil-
dren. People with especially
long commutes now have
more time, but even that was a
change of scenery and offered
some incidental exercise. 
jennifer allen

London

As Bartleby pointed out, the
impact of pandemic working
conditions won’t be limited to
the current generation. By
exacerbating these divides,
will covid-19 completely guar-
antee a future dominated by
the baby-Zoomers?
malcolm begg

Tokyo

The transition away from the
physical office engenders a
lackadaisical approach to the
work day for many workers. It
brings to mind Ignatius Reilly’s
reasoning for his late start at
the office from “A Confederacy
of Dunces”:

I avoid that bleak first hour of
the working day during which
my still sluggish senses and
body make every chore a
penance. I find that in arriving
later, the work which I do
perform is of a much higher
quality.

robert mogielnicki

Arlington, Virginia
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On november 7th 1972 the people of
Delaware voted to send Joe Biden, a

brash, garrulous county councilman, to
the United States Senate—even though he
would not turn 30, the Senate’s age mini-
mum, for another two weeks. During the
campaign he had sought both to use and
downplay his youth. His ads touted “new
thinking” and “new solutions”; the compli-
ments he paid his 63-year-old opponent on
the success of his fights against Stalin and
polio were delivered with a faultless back-
hand. But he remained vague about pre-
cisely what all that novelty meant. In his
slogan, “He understands what’s happening
today”, the word “understands” was well
chosen: it suggested to young voters that
he got the counterculture and discontent
over Vietnam, while reassuringly signal-
ling to older ones that he did not fully con-
done them. As he told the Wilmington News
Journal, “I’m not as liberal as people think.”

America’s youngest senator then is now
its oldest ever presumptive nominee as a
presidential candidate, running in a cam-

paign as far removed from his debut in 1972
as 1972 was from Calvin Coolidge’s cam-
paign of 1924. His age, at times, has been
painfully apparent on the campaign trail:
his loquacity is less bounded, his stories
meander without necessarily reaching
their conclusion. His primary campaign
was, for the most part, poor. Yet as things
stand he has a good chance of winning No-
vember’s election. If so he may, more
through circumstance than design, bring
real change to a country long gridlocked
and polarised. 

President Donald Trump is a highly di-
visive figure. He is the only president in
modern history to never have seen more
than 49% of the population approve of his
performance in the role (see chart on next
page); his current rating is around 40%. At
74 he is the oldest president ever to stand
for re-election, which goes some way to
neutralising concerns about Mr Biden’s
age. He is also the first ever to seek re-elec-
tion after being impeached. Stories that
might have destroyed another presiden-

cy—tear-gassing peaceful protesters for a
photo opportunity, asking the president of
China for help in re-election—seem to
break around his ears every few weeks. 

On top of an extraordinary incumbent,
extraordinary times. America’s covid-19
epidemic has, so far, cost the country over
120,000 lives. Not yet controlled, it could
claim almost that many again by election
day. Mr Trump had hoped to run on a
booming economy, and had he been able to
he might well have won, despite his lack of
broad support. Instead, he will run in a
country ravaged by a misfortune he has
done too little to deal with and blighted by
unemployment and bankruptcy. Social
distancing’s constraints have created a
campaign unlike any other. An unprece-
dented number of Americans will vote by
mail, a development that has already seen
Mr Trump whipping up false fears of fraud. 

All re-election bids are to a large extent
referendums on the incumbent; this one is
little else. Looking like a plausible presi-
dent, the support of the party and not being
Mr Trump seem to be more or less all that is
required of Mr Biden, and the polls show
that his familiar, unchallenging avuncu-
larity is meeting the challenge well: a com-
forting figure for an uncomfortable time.
On average he enjoys a polling advantage of
about 9%, comfortably above that seen by
Hillary Clinton in 2016. He holds solid
leads in the “Blue Wall” states—Michigan,
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin—that Mrs Clin-

He persisted

WA S H I N GTO N ,  D C

A consummate moderate in his late 70s, Joe Biden has a good chance of becoming
a president with an ambitious, activist policy platform

Briefing Joe Biden
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ton lost and stands a fighting chance in sol-
idly Republican states such as Arizona,
Georgia and Texas. The Economist’s election
forecast, which combines polling data with
economic and other fundamentals, cur-
rently puts Mr Trump’s chance of holding
on to the White House at just one in ten.

This house has got the best of us
Mr Trump will try to fight his way out of
this with personal smears against Mr Bi-
den. It was for extorting favours aimed at
helping him paint Mr Biden as a nepotist
corrupting foreign policy for the benefit of
his son, Hunter, that Mr Trump was im-
peached. But Mr Biden looks likely to prove
a tougher target for such tactics than Mrs
Clinton was in 2016, largely because people
like him. 

It is not just that Americans by and large
see him as approachable and good-heart-
ed. They also know his life’s sorrows. Mr Bi-
den’s first wife, Neilia, died in a car crash
with their one-year-old daughter, Naomi,
shortly after that first victory in 1972. His
son Beau, who gave a moving speech about
that loss when Mr Biden was nominated to
be Barack Obama’s running in 2008, died of
cancer in 2015. The tempering of grief has
given Mr Biden deep reserves of empathy.

He will also be attacked on policy. Mr Bi-
den has always sat close to his party’s ideo-
logical centre. At points in his career he has
been lukewarm on abortion rights and fed-
erally enforced school integration, an ad-
vocate of harsh criminal penalties and a
proponent of financial deregulation. But as
the party’s centre has moved to the left, so
has he. Perhaps Mr Biden has shifted with
the political winds; perhaps he has a com-
mendable willingness to rethink outdated
positions. Either way, he has become
something a bit akin to a radical, a seem-
ingly centrist grand-dad running on as
bold a Democratic policy platform as has
been seen in generations. It looks set to in-
clude a public option on health care and an
ambitious effort to fight climate change
which will include a carbon tax. 

Many on the party’s progressive wing

give him little credit for this. In the prima-
ries, they wanted to abolish private health
insurance; today, many want to defund po-
lice departments. Some warn, or threaten,
that if he fails to take a turn to the left on
such causes he risks losing the election. Ai-
mee Allison, who heads She the People, an
organising and advocacy group for women
of colour, urges Mr Biden to “meet the mo-
ment [and] turn protesters into voters. If he
doesn’t...he’s not going to be able to close
this fatal enthusiasm gap he has now.”

There are two problems with this. One is
that the Democrats’ greatest recent suc-
cess, winning back the House in 2018, was
brought about not by progressives who re-
tained safely Democratic seats but by cen-
trists taking seats previously held by Re-
publicans. The voters they won over then
are the sort of people Mr Biden needs now.
The second is that it would be inauthentic.
Mr Biden’s persona is that of a moderate: a
decent, reassuring figure running, as he of-
ten says, to “restore America’s soul”, and of-
fering, as a surrogate put it, “a return to ci-
vility.” That is the Joe Biden for whom a
majority of Americans twice voted when he
was on the same ticket as Mr Obama. 

Vice-presidents have every chance of
getting their party’s nomination if they
want it. But in 2015, wracked by grief over
Beau’s death, Mr Biden decided that he
didn’t. He left public office, seemingly for
good. Family and close advisers say it was
Mr Trump’s coddling of white suprema-
cists who marched on Charlottesville, Vir-
ginia, in 2017 which prompted him to re-
join the political fray. He campaigned for
dozens of Democrats in the midterms; in
March last year he announced his candida-
cy (accidentally, at a dinner in Delaware:
distilled essence of Joe Biden).

It was his third such campaign. In his
first, in 1987, he quit early after the media
piled on to questions of plagiarism. Two
decades later he dropped out after coming
fifth in the Iowa caucuses. This time, with
the vice-presidency on his resume, he led
in the polls more or less throughout. He
won none of the campaign’s first three con-

tests. But no one else in the race managed
to convince the party that they, rather than
Mr Biden, were the candidate best placed to
defeat Senator Bernie Sanders, widely seen
as unelectably far to the left.

After Mr Biden won the South Carolina
primary handsomely, two other centrist
candidates, Amy Klobuchar, a senator from
Minnesota, and Pete Buttigieg, then mayor
of South Bend, Indiana, quickly dropped
out of the race and endorsed him. That al-
lowed Mr Biden to establish an overwhelm-
ing lead over Mr Sanders on Super Tuesday. 

A lot of people leaving town now
When Mr Sanders dropped out a month lat-
er Mr Biden had another chance to display
his disposition towards bringing people
together. The two senators created six task-
forces to advise Mr Biden on policy all of
which include supporters of both men—a
way of avoiding a recurrence of the rancour
that defined the 2016 primary, when Mr
Sanders’s supporters felt the establish-
ment had played dirty pool on Mrs Clin-
ton’s behalf. 

The policies that these groups come up
with will not necessarily be those that Mr 

Delaware Senator → Re-elected

County councilman 47th vice-president

Source: The Economist
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2 Biden runs on; he already has a substantial
policy agenda, and it is coming to the fore.
When the election’s sole defining issue was
Mr Trump, it was plausible for Mr Biden to
focus his run on normalcy in high office.
Now the country is suffering through co-
vid-19 and has seen a remarkable spate of
protest his campaign has dialled back on
talk of restoration, emphasising instead Mr
Biden’s policies for meeting the moment. 

Much of it is routine stuff for Democrats
in 2020: a higher minimum wage, protec-
tion for unions, reform of bankruptcy and
campaign-finance laws and so on. Two
things stand out for their ambition. The
first is health care. Republicans are once
again pushing to end Mr Obama’s Afford-
able Care Act (aca) without offering a re-
placement. The Democratic left wants it re-
placed with Medicare for All. Mr Biden
plans instead to build on the aca by letting
people buy into a government-run plan—
the “public option” deemed too radical just
a decade ago. He also wants to lower the
Medicare eligibility age from 65 to 60. The
two steps could transform American
health care: the public option could be-
come big enough and therefore cheap
enough that employers and employees
prefer it to private insurance.

Similarly, Mr Biden has proposed cli-
mate-change plans that go well beyond Mr
Obama’s achievements, calling for a net-
zero-emissions economy by 2050 and an
entirely electric car fleet. But he has not
quite embraced the Green New Deal be-
loved of the left and has kept some centrist
options open. He has not renounced the
use of either nuclear energy or fracking
(which could imperil his chances in other-
wise-winnable-looking fracking states
such as Pennsylvania and Ohio and just-
about-in-play Texas). He is willing to ex-
plore technologies that capture carbon
from fossil-fuel plants before it gets to the
atmosphere, which makes many greens
uncomfortable. Though the campaign calls
the means by which he will seek to make
polluters pay an “enforcement mecha-
nism”, it seems clearly to be a carbon tax,
and a more broadly based one than the cap-
and-trade scheme which failed to get
through the Senate under Mr Obama.

To make such changes the Democrats
will need the Senate as well as the presi-
dency and the House. That requires them to
win three or more of the 23 Republican-
held Senate seats being contested. A few
months ago that looked like a long shot. To-
day’s polls make it look more plausible: but
if the odds are better than 50:50, they are
not so by much. This is another reason not
to expect Mr Biden to make the big rhetori-
cal or policy moves that the progressive
wing says would excite the base. Flipping
states with Republican senators is an in-
herently centrist undertaking. 

Simply winning the Senate, though, is

not enough. It might allow Mr Biden to ful-
fil his promise to restore the top marginal
income-tax rate to 39.6% on those making
over $400,000 and partially to reverse Mr
Trump’s corporate-tax cuts, raising the rate
from 21% to 28%: such measures can be
passed as part of a “reconciliation bill”
which requires only a simple majority. But
almost all other business in the Senate is
hostage to filibustering, which can only be
overcome with 60 votes. Even were Mr Bi-
den to achieve a landslide—and he has as
good a chance of doing so as Mr Trump has
of scraping a narrow win, according to our
model—his coat-tails will be nowhere near
long enough to bring 13 new Democratic
senators with him.

Mr Biden, with the sort of respect for
Senate procedure that comes from spend-
ing almost half your life within its pre-
cincts, says that he does not want to end the
filibuster. He has also said he expects a Re-
publican “epiphany” when Mr Trump
leaves office, one that might make possible

new bipartisan approaches to the nation’s
problems. But Chuck Schumer, who would
become majority leader were the Demo-
crats to take the Senate, does not rule out
getting rid of the filibuster. Some suggest
that the mere threat of doing so might be
enough to bring some Republicans round
to the climate and health-care aspects of
Mr Biden’s legislative agenda, epiphany or
no epiphany. 

Not all change needs legislation. Mr Bi-
den could roll back the Trump administra-
tion’s own rollbacks of regulations on envi-
ronmental protection and other things,
putting back in force the rules that have
been dropped, enforcing those that have
been ignored. He could reverse the Trump
administration’s immigration policies
through executive action. He could also
change the tone and manner of the presi-
dency—though not necessarily that of the

national conversation. Barracking from a
defeated Mr Trump and his supporters
would surely be raucous. 

Foreign policy, where presidents have
the greatest room for manoeuvre, would
provide Mr Biden with his comfort zone.
Decades as a member of the Senate’s for-
eign-relations committee and then as vice-
president mean that he knows the game
and many of the players. Neither the tactics
of the opposing teams nor the state of the
pitch, though, are as he left them. China is a
far more assertive power; Russia has been
able to interfere in American elections
with minimal retribution. And the pan-
demic spreads on. 

Won’t you just say goodbye?
Mr Biden believes the world’s democracies
want America to reassert itself in the role,
abandoned by Mr Trump, of their leader
and protector. He is unlikely to prove it so
through force of arms, any more than Mr
Obama chose to. But simply playing the
part should prove a first step.

Mr Biden’s commitment to arms con-
trol is one of the through notes of his ca-
reer. As president he would seek to pursue
that interest in talks with Russia and Iran.
He would rejoin the Paris agreement on cli-
mate change and hope thereby, and
through the ambition of his domestic
plans, to reinvigorate it. He has also prom-
ised to host “a global Summit for Democra-
cy”, centred on fighting corruption and au-
thoritarianism, and advancing human
rights. Summitry is easy to mock; but as an
opportunity for the relationship-building
at which Mr Biden excels, it could bring
benefits. Plenty of Asian countries which
have resigned themselves to Chinese pres-
sure would be glad to have an American
thumb on the other side of the scale again. 

Mr Biden has described himself as a
“bridge” to the next generation of Demo-
crats. He has been coy as to whether he sees
that bridge as four years long or eight. Giv-
en that, should he win in November, he
would be in his 80s when campaigning for
a second term, this coyness cannot be tak-
en as a simple refusal to look overconfi-
dent. His vice-presidential choice, due in
early August, will thus be an important
one—as Mr Obama’s has turned out to be. 

Mr Obama, who represented profound
change simply by virtue of his race and
background, chose in Mr Biden an old-
white-guy complement who represented
experience and stability. He went on to
govern cautiously and to be succeeded by
his old-white-guy antithesis, a cruel man
bereft of experience and deeply chaotic.
Now Mr Biden, who still represents stabil-
ity, seems by that very fact to represent the
change people want. If they act on that de-
sire, he may find himself in a position to
govern more ambitiously than his one-
time boss. 7
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Faiza ibrahimi is too young to remem-
ber when the Taliban ruled Afghanistan

as a theocracy. She can scarcely believe her
parents’ stories about it. She is a radio pre-
senter in the western city of Herat. The idea
that gun-toting zealots from the country-
side used to forbid women to leave home
unless fully veiled and accompanied by a
male relative seems almost inconceivable:
“My mother was unable to work and find
bread. I couldn’t imagine that time again.”

It was only in 2001 that American forces
toppled the Taliban regime, when the mul-
lahs who led the movement refused to
hand over Osama bin Laden after the 9/11at-
tacks. But nearly two-thirds of the popula-
tion is less than 25 years old, and so has lit-
tle or no memory of the Taliban’s rule. They
are having to brush up on their history,
however, as they contemplate the prospect
of the Taliban returning to power in some
form. The American troops that have
propped up the Afghan government and

held the Taliban at bay for the past 19 years
are on their way out. Over the past four
months the number of American soldiers
in the country has fallen by a third, from
around 13,000 to 8,600. The administra-
tion of President Donald Trump has
pledged to reduce their strength still fur-
ther, as part of a deal it signed with the Tali-
ban on February 29th. In exchange the Tali-
ban are supposed to cease providing
shelter to foreign militants and—an ele-
ment of the peace plan that is proceeding

much less smoothly—enter into talks with
the Afghan government.

“Intra-Afghan talks”, in which the gov-
ernment, the Taliban, opposition politi-
cians and representatives of civil society
were to discuss the country’s future, had
been due to start within days of the signing
of the accord. But the process immediately
bogged down. First, the government and
the Taliban bickered over a prisoner ex-
change outlined in the deal. America had
promised that the Afghan government,
which was not party to the agreement,
would release “up to” 5,000 Taliban prison-
ers as a gesture of goodwill. The Taliban, in
return, were to free 1,000 policemen and
soldiers it held captive. Ashraf Ghani, the
president, said 5,000 was too many, but the
Taliban were adamant. Months passed.

Another sticking point has been the Ta-
liban’s continuing attacks on soldiers and
civilians. Although the insurgents ob-
served something close to a ceasefire in
late February, to pave the way for the sign-
ing of the deal, they reverted to their old
ways soon afterwards. The government
says they carried out 422 attacks in a single
week in June. This breaks a promise to re-
duce violence, the American and Afghan
authorities say. But if the Taliban made
such a pledge, it was only in private: the
text of the deal did not spell out any truce.

The Taliban did at least cut back on at-

The war in Afghanistan

Withdraw first, ask questions later
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2 tacks during the Eid holiday in late May.
That seems to have spurred Mr Ghani to re-
lease most of the required prisoners, even
though violence subsequently increased
again. There is lingering disagreement,
too, over 200-odd people the Taliban want
freed, some of whom are accused of terri-
ble atrocities. Nonetheless, diplomats be-
lieve the way may at last be clear for talks to
begin within weeks, probably back in Qa-
tar, where the original accord was signed.

These discussions, should they go
ahead, will give Afghans a glimpse of how
much the Taliban have changed their spots
since the 1990s. Perhaps unsurprisingly,
they have not been clear what they want for
the country, beyond the departure of Amer-
ican troops. Their statements speak vague-
ly of Islamic government. When asked
whether their attitudes to women have
changed, they say only that women’s rights
will be protected in accordance with Islam-
ic teachings. Although they claim no lon-
ger to oppose girls going to school, for in-
stance, girls do not seem to be allowed to
remain in education past puberty in the ru-
ral areas controlled by the Taliban, accord-
ing to a report published this week by Hu-
man Rights Watch, a pressure group. 

Some Afghans believe that the Taliban’s
refusal to elaborate on their stances is a
sign that they are not serious about negoti-
ations, and plan to attempt to seize power
by force once the Americans are gone. Oth-
ers assume that divisions within the orga-
nisation make it hard to stake out clear po-
sitions. Although the talks with America
suggested an element of pragmatism, the
Taliban still insisted on referring to them-
selves as leading an “Islamic emirate”, just
as they did when they ruled the country in
the 1990s. “If this thing moves forward, the
day’s going to come where they can’t just
say, ‘We will settle that later’,” says Andrew
Watkins of International Crisis Group.

The government, for its part, has said it
wants to preserve “a sovereign, democratic
and united republic”. It will definitely re-
sist the re-creation of a doctrinaire Islamist
regime. In a speech by video-link to an
American think-tank on June 24th Abdul-
lah Abdullah, in effect the government’s
chief negotiator, said, “We cannot achieve
peace with sacrificing the basic and funda-
mental rights of our people.” He has said he
will include women in his negotiating
team. But he also concedes that the govern-
ment will have to compromise to win the
Taliban over—without specifying how.

Yet more uncertainty surrounds Ameri-
ca’s part in Afghanistan’s future. The only
element of the peace plan going according
to schedule is the withdrawal of American
forces. “It is not the duty of us troops to
solve ancient conflicts in far away lands
that many people have never heard of,” Mr
Trump told cadets at the us Military Acad-
emy at West Point on June 13th. Claims that

Russia paid a bounty to the Taliban for ev-
ery American soldier they killed are caus-
ing him embarrassment (see United States
section). Joe Biden, his rival in November’s
election, has long been sceptical about
state-building in Afghanistan. How force-
fully either man would push to preserve Af-
ghan democracy is unclear. Many doubt
that either would send troops back in
should the Taliban come close to toppling
the elected government.

Covid-19 has made all these questions
more fraught. The disease is said to be bar-
relling through the Afghan security ser-
vices. The American troops who remain in
Afghanistan are providing less training to

the Afghan army in part to avoid catching it
from their Afghan comrades. Attempts to
contain the spread of the virus have also hit
the already sputtering Afghan economy.
Nation-building, under any government,
is looking harder than ever.

Afghans like Miss Ibrahimi anxiously
await the start of talks. She wants to remain
working in Afghanistan to justify her par-
ents’ sacrifices. But she doubts that the
gun-toting zealots her mother told her
about have changed much. “If the Taliban
come with that ideology that they had be-
fore 2001, then it won’t be a change for
peace, or better security or a better coun-
try,” she says grimly. 7
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“Now the Chinese will know that,
when we want to act, we shall act as

we wish, without warning,” thundered Ar-
nab Goswami, jabbing a finger towards the
camera. “We shall move in stealth, and at-
tack when necessary!” Judging from the tri-
umphalism of this host on Republic tv, a
jingoistic private channel, one might have
guessed that the Indian army was at the
gates of the Forbidden City. But the daring
blow he trumpeted was in fact a limp min-
isterial decree, announcing a ban on Tik-
Tok, a popular video-sharing platform, and
58 other smartphone apps deemed to have
links with China.

India’s ban was officially billed as a de-

fensive measure, meant to protect citizens
from possible data-mining by “elements
hostile to national security”. Few Indians
doubt that its real intent is retaliatory.
Since June 15th, when some 20 Indian sol-
diers died during an unarmed clash with
Chinese troops at a remote spot on the
countries’ ill-defined border, Narendra
Modi, India’s prime minister, has faced po-
litical pressure to hit back at China. Con-
sidering that Indians have downloaded
TikTok more than 600m times, and that
several other targeted Chinese apps also
had huge followings, few can have missed
the government’s action. Mr Modi has
“done something” for all to see to avenge
the slain soldiers—although he has also
snuffed out an astonishingly popular pas-
time overnight (see next story). 

The feebleness of India’s response un-
derlines the difficulty of its position on the
cusp of what Jabin Jacob of Shiv Nadar Uni-
versity in Delhi describes as an emerging
cold war between the Asian giants. Since
the spring China has massively reinforced
its troops in its Himalayan border regions.
In these barren, high-altitude areas, the
“Line of Actual Control” between India and
China has never been formally defined,
much less agreed upon, with only seasonal
patrols probing claimed territorial limits.
China has abruptly changed that by creat-
ing reinforced, permanent-looking posi-
tions at as many as seven strategic spots, all
situated just inside what India considers
its territory. Last month’s bloodshed,
which caused an unknown number of Chi-
nese casualties, occurred when Indian
troops tried to dismantle one of these.

Militarily, India faces a fait accompli. 

D E LH I

India has few good ways to punish China for its Himalayan land-grab

India and China

Hit them where it hurts us

Xi won’t be losing sleep
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In india, as elsewhere, TikTok looks
like a cornucopia of bright and busy

nonsense: an endless, blooming, buzz-
ing confusion of shaky videos and cheap
special effects, dispensed free of charge
in 15-second doses. But time spent on the
app—or on its Chinese-owned peers, all
of them abruptly blocked by the govern-
ment on June 29th—had a way of leading
curious users far from the big cities and
celebrities that typically define Indian
pop culture. Not just TikTok, but also
Helo, Likee and Bigo Live, were virtual
highways to places no actual highways
serve, in small-town and rural India.
They revealed a part of the country that is
changing rapidly.

Thousands of people around India
appear to have made a living recording
and broadcasting short videos, mostly of
shimmying, lip-synching and prat-
falling, for millions of other Indians to
whom they would otherwise have re-
mained utterly obscure. TikTok had
about 1.2m content creators and 120m
monthly viewers. A striking proportion
of the creators hailed from marginalised
groups. A scrawny cloth-seller from a
small city could start an overnight dance
sensation; swaggering young Muslim
comics found audiences as big as those
of mainstream Hindi films; transsexual
performers shared make-up tips with
fans and gawkers; rural grannies taught
cooking and a girl built a fanbase while
lip-synching to a rap in Hmar, a language
spoken in a few small patches of the

sparsely populated north-east. A cottage
industry of disdainful urbanites had
sprung up on YouTube to mock the Tik-
Tok army, in classist and sometimes
casteist terms. Yet an aspiring dietician
from the state of Haryana could build a
following of 11m on the strength of his
resemblance to Virat Kohli, captain of
India’s cricket team. Eventually Mr Kohli
himself became his collaborator. 

Amit Varma, a podcaster from Mum-
bai who ran an online course about
TikTok, puts the app’s success down to
timing. It arrived in 2017, just after Reli-
ance Industries, a huge conglomerate,
had launched Jio, a 4g telecoms oper-
ation which radically reduced the cost of
mobile data. Instead of a gigabyte a
month, smartphone users suddenly had
a gigabyte a day to play with. Cheaper
Chinese handsets, meanwhile, made
owning a smartphone more affordable.

“This is not content made by clueless
elites,” Mr Varma says. “In Bollywood a
few big shots run the whole thing. But
they have outdated ideas about what
people want.” What they really want, if
TikTok’s algorithms had it right, is weir-
der, homelier and more varied material
than they could find on television, You-
Tube, Instagram or any of the English-
first apps favoured by wealthy urbanites.
Bidding fans farewell on the evening of
June 30th, one TikTok star after another
urged them to regroup on one or another
of those apps, or on one of the close to
100 Indian copycats that have sprung up. 

Fifteen seconds of fame
India’s obsession with TikTok

D E LH I

The apps the government has banned were a window on the heartland

But there’s nothing else to do

2 China’s new positions give its forces a stra-
tegic advantage, making it difficult for In-
dian troops to hit back. Taunting Chinese
soldiers have even inscribed a giant map of
China on one patch of newly grabbed ter-
rain. India could imitate China’s tactics
and create its own new forward positions,
but such tit-for-tat moves could simply go
on at mounting cost over many years, with
China’s bigger budgets and superior infra-
structure putting it in a better position to
dig in. 

Hence the temptation for India to try to
hurt China in other ways. The ban on pop-
ular apps represents a pinprick for an econ-
omy that is nearly five times the size of In-
dia’s. True, India is TikTok’s biggest foreign
market by far, but the app’s earnings in In-
dia are relatively paltry.

Mr Jacob says the app ban is better un-
derstood as part of a more strategically
considered pushback against China’s
growing influence. The irritants to India
include a persistent trade deficit of around
$50bn and the inroads Chinese diplomacy
has made in small, neighbouring states
that India considers its own satellites.

Even before the recent border tensions,
India had begun quietly raising barriers to
Chinese capital. New rules imposed in
April require central government vetting of
all direct investments by Chinese firms. In
May the authorities began mulling stricter
oversight of trades linked to China in the
stock- and bond markets. Since the trou-
bles in June, Indian customs officers have
been scrutinising shipments from China
much more closely. On July 1st two big air-
freight firms, FedEx and dhl, both an-
nounced they would cease carrying goods
from China to India because of delays in
customs clearance. Some of those delays
may become permanent: the government
is consulting with Indian businesses over a
list of more than 1,000 Chinese-made
items on which it intends to raise tariffs.

Such economic nationalism goes down
well in some quarters. Prafulla Ketkar, the
editor of a journal considered a mouth-
piece for India’s biggest Hindu-nationalist
group, sees the beginning of a “holy war”
against an “expansionist monster”. But
much of India’s shopping list from China
consists of vital inputs for its own fac-
tories, including more than two-thirds of
the active ingredients for India’s booming
drugs industry, nearly all the compressors
used by its air-conditioner manufacturers
and most of the cheap solar panels that
have allowed India to make impressive
strides in clean energy. Chinese venture-
capital firms have injected some $8bn into
Indian start-ups. That flow will now dry up.
Even worse, by showing such readiness to
wield economic cudgels, Mr Modi sends a
signal not only to China but also to other
investors looking for a steady, reliable
place to do business. 7
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Despite the mid-morning heat, resi-
dents of the Vietnamese capital, Hanoi,

swarm around the dispenser filling their
brown paper bags. Having taken her share,
Vu Thi Hoan straps the 2kg package to her
bicycle and prepares for the journey home.
Ms Hoan, who collects and sells trash for a
living, has seen her income diminish in re-
cent months, “probably because now there
are more trash collectors”. Before covid-19
struck she sold cardboard for 3,000 dong
($0.12) a kilo. Now she is lucky to get a third
of that. Like many others, Ms Hoan, a mi-
grant from rural Thai Binh province, only
gets by thanks to a free weekly visit to the
“rice atm”.

A property company called Cen Group
set up the dispenser in late May to support
Hanoi’s poorest through the epidemic. The
firm only provided the first five tonnes of
rice, however; since that ran out the
scheme has continued with donations
from the public, says Pham Thanh Hung,
Cen Group’s vice chairman. The local au-
thorities have helped, too, says Mr Hung,
by expediting the necessary permits, refer-
ring people in need and providing police
for security. Indeed, generous coverage in
the state-controlled media suggests that
the top ranks of the Communist Party have
blessed the initiative.

Cen Group’s was not the first rice atm.
Hoang Tuan Anh, an entrepreneur, came
up with the idea and built the first proto-
type after hearing about a factory worker
who committed suicide after losing her
job. Now a handful of companies make
them, supplying tens of locations in cities
across the country. Each atm distributes 

H A N O I

As covid-19 drags the economy down,
private charity is taking off

Vietnam

Your loss, my grain

A nice rice device

Benjamin swan’s farm is on the fourth
floor of an office building in an indus-

trial part of Singapore. To see his crops, vis-
itors are escorted past a door unlocked with
a thumbprint and through an airlock. (“Our
air is certified,” says an assistant.) Room
after room is filled with plumes of kale and
lettuce, evenly spaced on long trays stacked
in floor-to-ceiling racks. Cables snake
across the racks and ceilings, like an elec-
trical root system. led lights, designed to
emit only the part of the electromagnetic
spectrum that plants can absorb, cast a pur-
ple glow. The greens are planted in a sub-
strate—not a speck of soil is in sight. 

Singapore is a hymn to concrete and
metal. But look closely and you can see
farms mushrooming across the city-state:
on the roofs of malls and car parks, in
schools, warehouses and even the site of a
former prison. This is new. Commercial
farming in the land-scarce city was phased
out in the 1970s and 1980s. “Unlike virtually
any other country on earth, Singapore has
lost a generation of farmers,” says Bradley
Busetto of the Global Centre for Technol-
ogy, Innovation and Sustainable Agricul-
ture, a un outfit based in Singapore. Today
just 720 square kilometres of land, less
than 1% of Singapore, is set aside for farms.
But a new crop of entrepreneurs are betting
on rewards from finding idle spaces where
lettuces may be coaxed to life. Since 2014, 31
commercial urban farms have sprouted. 

The government is delighted. Singapore
imports more than 90% of its food. It is “ex-
tremely vulnerable to fluctuations in our
food availability that may be brought about

by climate change, disease outbreaks and
global food situations,” says Low Li Ping of
the Singapore Food Agency. In 2019 the gov-
ernment said the country should produce
30% of its food by 2030.

It has put its money where its mouth is.
Before the pandemic the government had
pledged S$207m ($149m) to help farmers
boost productivity and to spur research. In
April the government, spooked by the pan-
demic’s (small) disruptions to global mar-
kets for food, promised an extra S$30m to
help farmers grow more in the next six to
24 months, and invited urban farmers to
apply to rent the roofs of nine government-
owned car parks. Mr Swan, the indoor kale
farmer, credits the government with help-
ing to fund his company’s r&d and intro-
ducing him to investors. 

Such help is gratefully received. Farm-
ing in the city can be expensive. Property
and labour are costly. To maximise space,
farmers stack plants. Some go inside,
which means losing a free and plentiful in-
put—the sun—but allows greater control of
the environment. “Every room is its own
climate,” says Sven Yeo of Archisen, an in-
door farm that tinkers with temperature,
humidity, carbon dioxide, light, water and
nutrients to produce tastier lettuce, sorrel
and chard. The technology does not come
cheap, but it does allow for more frequent
and bountiful harvests. Mr Swan says his
farm yields 178 times more lettuce per
square metre than a traditional one. It
started production in 2015 and broke even
for the first time in 2018. His labours are
bearing fruit.  7

S I N G A P O R E

Government subsidies make excellent fertiliser

Feeding Singapore

The rise of the rooftop farmer
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Banyan A charged relationship

When xi jinping launched his Belt
and Road scheme of global devel-

opment aid with Chinese characteristics,
he needed a country to showcase it.
Pakistan seemed the obvious choice. It
was China’s only real ally, a security
partner on a vulnerable flank. Meanwhile
a new prime minister, Nawaz Sharif, and
his business-friendly Pakistan Muslim
League had just come to power pledging
big infrastructure projects and an end to
the country’s notorious brownouts. In
2015 the China-Pakistan Economic Corri-
dor (cpec) was announced, involving
promised sums that soon topped $60bn.
This was a “game- and fate-changer” for
the country, Mr Sharif crowed. What
could possibly go wrong?

Quite a lot, as it happens. The latest
evidence is a fresh report by a committee
convened by Mr Sharif’s successor, Imran
Khan, to look at problems in power
generation. It accuses Chinese compa-
nies of “malpractices”, including in-
flating costs. The contractors of two
coal-fired plants, at Port Qasim in Sindh
province and Sahiwal in Punjab, are
allegedly overcharging by $3bn. Con-
struction costs alone were padded by
over $200m, it claims.

Pakistan’s indebted power industry is
notorious for sleaze, and the findings of
the committee, which also faulted local
contractors, should come as no surprise.
Mr Khan himself campaigned for office
by attacking corruption on cpec projects.
After he won the election in 2018, with a
little help from Pakistan’s powerful
generals, he thought to berate China into
renegotiating terms and offering other
financial help—he had, after all, inherit-
ed a full-blown balance-of-payments
crisis. Yet Mr Khan’s first trip to Beijing
was mortifying. He got nothing like the
money he demanded. And China’s lead-

ers scolded him for airing dirty laundry in
public—a Belt and Road no-no.

By late last year things were looking
better. Mr Khan had secured an imf bail-
out. The China relationship was back on
track, albeit with a greatly pared-down
cpec. Gone were the proposals for indus-
trial co-operation and most of a welter of
special economic zones. But work had
restarted on other projects. They included
a port at Gwadar on the Arabian Sea and a
railway from Peshawar to Karachi: that
cost a ruinously expensive $8bn, but was
too conspicuous a project to abandon.
Reassuring both China and Pakistan’s top
brass, a retired general was put in charge of
a new cpec authority. It was to serve as a
one-stop shop and cut through Pakistan’s
enterprise-choking red tape.

Even before the authority had a chance
to fail, along came covid-19. Specialist
Chinese workers were stuck in their home-
towns celebrating the Chinese new year.
The government hardly wants to see
75,000 Pakistani employees on cpec pro-
jects laid off, but it cannot afford to keep
them at work either. The economy faces its

first recession in decades, and yet anoth-
er balance-of-payments crisis. And since
the government eased lockdown regu-
lations in May, coronavirus infections
are rising. Mr Khan is desperately push-
ing for debt relief from all Pakistan’s
creditors.

The committee’s report, which the
generals presumably approved, is part of
the campaign. It raises the stakes with
China, which must be appalled at the
display of laundry just as America is
loudly contending that Belt and Road is
all about entrapping poor countries
through debt. Yet the evidence of mal-
practice Mr Khan has revealed may give
him leverage to seek better terms; a
similar gambit worked for Malaysia last
year. To save China’s face, Mr Khan’s
government has postponed a corruption
investigation. Instead, according to the
Financial Times, it is asking to delay
repayments for up to a decade. 

More concessions are coming. In
other words the cpec game, as a promi-
nent economic commentator, Khurram
Husain, puts it, is still on. Yet it will be a
much reduced one, with some projects
stalled or slowed, and others abandoned.
There will be some real benefits: brown-
outs in much of the country are a memo-
ry. But, says Andrew Small, author of a
book on China and Pakistan, cpec “will
be defined by the things that might have
happened but won’t”.

Pakistan, for instance, will not stop
lurching from one economic crisis to the
next. Nor will it have the economic confi-
dence to transform its paranoid relations
with India. Above all, it will not serve as a
model to the world of a new form of
relations with a magnanimous China, in
which mutual advances in security and
economic development are forever
blissfully intertwined. 

Infrastructure investment in Pakistan reveals the limits of Chinese development aid

1.5-2kg of rice per person, enough to feed a
small family for three days. Some ma-
chines get through three tonnes of rice a
day, serving up to 2,000 people.

Vietnam, impressively, fended off co-
vid-19 without a single confirmed fatality.
But the pandemic nonetheless caused the
economy to sicken. The imf has slashed its
growth forecast this year from 7% to 2.7%.
The decline in global consumption has bat-
tered manufacturing, which accounts for a
sixth of gdp. The sealing of borders has
been catastrophic for tourism, another big
industry. According to the government, 5m

people either lost their jobs or saw their in-
comes shrink during the first four months
of the year. Things are unlikely to have im-
proved much since, although Vietnam did
start lifting its lockdown in late April.

At the same time the government ap-
proved a 62trn dong ($2.6bn) scheme to
help those who have lost their jobs because
of covid-19. But would-be recipients com-
plain it has been slow to get off the ground.
It is still not clear, for instance, whether
migrant workers in informal jobs, the bulk
of those using rice atms, are covered.

All this may help explain the govern-

ment’s surprising embrace of private chari-
ty, not something people are supposed to
need in a proletarian paradise. Large-scale
philanthropy is rare in Vietnam, says Dan-
ielle Labbé of the University of Montreal,
but it is a country where “good ideas repli-
cate quickly.” The theatre of the machines,
abetted by favourable press coverage,
seems to be an effective way to drum up do-
nations. But one beneficiary waiting to
make a withdrawal has an idea of her own.
“This is really time-consuming. Why don’t
they just put the rice in bags and give it to
us straight away?” 7
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Asenior chinese official called it a
“birthday gift” for Hong Kong. It was a

chilling choice of words for the biggest
blow to the territory’s freedoms since Brit-
ain handed it back to China in 1997. Close to
midnight on June 30th, on the eve of offi-
cial celebrations of the handover’s anniver-
sary, China imposed a draconian national-
security bill on Hong Kong. It gives the gov-
ernment in Beijing sweeping power to
crush dissent in the territory using its own
secret police and even its own courts.

The new law relates to crimes involving
secession, subversion, terrorism and col-
lusion with foreign forces. Hong Kong’s
post-handover constitution, the Basic Law,
had required the territory to pass its own
legislation concerning such offences. But
local opposition had stymied the govern-
ment’s efforts to do so. Unrest during the
past year, which Chinese officials call an at-
tempted “colour revolution”, caused the
Communist Party to lose patience. In May it

announced it would do the job itself. 
The law was drafted in secret by legisla-

tors in Beijing—not even Hong Kong’s gov-
ernment was shown its contents until it
was passed by China’s rubber-stamp par-
liament. Mercifully, it cannot be used to
charge people for things they did before
June 30th, or so officials say. But otherwise
it is even more intimidating than most
people in Hong Kong had expected. 

The bill could result in far more serious
charges being laid against protesters
should they engage in activities that were
common during the recent upheaval. Van-
dalising public transport could now be
treated as terrorism. Breaking into the leg-
islature or throwing eggs at the central gov-

ernment’s liaison office, as demonstrators
did last year, could be considered subver-
sive. Calling for Hong Kong’s indepen-
dence, as some protesters have, could in-
voke a charge of secession. Encouraging
foreign countries to impose sanctions on
China could result in prosecution for collu-
sion. The maximum sentence for all four of
these categories of crime is life in prison.

To oversee the clampdown, the central
government will open a new “Office for
Safeguarding National Security”. It will be
the first open operation in Hong Kong in-
volving the mainland’s civilian security
forces. A separate policymaking “Commit-
tee for Safeguarding National Security”
will also be set up, led by the territory’s
chief executive, Carrie Lam. It will include
an “adviser” appointed by the central gov-
ernment. Trials involving the new law will
be presided over by judges hand-picked by
the government. The justice secretary may
allow them to dispense with juries and
hear cases in secret.

Ms Lam said the new law would target
only “an extremely small minority of peo-
ple”. To many Hong Kongers, that is no
comfort. In “complex” or “serious” cases
the bill allows the mainland’s security
agencies to take charge. They will not be
subject to Hong Kong law. They may even
take suspects to the mainland for trial.
There they could face execution.

Hong Kong’s freedoms

The evening of its days

H O N G  KO N G

A new national-security bill is far harsher than most people predicted 
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2 It is not only the large numbers of young
black-clad protesters at the forefront of the
recent unrest who need worry. The law
could be applied to a wide range of peaceful
activity. For example, taking part in any-
thing “unlawful” aimed at undermining
China’s communist system could be con-
sidered subversive. That could be con-
strued to mean any anti-government rally
that goes ahead without police permission.
A person who “conspires” with anyone
abroad to provoke “hatred” in Hong Kong
towards the local or central government
could be accused of collusion. The power to
interpret these terms will rest with China’s
legislature. The law may affect a wide range
of other freedoms. It calls for stronger “reg-
ulation” of schools, universities, social or-
ganisations, the media and the internet.

It will also apply to people abroad. That
may mean that if considered suspects in
any of these crimes they could face arrest,
should they visit Hong Kong. The bill im-
plies that foreign firms in Hong Kong could
be punished should they help a country ap-
ply sanctions against China. America is
mulling some. On July 1st its House of Rep-
resentatives passed a bill calling for sanc-
tions against banks that do business with
Chinese officials deemed responsible for
human-rights abuses in Hong Kong. The
legislation is likely to be submitted to the
Senate in a few days. 

Hong Kong is already feeling the chill.
Just before the law was passed, Joshua
Wong disbanded his party, Demosisto,
which had supported self-determination
for Hong Kong. “Yellow” cafés favoured by
protesters began removing pro-democracy
messages from their windows. Some activ-
ists closed their Twitter accounts.

Despite a police ban on protests on July
1st, and the risk of breaking the new law,
thousands of people still gathered to prot-
est. Elderly women handed out posters
saying “Heaven will destroy” the Commu-
nist Party. But the number of demonstra-
tors was far smaller than at many of last
year’s protests. The police arrested 370 par-
ticipants. At least ten were accused of vio-
lating the security bill, including a man
caught with a pro-independence flag. 

China will try to make sure that Hong
Kong continues to prosper, not least by
pumping up its stockmarket. Shut out of
American stockmarkets amid Sino-Ameri-
can tensions, Chinese firms are increasing-
ly turning to Hong Kong’s exchange to list.
The share index rose by more than 2.8% on
July 2nd, the first day of trading after the
law was published. But the territory’s polit-
ical future is bleak. The local government
says it has spent $6.29m to retain a public-
relations company to help a “Relaunch
Hong Kong” campaign. Its choice was Con-
sulum, a firm that has tried to help Saudi
Arabia improve its authoritarian image. It
will have its work cut out in Hong Kong. 7

“The untamed”, a costume martial-
arts drama, is one of the most-

watched television series in China. Since
its online release last year it has been
viewed 8bn times. Its heart-throb star, Xiao
Zhan (pictured), has gained a legion of
fans. In October so many of them crowded
an airport in Beijing to see him that they
delayed a flight. 

In February Mr Xiao’s devotees flooded
the internet with complaints about a web-
site hosting raunchy fiction about him. The
government shut it down. In May a video
went viral of a classroom full of primary-
school students chanting: “Brother Xiao
Zhan, you are very good!” The teacher who
filmed them was suspended. 

Mr Xiao’s millions of admirers belong to
what are known in Chinese as fanquan, or
“meal circles” (because the word for meal
sounds like the English word “fan”). These
are passionate and sometimes combative
online groups devoted to particular celeb-
rities. The Chinese government has long
demanded patriotism and good behaviour
from stars, but it has placed few limits on
fans. On the internet, where debate and or-
ganising are usually tightly controlled, fan-
quan enjoy rare freedom to do both. 

But as fanquan have grown, so too has
official scrutiny of them. State media have
criticised their “irrational” behaviour. Avi-
ation authorities have pleaded with them
not to stalk stars at airports. (Some fans buy

information about their idol’s move-
ments.) In May a member of China’s rub-
ber-stamp parliament called on the gov-
ernment to “strictly rectify” fanquan
because of the threat they posed to the “in-
heritance of red culture”. Mr Xiao, who is
28, has asked his fans to calm down. “I hope
everyone puts their studies, work and life
before chasing stars,” he said. 

Members of fanquan are mainly women
in their 20s. Some teenagers join the fun,
too. A government report shows that 12.8m
internet users under 18 frequently engaged
in “fan-support” activities. These include
posting praise, attacking critics and insult-
ing devotees of other stars. After Mr Xiao’s
fans turned their guns on the sexually pro-
vocative fiction website, the site’s suppor-
ters boycotted brands he represented and
filled their social-media pages with furious
abuse. Among defamation cases that were
heard by the Beijing Internet Court be-
tween January and November last year,
nearly 12% were filed by celebrities, often
against fans of rival stars. 

Fandom also entails spending. Nearly
15% of fans born since 2000 lavish at least
5,000 yuan ($707) on their favourite stars
each month—about 40% more than the av-
erage urban disposable income. Some-
times they crowdfund shows of affection,
such as adulatory billboards in New York’s
Times Square. More often they help celeb-
rities ascend online charts. Take Mr Xiao’s
latest single—he is also a singer— “Spot of
Light”. In the first 48 hours after its release,
it notched more than 25m downloads, a re-
cord. His fans reportedly helped by buying
an average of nearly 66 copies each. 

Despite the unruliness of fanquan, the
government may see occasional benefit in
their ability to organise. After Wuhan, the
city where covid-19 cases first soared, went
into lockdown on January 23rd, fanquan
raised and helped to distribute more than
7.4m yuan in relief money within about ten
days. Last year, during pro-democracy un-
rest in Hong Kong, the mainland’s state
media urged fanquan to praise “brother
China” against critics abroad. They duly
complied, and launched tirades against the
protesters. The Communist Youth League
called it #thefangirlscrusade. 

But the fanquan are not always biddable.
This year the League tried in vain to en-
courage their members to praise animated
idols named after Mao Zedong’s writings.
The idea was scrapped within hours. 7

Celebrity fan groups boost their idols and insult rivals
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In recent days, as China prepared to turn Hong Kong into a
cowed simulacrum of a world city—a shiny stage-set of moder-

nity, run from the shadows by the mainland’s hard men—Chaguan
asked Western envoys in Beijing how their countries might re-
spond. Several chose to hear and answer a different question,
namely, how might their government make China change course? 

Be realistic, such diplomats sighed. China will impose this na-
tional-security law on Hong Kong. What would you have us do?
Other well-placed foreigners in China are still more fatalistic
about the West’s ability to influence China. That is true whether
they are being asked about repression in Hong Kong or about Xin-
jiang, the far-western region that China has turned into a police
state. It is shocking enough that over 1m members of Xinjiang’s
mostly Muslim Uighur minority have been locked in re-education
camps in recent years, suspected of extremism for praying or even
wearing beards. On June 30th the Associated Press reported on an
official campaign to force abortions and sterilisations on Uighur
women, causing birth rates to plunge 24% in Xinjiang last year.
Ask Westerners in Beijing about such painful subjects, and they
cite forecasts that in coming years China will account for 30% of
global economic growth. In a pandemic-induced recession, when
millions of workers are losing their jobs, they reason, what gov-
ernment will sacrifice livelihoods on the altar of Hong Kong’s free-
doms or Chinese human rights? 

That maximalist framing of the China debate—pretending that
any criticism of Chinese actions amounts to a futile call for chang-
ing China’s worldview, or even its political system—is in reality a
cop-out, a convenient way to rationalise impotence. Chinese offi-
cials try a similar trick. They have spent decades accusing the West
of plotting regime change, whenever democratic leaders object to
any Chinese action. Actually, far from trying to contain China, for
40 years Americans and Europeans ignored endless provocations
and broken promises in the hope that as the country grew richer it
would open, and be more willing to co-operate on tackling climate
change, nuclear non-proliferation or other global public goods.

Now America has a president, Donald Trump, who shows no in-
terest in Chinese repression and scorns global goods, but whose
administration does include true China hawks who regard Com-

munist Party rule as inherently immoral. That has led to policies of
unprecedented toughness, delivered with never-seen-before in-
coherence. Mr Trump mostly wants China to buy more American
stuff, notably farm goods grown by Trump voters. To prise open
Chinese wallets, Mr Trump has imposed punitive tariffs on Chi-
nese goods and allowed hawkish underlings to enact offensive
policies aimed at constraining China’s rise. America has banned
exports of semiconductors and other sensitive goods to China, and
formally declared such technology giants as Huawei to be a threat
to national security. Visas for Chinese students and journalists
have been limited and sanctions promised on Chinese officials re-
sponsible for abuses in Hong Kong and Xinjiang.

Bluster from Trump administration hawks, undercut by a pres-
ident who cares little for principles, did nothing to slow China’s
rush to impose authoritarian rule by law on Hong Kong. Fatalistic
Westerners may feel vindicated, muttering that nothing can be
done to change China’s ways. But changing China is not the only
marker of success. A new paper by François Godemont of the Insti-
tut Montaigne in Paris describes Europe and America’s poor record
of agreeing on, let alone imposing, policies that force China to do
things. Mr Godemont is pitilessly clear-eyed about how China has
fobbed Europe off with unkept promises and empty dialogues. 

Yet if Europe is bad at offensive moves, it is doing better at de-
fence. No player matters more than Germany. It accounts for al-
most 43% of the European Union’s exports to China, and is duly
wary of confrontation (German officials shun eu language calling
China a “systemic rival”). Still, Germany has joined eu institu-
tions, France and others in tightening investment rules to shield
covid-battered tech firms from being snapped up. New eu rules on
procurement and scientific co-operation stress transparency and
the protection of intellectual property. The European Commission
is to ask eu countries to approve curbs on foreign subsidies. Such
defences against Chinese predations give the eu leverage.

Calling China out for its abuses is a good first step
A second reason to eschew fatalism is that next year America may
have a new president, Joe Biden, committed to repairing trans-
atlantic relations. Though Mr Biden spent years engaging with
China, as a senator and vice-president, America has changed. Both
parties see China as a strategic competitor. Highlighting their dif-
ferences with Mr Trump, Democrats are keen to challenge auto-
crats and speak up for political freedoms. 

Shared concerns about China could be a catalyst for renewed
transatlantic co-operation, argues a new paper, “Dealing with the
Dragon, China as a Transatlantic Challenge”, produced by the Asia
Society Centre on us-China relations, the Bertelsmann Founda-
tion in Germany and George Washington University. Differences
remain. Broadly, Europeans see China’s rise as an economic threat,
while Americans see a national-security challenge. Europeans are
wary of offensive policies like export controls on high-tech goods.
The Trump era has left a legacy of deep distrust. Still, the paper
notes, America and Europe would gain by co-ordinating defences.
A joint agenda could include sharing intelligence about cyber-se-
curity, Chinese investments and technological standard-setting,
as well as about tireless Chinese attempts to co-opt or control in-
ternational organisations, from the un to the Arctic Council. 

China is convinced that its interests are served by iron-fisted
repression at home and bullying abroad. The West will not brow-
beat China into reading its interests differently. But democracies
can build joint defences. That is already a worthy goal. 7

The great unifierChaguan

To repair transatlantic alliances, countries should co-operate in their handling of China
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Donald trump’s path to re-election has
never looked more difficult. In early

June his deficit in the polls against Joe Bi-
den was “just” six percentage points. That
may seem large, but it is close enough for
the president to conceivably gain the
ground required to win an electoral-col-
lege victory, even with a minority of the
popular vote. He needs to hold Mr Biden to
a two- to three-point margin to do so. But
nationwide protests, the growing reality of
the country’s economic turmoil and a rap-
idly spreading rebound of covid-19 cases
have pushed him even farther behind. 

Today he faces a nine-point uphill
climb nationally and is behind by between
four and eight points in the bellwether
states. The president even acknowledged
his dire situation in an interview with Fox
News last week, saying “Joe Biden is gonna
be your president because some people
don’t love me, maybe.” According to The
Economist’s election-forecasting model, Mr

Trump has a one-in-nine chance of win-
ning a second term—down from a one-in-
five shot last month.

The president is struggling for at least
three reasons. First, he has always relied on
defacing his opponents. In 2016 he suc-
ceeded in making Hillary Clinton unac-
ceptable to a slightly bigger share of the
electorate than the minority that actually
liked him. His job was made easier by her
low favourability ratings. According to a

poll conducted by YouGov on the eve of the
election, Mr Trump was rated favourably by
39% of American adults, compared with
Mrs Clinton’s 41%; the shares who viewed
them unfavourably were 60% and 57%, re-
spectively. Of course, Mr Trump did not
have to convince a majority of all American
voters that he was preferable to the former
secretary of state: his victory depended on
persuading a majority of mostly white vot-
ers in the Midwest to opt for him.

Mr Trump’s strategy worked (if losing
the popular vote by 3m ballots can be
counted as working) last time round, when
his opponent was already extremely un-
popular. But from the start it looked a dicey
bet against Mr Biden, who is far more pop-
ular than Mrs Clinton was. According to
YouGov’s interviews of 1,500 Americans be-
tween June 21st and June 23rd, 43% of
adults view the former vice-president fa-
vourably and only slightly more (47%) dis-
like him. Mr Trump’s ratings are much
harsher: 42% like him and 53% do not. The
president’s handling of the pandemic, in
particular, makes it hard to imagine he has
much room for improvement here.

Second, Mr Trump is being dragged
down by the dramatic movement of older
voters, horrified by the now-exploding
spread of covid-19, away from him. Overall,
Mr Biden’s vote margin has increased by
about five points over Mrs Clinton’s final 

The presidential election 
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2 performance in 2016 among people who
voted last time round, according to an anal-
ysis of YouGov’s data. Voters over 65 have
led the charge; their vote margin for Mr Bi-
den is six points better than Mrs Clinton’s
was, whereas that of voters under 30 has
not budged at all. White voters have also
fled Mr Trump’s ranks in much larger num-
bers than voters of colour. Mr Biden is sev-
en points ahead of Mrs Clinton’s position
among whites, while Hispanics have
moved six points towards Trump (though
they still overwhelmingly oppose him).

Third and most important, the presi-
dent has lost ground with non-college
white voters. This group was Mr Trump’s
seawall in 2016; it prevented a tide of na-
tional ballots from breaching his electoral-
college victory. But this time these voters
have moved eight points towards his oppo-
nent. In swing states their shift is a more
modest six percentage points; but in those
close contests, such a change, if it sticks,
would imperil Mr Trump. He has also lost
ground among Christians—both of the
evangelical and mainline varieties. 

It is unclear why white voters without a
college degree have been the most likely to
leave Mr Trump’s camp. Some clues may be
found in this year’s Democratic presiden-
tial primary elections, in which non-col-
lege whites were also the most likely to
leave Bernie Sanders’s wing of the party. It
is likely that Mr Biden represents a more
appealing candidacy to these voters than
Mrs Clinton did. Social scientists have
found that these voters tend to be more ra-
cially conservative and harbour more hos-
tile views about feminism than others do.
Mr Biden’s candidacy has focused less on
the politics of diversity and empowerment
than Mrs Clinton’s before him. 

Whatever the reason, Mr Trump has lost
most support among his stalwart backers
from 2016. That may mean, when it comes
down to it, that they are likelier than many
now imagine to swing back to him on vot-
ing day. Perhaps they will. But according to
YouGov’s data, the president’s defectors are
more likely than others to have voted in the
Democratic primaries this year—a sign
that many may have been Democrats who
did not like Mrs Clinton. They are also 14
percentage points more likely than other
voters to believe that race relations have
grown worse during Mr Trump’s tenure,
and a whopping 22 points likelier to disap-
prove of how he has handled the coronavi-
rus. Even worse for Mr Trump, they are 30%
more likely than other voters to say their
personal finances have deteriorated over
the past year. 

So on all the issues most important to
voters at the moment, these voters rate Mr
Trump poorly. Though they could move
back to him, at present their defection has
pushed Mr Trump to clear underdog status.
It has also raised a distinct possibility that

he could lose by a landslide. 
Mr Trump’s allies have raised the pos-

sibility that he could win round enough
undecided voters to muster an electoral-
college victory again. Such voters are a nat-
ural crutch for the campaign: wishy-washy
voters who last time held their breath until
the “October surprise” from James Comey,
the fbi director who announced a resump-
tion of the investigation into Mrs Clinton’s
emails, perhaps came to Mr Trump’s res-
cue. But the president’s campaign faces
even more bad news on this front. 

Never tell me the odds
According to YouGov’s polling, this year’s
undecided voters are more likely to be
young, non-white and college-educated
(all factors that correlate with voting for
Democrats). Few are conservatives; 64%
voted in this year’s Democratic primary
elections. Of those with an opinion about
the president, 63% disapprove of his time
in office, and they are more likely to oppose
him on race relations, covid-19 and the
economy than they are to support him. 

This puts Mr Trump in a serious bind.
For each undecided voter he could win to
his cause, he would probably cause two
others to vote against him. The same is true
for non-voters. According to YouGov’s data,
voting-eligible Americans who did not cast
ballots in 2016 oppose the president by 20
percentage points.

Many political pundits were stunned by
Mr Trump’s upset victory in 2016. Mr Co-
mey himself confessed to being so sure of
the outcome of the contest that he took un-
precedented steps against one candidate

(which may have ended up costing her the
election). But the statistical model The
Economist built to predict presidential elec-
tions would not have been so shocked. Run
retroactively on the last cycle, it would
have given Mr Trump a 27% chance of win-
ning the contest on election day. In July of
2016 it would have given him a 30% shot.

This time our model points with much
greater confidence to a defeat for Mr
Trump. Today, it gives him just an 11%
chance of winning re-election in Novem-
ber. It is not impossible that he could pull it
off. Fans of poker will know that closing an
inside straight (which happens in 9% of
hands) happens frequently enough to take
seriously. It should be taken especially se-
riously when the leadership of the free
world is at stake. 

But is Mr Trump capable of doing what
is needed to win? He would have to take the
country’s ever-worsening outbreak of co-
vid-19 seriously, change his tone and ac-
tions on racial justice and pursue eco-
nomic pfone inolicies that reverse the
coronavirus-induced depression (renewed
growth would certainly be a boon to his
prospects). And then he would have to per-
form the nearly impossible task of making
himself appear more moderate and like-
able than his opponent. Mr Biden is rou-
tinely achieving 50% support in opinion
polls, far higher than Mrs Clinton or Barack
Obama managed in 2016 or 2012. 

All this puts Mr Trump on a path to a re-
sounding rebuke of his presidency in No-
vember. Every day that passes without a
course-correction increases the likelihood
of his defeat. 7

The Magnolia State this week became the last southern state to change its state flag,
removing the Confederate battle flag which had formed part of the design. It will adopt
a new flag, incorporating the words “In God We Trust” but excluding the so-called
“stainless banner”. The 87-year-old widow of Medgar Evers, a murdered civil-rights icon,
called the vote “all but unbelievable to me”. 

Mississippi changes its colours
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For a third time in as many weeks John
Roberts, America’s conservative chief

justice, has sided with his liberal col-
leagues in a big case. After his votes on lgbt

rights and immigrant protections, on June
29th he was the linchpin in a 5-4 decision
striking down a law that would have limit-
ed abortion access in Louisiana. This
brought cheers from liberals and howls
from conservatives. Josh Hawley, a senator
from Missouri and Chief Justice Roberts’s
former clerk, called June Medical Services v
Russo, the abortion decision, a “disaster”
and accused his old boss (without naming
him) of “perpetuat[ing] bad precedent
while barely bothering to explain why.”

The precedent Mr Hawley deplores is
Whole Woman’s Health v Hellerstedt, a deci-
sion in 2016 rejecting a Texas law that pur-
ported to protect women’s health while
regulating about half of the state’s abortion
clinics out of existence. Chief Justice Rob-
erts is no fan of Whole Woman’s Health, ei-
ther: he was among the dissenting trio of
justices in the 5-3 ruling. This week in June
Medical he repeated his disdain for the ear-
lier decision, but explained that stare deci-
sis—Latin for “let the decision stand”—re-
quired the court “to treat like cases alike”.
Since the Louisiana requirement that abor-
tion providers must secure admitting priv-
ileges at a hospital within 30 miles was
“nearly identical” to the doomed Texas
rule, and imposed a similarly “substantial
obstacle” to abortion access, the outcome
should be the same. The court must not up-
end its own judgment a mere four years on.

Yet, with an eye on future cases, the
chief justice proceeded to undercut the
very precedent he had relied upon to reject
Louisiana’s law. Whole Woman’s Health said
judges should consider both the benefits
and burdens of a regulation. But weighing
the two against each other, Chief Justice
Roberts wrote, is a job for the legislature,
not the courts. If a regulation does not
make it exceedingly hard for women to
procure abortions it would probably pass
constitutional muster, no matter how
slight or illusory the benefit. This may be
read as an invitation to Republican-run
states to cook up restrictive abortion laws
as long as they can be pitched as not too
burdensome—and are not replicas of a law
the court has already rejected. 

A more radical opportunity to turn the
tide on abortion lurks in the chief justice’s
opinion. He emphasises that June Medical

is not about Roe v Wade, the ruling in 1973
that protects a woman’s right to abortion.
Though Justice Clarence Thomas, in dis-
sent, charged that the court’s abortion ju-
risprudence “remains in a state of utter en-
tropy” and ought to be thrown out in its
entirety, Chief Justice Roberts demurred.
“Neither party has asked us to reassess the
constitutional validity” of the abortion
right itself, he wrote. If plaintiffs come ask-
ing—as they are in Georgia and Alabama,
where near-blanket abortion bans are
working their way through the courts—he
might be willing to reconsider Roe.

There are loopholes in the other liberal
victories, too. Though Chief Justice Roberts
joined the left side of the bench (and Justice
Neil Gorsuch) to bar workplace bias against
gay and trans people, the majority opinion

leaves open whether employers with reli-
gious objections to hiring lgbt workers
might, in some circumstances, have a li-
cence to discriminate. And in the case halt-
ing President Donald Trump’s cancellation
of daca (Deferred Action for Childhood Ar-
rivals), the chief justice noted that the mer-
its of ending Barack Obama’s programme
were not the question. Mr Trump could still
kill daca if he would only follow basic
standards of administrative law. The chief
justice sent the president the same mes-
sage a year ago when he refused to bless the
administration’s flubbed quest to add a
citizenship question to the 2020 census,
but hinted it could try again.

Two other decisions penned by Chief
Justice Roberts this week also came out
5-4—but with the liberals in their more fa-
miliar position as dissenters. The first of
these was Seila Law v Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (cfpb), a challenge to the
design of a federal agency set up after the
recession of 2007-09. The majority did not
break up the cfpb but, dampening its inde-
pendence, gave the president the power to
fire its director whenever he pleases. Then,
on June 30th, the chief justice anchored Es-
pinoza v Montana Department of Revenue,
requiring any state that funds secular priv-
ate schools to fund religious schools, too.
Both rulings, cloaked as inevitable out-
growths of earlier cases, were in fact pro-
found shifts in the law.

Acting boldly through superficially
small steps—and getting credit for aisle-
crossing while giving liberals at best tem-
porary solace—seems to be panning out
well for Chief Justice Roberts. He is culti-
vating a reputation for non-partisanship at
the Supreme Court while advancing pri-
marily conservative goals. And he’s win-
ning: of the 53 cases decided so far this
term, he has been in the majority in 52. 7
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The chief justice is not tilting left. He
is preserving the court’s independence 

John Roberts

Hail to the chief 

Measuring his stride

Pentobarbital is due to be injected into
Daniel Lee, a white supremacist con-

victed of a triple murder, on the morning of
July 13th. The drug, administered at a feder-
al prison in Indiana, is supposed first to
make him unconscious, then stop his heart
or prevent breathing. This week the Su-
preme Court declined to take up a case that
might have stopped his death. Instead, bar-
ring late legal challenges, his will be the
first execution carried out under federal
authority in 17 years. It comes a year after

William Barr, the attorney-general, or-
dered them to resume. Three more, all of
murderers, are set for the summer.

What will the federal executions
achieve? Donald Trump has long yearned
for more use of capital punishment. Late in
June the president told an interviewer he is
“totally in favour of the death penalty”. On
Twitter he calls himself a “law and order”
leader. His base of supporters should
cheer. Among older Republicans a big ma-
jority long shared his views: a Pew survey 

CH I C AG O

Some conservatives clamour for repeal of the death penalty

Capital punishment

Cruel, unusual and costly
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from two years ago found that 81% of 50-64
year-olds supported its use, as did 78% who
were 65 or older. 

Look more widely, though, and atti-
tudes are turning against the idea of the
state killing its prisoners. Younger respon-
dents and independents are less keen on it.
Few believe it is an effective deterrent. A
poll by Gallup, in late June, found that only
54% of all Americans see its use as moral,
the lowest level in two decades since Gal-
lup started asking, and down from 60% last
year. Pollsters say a majority of Americans
oppose its use once they are reminded of
other punishments, such as life in prison
without any chance of parole. 

Could conservatives, who remain its
staunchest supporters, even turn against
the death penalty? Hannah Cox, of a na-
tional movement founded in 2013 to
achieve that, calls Mr Trump’s administra-
tion “really remiss” and “out of step with
grassroots” on the topic. Her outfit seeks
repeal by states and has set up 15 chapters
nationally. No longer is it taboo for conser-
vatives to suggest the death penalty should
be scrapped: “There’s been a significant
shift in culture, attitude,” she says. Where-
as a decade ago it was nearly impossible to
get state Republicans to back repeal, in the
past two years Ms Cox counts ten such bills
sponsored by them. 

Partly as a result, states increasingly
shun its use. Last year only seven of them,
mostly in the South, killed a total of 22 pris-
oners. Just 33 new death sentences were
handed down, one of the lowest tallies
ever. Last year Republican and Democratic
legislators combined in New Hampshire to
override their governor’s veto, abolishing
the death penalty there. In March Colora-
do’s governor signed legislation making it
the 22nd state to end it. Utah, Nebraska,
Wyoming and others have come close. Cal-
ifornia last year called a moratorium. Many
others keep the option, but have not ap-
plied it for a decade or more.

Jack Tate, a state senator in Colorado,
says his fellow Republicans came to see “a
common-sense case, this policy ain’t work-
ing”. One strand in the party, he says, are
pro-lifers, especially Catholics (their
church now opposes its use), who find it
inconsistent to favour the death penalty
but oppose abortion. Others, especially
younger colleagues, warm to a libertarian
view, doubting “whether the state should
have the power of life and death”, especial-
ly when executions don’t provide any
“healing” for victims’ families and when,
too often, legal mistakes are made. 

In overwhelmingly Republican Wyo-
ming a representative, Jared Olsen, last
year got a repeal bill passed by the House; it
failed only narrowly in the Senate. He ar-
gued that capital punishment has become
too costly and unequal. Hordes of Republi-
cans lined up to sponsor a new version of

his bill, suggesting it will fare well when re-
introduced next year. Only wealthy coun-
ties pursue capital cases, he points out, be-
cause they typically require $1m or more to
prosecute. (Just 2% of American counties
have been responsible for more than half of
all executions since 1976.) 

Even in the past couple of months, be-
lieves Mr Olsen, opposition to the death
penalty has grown. Awareness has spread
of its unacceptable “racial application”, be-
cause African-Americans nationally are
the likeliest to be sentenced and put to
death. Recent Black Lives Matter protests
have prompted understanding of “huge
flaws in the justice system”, he says. As a re-
sult, he doubts the summer resumption of
federal executions will be popular. 

Views on the death penalty may thus be
shifting, just as public attitudes swung to-
wards gay marriage and legalisation of
marijuana. In Ohio, for example, Republi-
cans look likely to get round to supporting
repeal—significant in a state with 141 pris-
oners on death row. The state’s governor,
Mike De Wine, who is Catholic, has already
made clear he will not approve any execu-
tions. He has hinted that he wants the state
house to bring a repeal bill. Mike Hartley, a
Republican strategist, calls the moment
ripe for change. 

Mr Hartley predicts that a test repeal bill
will get to Ohio’s state legislature late this
year, with the goal of building momentum
for a big push next year. A recent convert to
the cause himself, he points to growing
conservative “distrust in institutions” to
explain the shift, along with a better gen-
eral grasp of racial inequities and, especial-
ly, of the gruesome details of how prisoners
are killed: “People just realise it’s inhu-
mane as shit.” 7

One for the museum

“Iam a black man in America,” said Ja-
maal Bowman, a former headmaster,

during his victory speech on June 23rd. “At
a very young age as a black man in America,
you get to learn about death and homicide.”
He had just claimed a primary victory over
Eliot Engel, who has represented New
York’s 16th congressional district for three
decades and, as chair of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, is one of the most se-
nior figures in the Democratic Party. Mr
Bowman called his upstart success a defeat
for a system that “is literally killing us”.

It is also part of a wider shift. In the
wake of the coronavirus epidemic and ra-
cial-justice protests, self-proclaimed pro-
gressives (many of them African-Ameri-
can) are ousting moderate incumbents all
over America. “A new generation of leaders
is transforming the Democratic Party,”
claims Waleed Shahid of Justice Demo-
crats, one of several leftist groups pushing
policies such as Medicare for all, a green
New Deal and free public universities. The
result may not affect the balance of the next
Congress, but it could bedevil the job of
managing a likely Democratic majority.

Mr Bowman’s message resonated in one
of New York’s poorer districts, which is
60% black or Hispanic. A similar message
resonated in the nearby 17th district, where
Mondaire Jones, a former prosecutor, is
leading a crowded primary race. Assuming
Mr Jones wins the general election in No-
vember, he would become the first gay
black congressman. In the 15th district a
third left-winger, Ritchie Torres, could be-
come the first gay black Latino in Congress. 

Surprisingly, such campaigns are suc-
ceeding beyond traditionally liberal New
York. Leftists have unseated figures backed
by the official Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee in Illinois’s third
district, Virginia’s fifth and New Mexico’s
third, where a celebrated former cia agent,
Valerie Plame, went down to defeat. Con-
cerns about criminal justice have resulted
in a slew of radicals running for posts such
as district attorney or sheriff. All these, says
Yvette Simpson of Democracy for America,
another campaigning group, “are new sorts
of candidate, people who never thought
they had the right to anything.”

Progressives did not win everywhere, of
course. But they showed how far they have
come even where they lost. In the contest
to become the Democrats’ Senate candi-
date in Kentucky, a 34-year-old state con-
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The “progressive left” celebrates some
primary victories

The Democratic left

Gathering steam
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2 gressman, Charles Booker, came within a
whisker of defeating Amy McGrath, even
though she had official party backing, a
vast financial advantage and seemed, as a
white Marine pilot and fiscal conservative,
a better fit for a deeply Republican state
than an African-American progressive who
supports reparations for slavery. “There’s
no question in my mind that Democratic
primary voters want to vote for black can-
didates more than they did several months
ago,” says David Wasserman of the non-
partisan Cook Political Report.

Upstart organisations matter as much
as upstart candidates. Two groups con-
nected with Vermont politicians provide
campaign advice and endorsements: De-
mocracy for America, set up by Howard
Dean in 2004, and Justice Democrats,
founded by staffers from Bernie Sanders’s
campaign in 2016. A group called Real Jus-
tice focuses on “down-ballot” races, such
as for district attorneys. And Colour of
Change and Black Lives Matter Global Net-
work provide issue advocacy, grassroots
organisation and voter mobilisation.

These organisations, many only a few
years old, are rolling in cash and volun-
teers. Membership in Colour of Change
rose from 1.4m to 7m in a few months. “Un-
precedented,” says its head, Rashad Robin-
son. ActBlue, an online platform enabling
donors to give money to Democratic
causes, raised $40m in 24 hours in early
June. Mr Shahid argues that new fundrais-
ing and campaigning technology is doing
what new tech always does: enables up-
start organisations to compete with estab-
lished groups such as the Democratic Party. 

The splurge of cash and volunteers
could be a fleeting product of the George
Floyd protests. But left-wing groups are
benefiting from longer-term trends, too.
“Millennials are historically liberal,” says
Sean McElwee of Data for Progress, a think-
tank; 54% identify with or lean towards
Democrats, only 38% do the same for Re-
publicans—compared with 50% and 42%
for all registered voters. Public opinion
seems to be changing, too. In a recent poll
by Monmouth University, 57% of voters
said the police are more likely to use exces-
sive force against African-Americans than
whites; in 2014, the share was only 33%. 

Most of the seats being contested are
solidly Democratic, so the make-up of the
House may not be affected by progressives’
success. But, as Karlyn Bowman, of the
American Enterprise Institute, a think-
tank, says, “it may have a big impact on
Nancy Pelosi [the speaker] and the man-
agement of House Democrats.” “The
Squad”—four left-wing Democrats elected
in 2018—have proved a small thorn in her
side. If more join them, then a strength-
ened left-wing caucus might be able to
force its ideas—defunding the police, say—
onto a reluctant leadership. 7

Donald trump’s blind spot for Rus-
sian aggression might seem like a

stale fact of American political life by
now—were it not that the aggression
keeps getting worse. The latest example,
according to an intelligence leak to the
New York Times, which has since been
widely corroborated, was a Russian
scheme to pay bounties to Islamic mil-
itants in Afghanistan in return for killing
American soldiers. A possible attempt to
derail the peace deal signed between
America and the Taliban in January, the
scheme may have been behind the kill-
ing of three us marines last year.

Evidence of it is reported to include
testimonies from captured militants and
half a million dollars retrieved by Afghan
agents. There are reported to have been
initial doubts about the intelligence’s
reliability. But it was nonetheless
thought solid enough to be included in
Mr Trump’s daily intelligence briefing
dossier in late February. It was discussed
in an inter-agency meeting at the Na-
tional Security Council in March. Pos-
sible American reprisals for the alleged
plot are said to have been drawn up—
ranging from raising the issue with
Russia to slapping sanctions on it. Yet
the matter appears to have ended there.

Mr Trump claims to have known
nothing about any of this, his gatekeep-
ers having ruled the intelligence too flaky
to be worth his time. His spokeswoman,
Kayleigh McEnany, did not deny that it

had been included in his daily brief.
(Having thus implied the well-estab-
lished fact that Mr Trump does not read
his intelligence briefings, she uttered the
memorable defence: “The president does
read.”) Mr Trump subsequently upped
the ante, calling the alleged bounty plot
“just another hoax”. However by then
members of Congress from both parties
had been briefed on the evidence and
ruled it worrying enough to warrant
further investigation. As The Economist
went to press, the Gang of Eight—which
includes the congressional leaders of
both parties and their foremost repre-
sentatives on the House and Senate
intelligence committees—were awaiting
an additional briefing from Gina Haspel,
the cia director.

What explains Mr Trump’s softness
on Russia? According to his former na-
tional security, John Bolton, the presi-
dent “repeatedly objected to criticising
Russia and pressed us not to be critical of
Russia publicly.” Even if Mr Trump had
not known about the alleged bounty
scheme, the alacrity with which he
sought to rubbish it this week is in itself
remarkable. There is no good explana-
tion for this weakness. Yet at least two
things can be said of it with certainty.

First, it has already made a nonsense
of the administration’s decision to place
Russia alongside China as a “revisionist
power” in its 2017 National Security
Strategy. Sceptics warned from the start
that elevating the threat of a country with
an economy smaller than Canada’s to
this degree made no sense. And to be
thus aggrandised could only delight, and
probably embolden, Russia—as seems to
have happened. It has celebrated its
“revisionist” status in all manner of
needling and worse ways: including
assassinations in nato allies,
stepped-up cyber operations, sabre-
rattling jet flights off the coast of Alaska.
And instead of pushing back hard on this
misbehaviour—which his administra-
tion unwittingly encouraged—Mr Trump
has downplayed and denied it, while
meanwhile lobbying for Russia to be
readmitted to the g7. 

Second, the damage this is doing to us

democracy is significant. Half of Ameri-
cans think their president is a shill for
the Kremlin. The other half think Russia
isn’t so bad after all. This is an even
bigger win for Mr Putin than whatever
his killers were up to in Afghanistan. 

Pandering to the bear
Intelligence and the president

Russia allegedly offered bounties for killing American soldiers

Moscow rules
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In the first months of the coronavirus pandemic, Greg Abbott
seemed happy to let Texas’s 254 county and 1,214 city authorities

take the lead. The state’s vastness—with its widening contrast be-
tween rural reaches and exploding metropolises—argued for local
decision-making. And the conservative governor had little to gain
by organising an economic lockdown that a minority of Republi-
cans considered tantamount to treason. By late March, however,
with Texas still relatively unscathed by the virus, Mr Abbott’s cal-
culation changed. He struck down an effort to make mask-wearing
legally enforceable in Houston. He also issued orders—ahead of al-
most any other governor—to reopen the bars and restaurants that
local officials had shuttered. It must have seemed like good poli-
tics as well as economics at the time.

Texas is now a centre of the viral wave sweeping the South and
West. The state is seeing well over 6,000 new infections a day, five
times the number of a month ago. And most are in Houston, where
scenes reminiscent of New York in April are unfolding. Last week
the biggest hospital network in America’s fourth-biggest city said
its intensive-care wards were almost full. Mr Abbott meanwhile
ordered bars and other non-essential businesses to close again,
forced restaurants to cut their capacity by half and urged Texans to
wear masks, as he mostly does. The would-be pioneer of reopening
has become the first governor to order a reclosing.

His policy twists have been heavily criticised from both sides of
the aisle, with some justification. A cautious politician, whose
preference for handing down edicts after slow deliberation re-
flects his background as a judge, Mr Abbott has shown more calcu-
lation than leadership during the crisis. He did not endorse the lo-
cal officials he deferred to early on, but hid behind them. His move
to countermand them reflected a decade-long Republican cam-
paign to centralise power in Austin in order to peg back the Demo-
cratic cities. Even so, Mr Abbott deserves to be cut a little slack.

Managing pandemic politics is easiest in states with stable ma-
jorities, as Andrew Cuomo of New York and Mike DeWine of Ohio
have shown. It is much harder in more divided ones, especially for
Republican governors, who cannot get too far out of step with the
source of much of the divisiveness, President Donald Trump. And
Texas is one of the most politically torn states of all. Its Republican

rulers, grown decadent by decades in power, are bitterly feuding
even as a tsunami of politico-demographic change rushes towards
them. Mr Abbott’s highly politicised management of the pandemic
may be about as solid as such pressures allow. 

His political balancing act reflects his enigmatic figure. He is
much less charismatic than his immediate predecessors, Rick Per-
ry and George W. Bush, and—deep into his second gubernatorial
term—less well-known. Having ascended to the governorship via
the state Supreme Court bench and attorney-general’s office, he
has never faced a tough election. Many Texans have no idea even
that he is wheelchair-bound, owing to a freak tree-fall accident he
suffered as a teenager—though his courage in battling back from
that tragedy is his most admirable quality. Politically, too, Mr Ab-
bott has managed to remain usefully indeterminate.

He took office as a conservative hardliner—boasting of the 31
times he had sued the Obama administration and soon enough
echoing Mr Trump’s anti-immigration rhetoric. This earned him
credit with a state party that had veered hard to the right. Dan Pat-
rick, leader of the Texan senate and an advocate of American
grandparents risking covid-19 infection for the sake of the econ-
omy—even unto death—is its most recognisable face. Yet Mr Ab-
bott knows Mr Patrick’s politics is another sort of suicide mission
in a state that last had a white majority over a decade ago. The 2018
mid-terms, in which the Democrats flipped 14 seats in the state leg-
islature (and Mr Patrick survived a surprisingly fierce challenge)
underlined that reality. Having won his own re-election with ease,
Mr Abbott used his increased heft in the party to help launch one of
the most quietly impressive Republican rethinks of the Trump era.
The state’s next biennial legislative session, held last year, was de-
voted to property tax and bipartisan education funding, not—as
previously—to bathroom bills.

Mr Abbott’s pandemic management has followed a similar pat-
tern. Having covered his right flank, he has ended up in a pretty
reasonable place—as indicated by the fact that he is now being crit-
icised most harshly by the crazy right. By permitting local authori-
ties to force companies to use masks, the governor showed “who
he is, a traitor to liberty and our constitution,” tweeted a Republi-
can state representative named Jonathan Stickland last week.
Someone should tell Mr Stickland how that sort of nonsense is
working out for Mr Trump: the president is currently in a tie for
Texas with Joe Biden, which raises a possibility of Texas’s state
house going Democratic for the first time since 2001.

Mr Abbott’s judiciously disguised pragmatism looks like his
party’s best hope of avoiding that fate. It has made him popular in a
divided state. His approval rating is 63%, 12 points higher than the
president’s. It has also won him the confidence of the conservative
donors who may need to spend unprecedented sums in November
to shore up the Republican ballot in Texas.

Headbanging in moderation
His qualified success also offers his party pointers for the post-
Trump future that may be looming over it. In a rapidly diversifying
society—nationally as well as in Texas—the Republicans will have
to expand their appeal to keep winning elections. Yet it may well
take a fire-breathing conservative (or ostensibly one, at least) to ef-
fect the shift. Who knows? Perhaps Mr Abbott could even be that
fire-breather: defeat for Mr Trump would arguably make him the
Republicans’ foremost leader. But that feels like a remote pos-
sibility at most. For now the governor has a real-life catastrophe to
worry about. 7

It’s messing with TexasLexington

Greg Abbott is battling the coronavirus with one hand and his party’s lunatic fringe with the other
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History will record the Mexican-
American summit to take place on July

8th-9th as one of the odder ones. It will be a
rare face-to-face meeting in the covid-19
era, bringing together leaders who are no-
tably reluctant to promote social distanc-
ing. (Their countries have bigger caseloads
as a result.) President Donald Trump has
often bullied Mexico since he announced
his candidacy in 2015. Nonetheless, Andrés
Manuel López Obrador, who is often called
amlo, has chosen to make the White House
his first foreign destination since taking
office 19 months ago. The pretext is to cele-
brate the entry into force on July 1st of the
United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement
(usmca), a slightly altered version of a free-
trade pact that Mr Trump said he hated. Yet
it is not clear that Justin Trudeau, Canada’s
prime minister, will join the festivities. 

A meeting of Mexican and American
presidents normally boosts a relationship
that is vital for both countries, especially in
the areas of trade, immigration and crime.
The Trump-amlo encounter is unlikely to

achieve that. It is not clear what amlo will
gain from the summit except frequent-fly-
er miles (he flies commercial, and will have
to change planes en route to Washington). 

Mr Trump’s main goal will probably be
to distract attention from the pandemic
and the recession that have clobbered his
chances of re-election in November. The
meeting will provide an occasion to boast
that he has got much of what he wanted
from his Mexican guest. Even though the
pandemic caused bilateral trade to drop by
half between May 2019 and the same month
this year, he will no doubt call the usmca a
huge win (as will amlo). The United States
International Trade Commission forecast
that the usmca would raise American gdp

by a scant 0.35%. 
amlo has gratified Mr Trump by deploy-

ing troops on Mexico’s southern border to
block migrants from Central America and
by co-operating with his “remain-in-Mexi-
co” policy, which obliges asylum-seekers
to wait for hearings on the southern side of
the United States’ border. In May the Un-
ited States apprehended 23,000 migrants
on the border, a sixth of the level the year
before. (The pandemic no doubt played a
part in the decline.) At the Trump adminis-
tration’s bidding, amlo reopened foreign-
owned factories that had been shut down
during the pandemic. 

The administration helped arrange the
sale of 211 ventilators to Mexico. Otherwise,
there has been little reciprocity. The usmca

is better than no trade deal from Mexico’s
point of view, but it is unlikely to provide
the certainty needed to buoy up its sinking
economy. The United States is threatening
to reimpose tariffs on Canadian alumi-
nium to stop a surge in imports. There will
be tension between the Trump and amlo

administrations over enforcement of la-
bour standards set out in the new treaty.
Democrats, though at odds with the Trump
administration on almost everything, gen-
erally sympathise with its tough line on
trade. An agreement in October between
the two presidents to curb the flow into
Mexico of illegal weapons from the United
States has so far had little effect. 

Though amlo is a fervent nationalist, 

Mexican-American relations

The two amigos
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his foreign-policy priority has been to
shield Mexico from Mr Trump’s animus.
The summit will showcase his success. The
two leaders are ideological foes but in some
ways kindred spirits: populists whose
strengths are in the realm of symbols rath-
er than the substance of government.

But amlo’s friendship with Mr Trump
may come at the expense of his relations
with Joe Biden, who now looks likely to win
the presidency in November. Democrats
are thought to be dismayed by amlo’s sub-
servience to Mr Trump. When Mr Biden vis-
ited Mexico as vice-president in 2012 he
met all three candidates in Mexico’s presi-
dential election, including amlo. The Mex-
ican president does not plan to return the
favour on his trip. His advisers say that
would risk politicising the summit. Some
members of Mr Biden’s team think amlo is
trying to help Mr Trump get re-elected. If
Mr Biden wins, Mexico’s president may
have some fence-mending to do. 7

For decades Colombia had trouble at-
tracting tourists. Few wanted to visit a

country where drug lords bombed passen-
ger jets and guerrillas kidnapped ordinary
citizens. The country became safer after
the government began peace talks with the
farc, the largest guerrilla group, in 2012
(the war formally ended in 2016). When the
shooting stopped, the first destination for
many tourists was Cartagena. 

Once the Spanish empire’s most impor-
tant port in northern South America, Carta-
gena has kept its colonial centre and the
limestone walls and forts that shielded the
city from pirates. Recently the city has mar-
keted itself too well. In 2019 more than
500,000 foreign tourists came, triple the
number in 2012. Domestic visitors out-
number them. A study commissioned by
unesco, which added Cartagena’s centre to
its list of world heritage sites in 1984, warns
that “the intensive use of tourism” threat-
ens its preservation. In the covid-19 pan-
demic, Cartagena’s government sees a
chance to ward off the danger. 

Too much tourism strains the sewage
system, which overflows during rains. Res-
taurant tables and chairs have conquered
the plazas and bars and occupy some of the
bastions that jut out from seaside walls.
Rooftop bars and home-grown cocaine at-
tract party animals from Europe and the
United States. Pimps operating from night-
clubs offer them under-age prostitutes.
Music blasts until dawn. Martín González,
who lives between two nightclubs, says his
76-year-old mother rarely gets a good
night’s sleep. He often wakes up to find his
terrace strewn with rubbish, including lit-
tle bags of cocaine, tossed out of the night-
clubs’ windows. 

Much of the tourism industry operates
illegally. The Foundation for The Historic
Centre of Cartagena, a pressure group, has
reported that more than half of nightclubs
have no fire-safety certificate and a third
did not pay property taxes in 2019. Some
serve alcohol without licences. Some claim
to be non-profit organisations. All of Carta-
gena’s elected mayors from 2013 to 2018
were investigated for corruption. 

Just 4,200 people now live in the city
centre, a third the number of residents in
colonial times. “Cartagena has become this
machine that excludes those who cannot
afford to pay for a mediocre overpriced
drink,” says Eduardo Rojas, a lecturer on
heritage preservation at the University of 

B O G OTÁ

Covid-19 gives Cartagena a chance to
restrain tourism

Colombia

Post-party town

Although the United States has em-
bargoed Cuba’s economy since the

1960s, the flow of goods, money and people
between them has never stopped. Often the
interchange is carried out by mulas, or
mules (a term for drug couriers in other
parts of Latin America). The first mulas
were Cubans who left in the early 1980s and
sent money and supplies to families who
remained. Cuba’s government encouraged
them as a way to support its economy, says
Emilio Morales, president of the Havana
Consulting Group, based in Miami. 

Today’s mulas include 50,000 Cuban re-
sidents who travel to the United States,
Panama and other places (even Russia) and
bring back goods that are otherwise scarce
or, when available in state-owned shops,
overpriced. They range from kitchen appli-
ances to cosmetics. Mulas also bring nearly
half of cash remittances, perhaps $1.8bn a
year. The government profits directly, too,
by levying tariffs and charging $450 to re-
new passports that expire every two years. 

With the outbreak of covid-19, Cuba’s
borders closed and the mule-train stopped
running. Prices of soap, appliances, nap-
pies and powdered milk soared. Even the
few products that Cuba makes are hard to
find. Toothpaste disappeared. Cuban-
made dentifrice will not be back before
July, said the interior minister, Betsy Veláz-
quez, because the government has no

money to buy the raw materials. Cubans
are still waiting for it. A shortage of fuel has
eased, partly because the pandemic keeps
Cubans at home (when they are not search-
ing for necessities).

To replace mulas, Cubans with internet
access use Telegram, a messaging app, to
form chat groups that help locate products.
These are moderated by volunteers and
their spirit is altruistic. When members
visit a shop, they note which products are
available and how long the queue is. Now
that mulas no longer bring cash, Telegram
users tell each other when they spot an
open branch of Western Union, one of the
main ways to get money from abroad.

The government, which has controlled
the covid-19 outbreak, has done less well in
keeping shelves stocked. At a meeting with
ministers in May, broadcast on television,
President Miguel Díaz-Canel lamented that
Cuba didn’t produce more guarapo (sugar-
cane juice) and lemons, which he called,
weirdly to Cubans, “the basis of every-
thing”. He also emphasised the need for
pre-made pizza dough, forgetting that
most Cubans can’t lay their hands on
cheese and tomato sauce. 

Pre-pandemic, mulas brought in goods
and cash worth $8bn a year, 8% of Cuba’s
(inaccurately reported) gdp, says Mr Mo-
rales. Remittances in the first five months
of 2020 are $518m lower than during the
same period last year, he estimates. The
economy is expected to contract by around
8% this year. Cubans hope for a respite in
August, when international travel is due to
resume. Even then, airline passengers will
be allowed to check in just one suitcase,
which will restrict what mulas can bring in.
Foreign tourists will not be allowed to stray
beyond five cays reserved for them. Cubans
need mulas and tourists more than lemons
and ready-made pizza dough. 7

The pandemic cuts a lifeline for the
socialist state

Cuba

Neither mulas nor
moolah

What to do with an empty trolley
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Bello Ecuador’s anguish

At the start of the covid-19 pandemic
in Latin America in March and April,

Ecuador offered the world Dantesque
images of dead bodies dumped in the
streets of Guayaquil, a tropical port that
is the country’s largest city. The outbreak
has eased, but it is not over. After the
government relaxed its lockdown last
month cases picked up, especially in
Quito, the capital. That is happening
elsewhere in the region, too. But Ecuador
faces additional difficulties.

One is that the centrist government of
Lenín Moreno, the president since 2017,
was economically and politically weak
even before the virus struck. Another is
that since 2000 Ecuador has lacked its
own currency, using the American dollar
instead. That switch was the conse-
quence of hyperinflation and a previous
economic crisis. It has brought a degree
of stability. But it means that when reces-
sion strikes, Ecuador cannot print mon-
ey. Nor can it easily borrow because Mr
Moreno’s populist predecessor, Rafael
Correa, piled up debt during his decade
in power, which the government has
struggled to repay. So while governments
elsewhere are loosening the purse-
strings, Ecuador has to cut public spend-
ing just when it is most painful to do so. 

Mr Correa ruled during a commodity
boom. He used windfall oil revenue to
double the size of the state. Although
some of the money was invested in infra-
structure, much went on expanding
public employment and much was sim-
ply wasted or stolen. Despite the spend-
ing splurge, in proportion to the pop-
ulation Ecuador scores barely above the
Latin American average in number of
doctors and below it for hospital beds.

When the commodity boom ended,
Ecuador was left with a big fiscal deficit
and mounting public debt. Mr Moreno,

an ally-turned-foe of Mr Correa, has been
left to pay the bill. In March of last year his
government signed a $4.2bn, three-year
agreement with the imf aimed at soft-
ening the effects of deficit-cutting and at
boosting non-oil exports by making the
economy more competitive. This reform
programme soon went off the rails. In
October, without preparing the political
ground or compensating those worst hit,
the government tried to eliminate indis-
criminate subsidies on fuel (the imf had
urged it to raise value-added tax instead).
After a fortnight of protests and rioting left
ten dead, Mr Moreno backed down.

With the deficit heading back up to at
least 6% of gdp, the government is scram-
bling for cash. Since March it has saved
2.5% of gdp by agreeing with bondholders
to postpone interest payments, and anoth-
er 1% by trimming the working hours of
public employees. The public’s anger at
scandals over medical procurement has
reinforced its resistance to tax increases.
The imf approved an additional $643m
emergency loan in May. The government
has obtained a loan from China, and fur-

ther relief from bondholders. It has used
money from the Inter-American Devel-
opment Bank to increase the payments to
the poor and the number who get them.
To try to boost recovery, it has introduced
modest reforms of the labour law and the
bankruptcy code. 

Unpopular reforms are all the harder
because a general election is due in
February. But they are vital. Augusto de la
Torre, a former Central Bank president,
notes that “dollarisation is the most
popular institution in my country—
more popular than the church or the
army.” But, he adds, “the country is learn-
ing the hard way that dollarisation
means that we can’t print money.”

It is not a substitute for fiscal dis-
cipline and a more competitive econ-
omy. The problem is “there’s no coalition
to pass the necessary reforms,” says
Andrés Mejía, an Ecuadorean political
scientist at King’s College in London.
Instead there are what he calls “ghost
coalitions” operating in the shadows,
with parties refusing to support austerity
publicly but quietly facilitating it. “They
do enough to get the country past emer-
gencies but not enough for long-term
development.”

Muddle-through may be running out
of road. With an approval rating of 19%,
Mr Moreno has said he will not stand
again. Perhaps sensing the difficulties
ahead, Jaime Nebot, a powerful former
mayor of Guayaquil, ruled himself out as
a candidate on June 25th. Having re-
ceived a jail sentence in absentia for
corruption, Mr Correa, who lives in
Belgium, is looking for a proxy candi-
date. With voters likely to be in an angry
mood, unless a credible reformist candi-
date emerges the stage may be set for a
return of populism—but a penniless
version this time. 

The difficulties of a dollarised economy

Pennsylvania. But it is also a machine for
employment. Tourism makes up a third of
the city’s economy. More than half of cart-
ageneros depend on the income it brings. 

Covid-19 restrictions have wiped out
those earnings. Tables have disappeared
from public spaces. Owners of nightclubs
and bars, once a powerful lobby, are going
bust. Hostels are shutting down. 

William Dau, who was elected mayor in
October on an anti-corruption platform
and took office in January, wants to turn
the calamity to advantage. Before the pan-
demic struck, he commissioned the first

study of the centre’s capacity to host tour-
ists. “We want to reactivate, but we want a
sustainable kind of tourism, not a preda-
tory one,” says Maria Claudia Peñas, who
advises Mr Dau on the economy. She won-
ders whether the city could thrive by at-
tracting fewer but richer visitors. Perhaps,
rather than thronging the city’s centre, visi-
tors could be induced to watch birds and
take part in water sports. A Panamanian
firm is building a water park near the city. 

The central government is supportive.
Julián Guerrero, the deputy minister of
tourism, suggests making timings of holi-

days less rigid to spread the influx of do-
mestic tourists across the year. Cartagena
joined the “living heritage programme” of
the Inter-American Development Bank,
which advises cities on how to make his-
toric centres places to live rather than
merely visit. Cities that preserve their cul-
ture and history attract such agreeable in-
stitutions as galleries, street markets and
start-up firms, says Jesus Navarrete, the
programme’s co-ordinator. After the pan-
demic ebbs, says Ms Peñas, the walls that
once repelled pirates will keep tourist
hordes away. 7
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For biruk negafh, as for millions of
Ethiopians, the summer rains may

bring the climax of a decade’s work. As a
high-school student in 2011 he bought 100-
birr bonds (then worth $6 each) to help fi-
nance the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance
Dam, a giant edifice that would span the
Blue Nile, the main tributary of the Nile riv-
er (see map on next page). At university he
donated to fundraisers for the project.
Now, like almost all Ethiopians, he eagerly
awaits the day—perhaps weeks away—
when Ethiopia begins to fill the reservoir.
“It’s a national victory,” he says.

Half a century in the making, the hydro-
electric dam is Africa’s largest, with a reser-
voir able to hold 74bn cubic metres of wa-
ter, more than the volume of the entire Blue
Nile. Once filled it should produce 6,000
megawatts of electricity, double Ethiopia’s
current power supply. Millions of people
could be connected to the grid for the first
time. More than an engineering project, it
is a source of national pride.

For Egypt, however, it seems a source of

national danger. Over 90% of the country’s
100m people live along the Nile or in its
vast delta. The river, long seen as an Egyp-
tian birthright, supplies most of their wa-
ter. They fear the dam will choke it off. Pro-
regime pundits, not known for their subt-
lety, have urged the army to blow it up.

Both sides have tried diplomacy, but
years of talks failed to produce a deal on
how Ethiopia would fill and operate the
dam. The African Union tried to mediate,
as did America earlier this year. Now a
deadline looms: Ethiopia wants to start fill-
ing the reservoir during this summer’s

rainy season. On June 26th, after another
round of talks, Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan
pledged to reach a deal within two weeks.
Ethiopia agreed not to start filling the dam
during that period.

Diplomats say most of the issues are re-
solved. But the outstanding one is big: how
to handle a drought. Egypt wants Ethiopia
to promise to release certain amounts of
water to top up the Nile. But Ethiopia is loth
to “owe” water to downstream countries or
to drain the reservoir so much that electric
output suffers. It wants a broader deal be-
tween all riparian states, including those
on the White Nile, which flows out of Lake
Victoria down through Uganda and Sudan.

Even if talks fail and Ethiopia starts fill-
ing without a deal, Egyptians will not find
their taps dry. There is enough water in the
reservoir behind Egypt’s Aswan High Dam
to make up for any shortfall this year. But
the mood in both countries is toxic. Egyp-
tians have cast Ethiopia as a thief bent on
drying up their country. In Ethiopia, mean-
while, Egypt is portrayed as a neocolonial
power trampling on national sovereignty.
The outcome of the talks will have political
consequences in both countries, and per-
haps push them to the brink of conflict—at
a time when Egypt is already contemplat-
ing involvement in a war in Libya.

Mooted first by Emperor Haile Selassie
in the 1960s, Ethiopia’s grand dam became
a reality and a national obsession under
Meles Zenawi, the longtime prime minis-

The Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam

Showdown on the Nile
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ter who ruled until 2012. His political
masterstroke was asking Ethiopians to fi-
nance it through donations and the pur-
chase of low-denomination bonds. (The
World Bank and private investors were un-
willing to put up the cash.) Almost every
Ethiopian became a stakeholder. Most con-
tributed voluntarily, but there was always
an element of coercion. Civil servants had
to donate a month’s salary at the start. Local
banks and other businesses were expected
to buy bonds worth millions of birr.

When he took office in 2018, Abiy Ah-
med, Ethiopia’s current prime minister,
criticised the dam as a project “used for po-
litical expediency” and warned it could
take another decade to finish, statements
seen as an attack on his predecessors.
Some questioned his commitment. The
cloud grew heavier after the death in 2018,
officially by suicide, of the project’s chief
engineer. At a meeting with Abdel-Fattah
al-Sisi in Cairo, Abiy reportedly shocked
advisers by discarding a planned speech
and telling the Egyptian president: “I swear
to God, we will never harm you.”

Two years on, Egyptians complain that
Abiy has reverted to type. He is “inflexible”,
says an Egyptian diplomat. Ethiopia is
gripped by jingoism over perhaps the only
issue that unites citizens of all ethnicities.
On state tv broadcasters compare the dam
to the battle of Adwa in 1896, when Ethiopi-
ans came together to defeat the Italians.
Teddy Afro, perhaps the country’s most
famous pop singer, released a song about
the Nile on June 29th. Delaying filling
would be politically risky for Abiy.

Nor does Mr Sisi have much room to
compromise. Egypt is already short of wa-
ter. The un sets the threshold for scarcity at
an annual 1,000 cubic metres per person.
In 2018 Egyptians had just 570 cubic me-
tres; even without the dam, that could drop
to 500 cubic metres within five years. Ethi-
opia has blocked proper studies of how the
dam will affect downstream countries.

The shortage is partly Egypt’s own fault.
It uses almost 80% of its water, which it
subsidises, for agriculture. (In Jordan and
Israel, two nearby countries with limited
freshwater resources, the figure is closer to
50%.) Irrigation canals, most of them de-
cades old, are notoriously ill maintained
and leaky. Farmers grow thirsty crops like
bananas, rice and sugar cane, despite gov-
ernment plans meant to deter the practice.
All this for a limited pay-off: Egypt still im-
ports half its food. Supplies are further
pinched by farm projects in Sudan, where
Gulf states have bought large tracts of ara-
ble land to help feed their own people.

For years Egyptian officials failed to
take the dam seriously. Now they face a
deadline—and a pile of other problems.
Egypt’s covid-19 outbreak started slowly,
but the daily death toll peaked on June 15th
and remains at a high plateau. Economic

damage is mounting, too. On June 26th the
imf approved a loan of $5.2bn to Egypt.

Mr Sisi is also nervous about develop-
ments on his western border. Khalifa Haf-
tar, the Egyptian-backed Libyan warlord
who last year vowed to capture Tripoli, beat
an ignominious retreat this spring. He was
pushed back after Turkey sent armed
drones and Syrian militiamen to support
the un-recognised government in Tripoli.

Egypt sees a Turkish presence next door
as a threat. Relations have grown steadily
worse since 2013, when Mr Sisi overthrew
Muhammad Morsi, an Islamist, like Tur-
key’s president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan. Last
month Mr Sisi said his country had a right
to intervene in Libya. He warned the Turk-
ish-backed forces not to advance past Sirte,
a strategic coastal city that sits near Libya’s
main oil-export terminals.

Egypt’s army is wary of foreign wars, a
caution that dates back to its ill-fated inter-
vention in Yemen in the 1960s, which cost
tens of thousands of lives (and left it unpre-
pared to fend off Israel in 1967). Since then
it has largely avoided overseas adventures,
save for an unimpressive cameo in the Gulf
war in 1991. Instead it has fought jihadists
on the Sinai peninsula, overthrown a presi-
dent and built an economic empire that
stretches from luxury hotels to cement.
Now Mr Sisi finds himself uncomfortably
surveying crises on two fronts.

Abiy’s position in Ethiopia is hardly
more comfortable. Rivals at home have
seized on his perceived weakness. One op-
position leader accuses him of offering the
dam as a “sacrificial lamb” to foreign pow-
ers. “If he fails to start filling in July, he is in
trouble,” says Jawar Mohammed, an influ-
ential activist, who was arrested last
month. On June 30th protests erupted after
a popular musician from the Oromo ethnic
group was killed, a reminder of how thin
the veneer of national unity is. The techni-
cal details of a deal can be worked out, but
neither leader has a deep reservoir of polit-
ical capital to make it a reality. 7
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There is a blueprint for presidents keen
to rig elections. First, use state re-

sources to bribe, fool and bully people be-
fore the poll. Once voting starts, stuff the
ballot boxes or fiddle the tallies. After-
wards, make sure the army and judges are
on your side in case opponents take their
case to the streets or to the courts. 

When Peter Mutharika, the incumbent,
was declared the winner of Malawi’s presi-
dential election in May 2019, it seemed a
textbook case of rigging. Voting sheets had
been altered with Tipp-Ex, a correction flu-
id. International observers complained
only half-heartedly. But Malawians fought
back. Activists organised peaceful protests.
Opposition parties went to the Constitu-
tional Court. In February its judges, appar-
ently after turning down bribes, granted a
re-run, which was held on June 23rd. 

The result, announced on June 27th,
was a victory for Lazarus Chakwera of the
Malawi Congress Party (mcp) and his oppo-
sition alliance. He won 59% of the 4.4m
votes cast; Mr Mutharika took just 40%.
The margin of defeat was such that the now
former president had no grounds to ques-
tion the outcome. 

Lazarus is a deliciously appropriate
name for a politician whose career seemed
to have died a year ago. It also marks his re-
ligiosity, since his father, a subsistence
farmer who had already seen two sons per-
ish in infancy, named the future president
after a man whom Jesus is said to have
raised from the dead. Mr Chakwera became
a theologian, leading the Malawian branch
of the Assemblies of God church, part of a
global Pentecostal network. In 2013 he
swapped the cloth for the campaign trail.
He became head of the mcp, which had
struggled to shake off its legacy as the polit-
ical vehicle of Hastings Banda, the dictator
who ruled Malawi from 1964 to 1994. 

Malawi is one of the most devout coun-
tries in Africa. Fully 81% of Malawians say
they trust religious leaders, compared with
an average of 69% in the 34 countries re-
cently surveyed by Afrobarometer, a pan-
African pollster. That made it easier for Mr
Chakwera to present himself as a clean al-
ternative to Mr Mutharika, whose regime
was widely seen as filthy.

It will, however, take more than preach-
ing to improve Malawians’ lot. Mr Chak-
wera has promised 1m new jobs and a uni-
versal subsidy for fertiliser—a tempting
pledge in a mostly agrarian economy. But it 

J O H A N N E S B U R G
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2 will be hard to pay for these promises. The
country is one of the poorest in the world:
70% of its people live on less than $1.90 a
day (at purchasing-power parity). Many
public services depend on foreign aid. gdp

per person is forecast to fall this year and
next, thanks to covid-19.

In any event, Malawi deserves to savour
its victory. It has shown the importance of
strong institutions in fragile democracies.
Independent judges, a vibrant civil society,
a feisty press, a strong parliament—they all
make it harder for a dodgy incumbent to
cling to power. Their steady if uneven rise
across the continent is one reason why
there have been 32 peaceful changes of
power in Africa since 2015—and why 19 of
these have involved an incumbent having
to stand aside. Malawi is a sign that African
politics is becoming more competitive.
And politicians and parties that have to
compete have more of an incentive to de-
liver improvements to voters’ lives, in Afri-
ca as anywhere else. 7

Vast swarms of locusts have swept
through Kenya and Ethiopia since Jan-

uary, devastating fields, pastures and live-
lihoods. Governments have struggled to
suppress them. They have continued to
breed in their billions, threatening whole
economies, which are also being battered
by the covid-19 pandemic.

Last month Fitch, a credit-rating agen-
cy, issued its first-ever warning that locusts

could shake east Africa’s macroeconomic
stability. In Ethiopia the voracious insects
may drive up food prices, accelerating con-
sumer inflation that is already running at
about 20% a year. They may also cause
Ethiopia’s fiscal deficit to widen. 

Moody’s, another ratings agency, is just
as gloomy. It said the locusts are “credit
negative” for governments in the region.
The “twin shocks” of covid-19 and locusts
have led it to cut by more than half its eco-
nomic growth forecasts for several coun-
tries, including Ethiopia and Kenya. East
Africa is particularly vulnerable to locusts
because farming and herding generate
about a third of its gdp and provide two-
thirds of jobs. The only exception to this
rule of thumb is Kenya, which has a more
diverse economy. 

Like humans, locusts eat maize, sor-
ghum and millet. They also chomp the
grass that sustains livestock. Swarms like
one that ravaged Kenya earlier this year can
contain 200bn locusts and eat as much in a
day as the entire population of Germany.
And more may be on their way. “We are not
seeing the end of the tunnel yet,” says Fa-
touma Seid of the un’s Food and Agricul-
ture Organisation (fao). 

The bugs’ breeding puts rabbits to
shame; each generation can be 20 times
larger than the one before. This latest one is
now feeding voraciously as the pests grow
from immature hoppers into adults that
eventually swarm and migrate.

The invasion, which grew dramatically
in January, is the biggest in decades for
Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia. Data are
patchy on the harm the locusts are causing,
because covid-19 makes it hard for bug-
watchers to get around. But in April it was
reckoned that locusts had already damaged
200,000 hectares of Ethiopia’s arable land
and 1.3m hectares of its pasture, despite a
spraying campaign. As a result an extra 1m
Ethiopians need emergency food. The In-
ternational Rescue Committee, an ngo,
says locusts have damaged more than half
of Somalia’s pasture, too. Some 20m people
already face hunger in the wider region.
Covid-19 and locusts may double that fig-
ure, says the World Food Programme. 

The World Bank fears that the infesta-
tion could cause economic damage in the
greater Horn of Africa and Yemen to the
tune of $8.5bn if remedial steps are not tak-
en. Even if the outside world piles in with
immediate help, losses could exceed
$2.5bn, it reckons. Agricultural exports,
which dominate the region’s sales abroad,
are at risk, too. 

Even more worrying is that the zone of
devastation is expanding. Swarms could
soon swirl over from Somalia to India and
Pakistan, which are already suffering in-
festations. And maturing locusts in north-
ern Kenya are preparing to take flight and
ride the winds blowing north. These could

carry them as far as 150km in a day.
The fao’s Keith Cressman hopes they

will stop in Sudan, which is generally fairly
good at spraying and suppressing them; it
has even sent locust-surveillance teams to
its embattled western region of Darfur for
the first time in 17 years. But unless it rains
more in Sudan’s deserts, the locusts will
not stay there for long. In search of food,
billions may head to west Africa via the Sa-
hel (see map), where they would be harder
to control. 

After a slow start, governments are re-
acting. More than half a million hectares in
east Africa have been sprayed with pesti-
cides, despite delays in the arrival of ex-
perts from abroad and shipments of chem-
icals because of covid-19. Many of the
region’s most valuable crops have been
protected. But pastoralists reliant on grass-
lands have not been so lucky. Foreign do-
nors have pitched in. The World Bank will
lend $500m to countries in east Africa and
the Middle East, but it is not nearly enough.
Ethiopia has received less than two-thirds
of the $77m it asked donors for. 

The best way to beat the bugs is to track
them constantly, then spray them before
they can breed again. Prevention is also
much more cost-effective than controlling
an outbreak once it has taken hold. For ex-
ample, in 2003 it cost $570m to eliminate
swarms of locusts in the Sahel, a sum that
could have paid for 170 years of prevention,
says the fao. And that is before taking into
account the damage to crops and pastures
that the locusts caused. But early action is
not happening. Last year the fao repeat-
edly and unsuccessfully asked for pre-
emptive help for Yemen and Ethiopia. The
fao has since appealed for $23m for sur-
veillance and prevention in west Africa. So
far nothing has been pledged. 7
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For sariya al-bitar, an architect in Syr-
ia’s war-torn city of Idlib, the message

was devastating. “Your account has been
permanently disabled for not following
our Facebook Community Standards,” read
the note from the social-media giant. “Un-
fortunately, we won’t be able to reactivate it
for any reason.” Fourteen years of family
photos, reminiscences and his diary of Syr-
ia’s civil war—along with his list of 30,000
followers—were erased. Mr Bitar had tried
to be careful. He had not called dead rebels
shahids (martyrs) or posted gore. He sus-
pects Facebook silenced him for commem-
orating a Syrian football star who, after
months of protesting, picked up arms and
was killed by the regime of Bashar al-Assad.

In a region ruled by despots, Facebook
claims to give “free expression maximum
possible range”. That has won it a vast fol-
lowing. The platform has more users in the
Gulf states than anywhere else in the
world, relative to the population. It is the
main source of news for many Arabs. Some
even credit it for the Arab spring protests of
2011. But since going public in 2012, Face-
book has grown more mindful of the au-
thoritarians who provide it with access, say
critics, and less hospitable to activists. In
recent months it has culled hundreds of
users from Tunisia to Iran and deleted hun-
dreds of thousands of posts. “Many people
feel that Facebook is no longer a platform
they can use to hold the powerful to ac-
count,” says Marwa Fatafta of Access Now, a
pressure group. Add to that Facebook’s
challenges in America, where it has lost a
slew of advertisers over its failure to police
hateful content (see Business section).

Size is part of the problem. Facebook
has 2.7bn users, many of whom write in
foreign languages. Their posts are vetted
for hate speech and incitement. But the
firm’s 15,000 content moderators struggle
to cope. Most do not know Arabic and its di-
alects. So the firm relies on automated fil-
ters, which make mistakes. They screen
flagged words, but cannot detect cultural
nuance or satire. Facebook rarely explains
why it deletes content. “Despite a huge
number of users in the global south, they
are largely excluded from the conversa-
tion,” says Wafa Ben-Hassine, a Tunisian-
American human-rights lawyer. 

Facebook is bound by American law,
which counts some key players in the Mid-
dle East as terrorists. Iran’s Islamic Revolu-
tionary Guard Corps, Hizbullah, Hamas 

The social-media giant has been
bending to the will of Arab despots

Facebook and autocrats

With friends like
these

Like many clubs, it is selective. Only the
right sort of person may join. It has a

spokesman, a financial secretary and an in-
terim chairman. But in other ways the
Black Street Boys is rather different from,
say, a club in Pall Mall or Augusta, Georgia.
Members sport matching tattoos of the
harp symbol used on bottles of Guinness.
And instead of spending their days playing
bridge or golf, the Black Street Boys talk
about breaking into cars, picking pockets
or robbing people at knifepoint.

Before admission, “we’ll interview you,
ask where you come from, what your moti-
vation is and why you decided to come here
and learn the ways of the streets,” says its
interim chairman. He claims to be reform-
ing the gang and that its members now
make an honest living patching up car tyres
or stitching clothes. But everyone in town
says many are still crooks. The chairman
took over after the untimely death of his
predecessor. He is filling in until an elec-
tion can be held. His duties include inter-
vening when members scuffle with other
gangs, such as Friends of the Dead, whose
members loiter at a nearby cemetery.

It is not only thieves who have guilds in
Sierra Leone. Every Saturday at 5pm a gag-
gle of women meet on a beach in Freetown,
the capital. Each presents a membership
card with her name and photo. A chair-
woman leads the discussion while a har-
ried secretary takes minutes. The women
then fumble in their handbags for their
dues of $2 to the sex-workers’ association. 

“Nobody else was going to help us, so

we decided to support ourselves,” explains
Isha Turay, the chairwoman. The money
she collects each week goes into a commu-
nal pot. Members can dip into it in an
emergency, such as needing to pay a hospi-
tal bill or bury a relative. Anyone who
abuses the system is immediately thrown
out. When, all too often, a client refuses to
pay up, the group rallies. A handful of
members will turn up on his doorstep, ac-
companied by a burly male.

There are hundreds of informal associa-
tions like these across the country. The
youngsters who sell pirated cds in down-
town Freetown answer to a chairman and
vice-chairman, as do the beggars who loiter
outside a hilltop supermarket in the west
of the city. Neighbours band together and
form committees to look out for one anoth-
er. The chairmen mediate squabbles, pun-
ish thieves and drum up cash when mem-
bers are sick. Some are corrupted by power
and end up squeezing extra, undue pay-
ments from members.

Such groups exist because the state is a
shambles. According to a report last year by
Transparency International, a Berlin-based
watchdog, more than half of Sierra Leon-
eans paid bribes for public services. When
officials are predatory, people turn to their
communities for protection. 

There are some historical reasons for
these structures, too. They mirror the de-
centralised system of governance that ex-
isted when the British colonised Sierra Le-
one. Without a national leader, each region
was controlled by a chief and his under-
lings. There are still chiefs today who wield
a lot of power outside the cities. 

“It’s not that much different from any
uk village choir or soccer club,” says Paul
Richards, an anthropologist. “Someone
has to do the work, and they reward them-
selves with grand titles.” The main differ-
ence, perhaps, is that in a country with al-
most no state, those with the titles have a
lot of work to do. 7

F R E ETO W N

Where the state is weak, crooks,
beggars and sex workers need unions

Sierra Leone

Guild of thieves
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2 and a raft of other armed Islamist groups
are banned. Occasionally American media
outlets give members of these groups air-
time, but Facebook has a rigid interpreta-
tion of the law against aiding and abetting
terrorists. More troubling is how it bans
people sympathetic to these groups—or re-
moves content that simply refers to them.
Even Hizbullah’s opponents spell the mili-
tia’s name with a space between each letter
to prevent Facebook deleting their posts.

Arab governments have passed laws
against cybercrime and online terrorism to
cow social-media firms and their users.
Facebook “tries to comply” with local
codes. It has opened an office in Dubai to li-
aise with officials in the region. “Digital
platforms try as much as they can to collab-
orate with regulators to avoid the conse-
quences of violating local regulations,”
says a Gulf official. Dissidents concur. 

Governments use more subtle forms of
pressure, too. They have threatened to tax
Facebook’s in-country earnings and lean
on advertisers. Many also operate electron-
ic armies to bombard Facebook with con-
tent, often complaining about opposition
groups. A watchdog backed by Israel called
Act.il claims to have 15,000 “online volun-
teers” from 73 countries keeping an eye on
the platform. As a result, say critics, Face-
book screens content by Palestinians far
more vigorously than posts by Israelis. 

In an effort to restore user confidence,
the firm recently deleted hundreds of fake
accounts promoted by Saudi Arabia, Iran
and Egypt. In May it unveiled a new over-
sight board which will act as its “supreme
court”. It will hear appeals and monitor
government websites for incitement. “Offi-
cial terrorist designations will not neces-
sarily be binding on us, especially when
they come from authoritarian govern-
ments that misuse terrorism to abuse op-
ponents,” says Tawakkol Karman, a Yemeni
journalist and Nobel laureate who is one of
two board members from the Middle East.
More such thinking is needed. 7

Feeling unliked

“I’m a woman in a land of dicks,” raps
Khtek, a Moroccan student, whose

first single, “KickOff”, went viral in Feb-
ruary. Her lyrics criticise the country’s
gaping inequality and stifling political,
social and sexual hierarchies. Her tattoos
and blue hair defy the kingdom’s tradi-
tions. “My rap is a voice for those who
don’t have one,” says Khtek, a stage-
name which in darija, Morocco’s ver-
nacular, means “your sister”.

Rap music came to the Middle East a
generation ago, when Moroccans study-
ing in the West returned with it. King
Muhammad VI has promoted hip-hop as
a cultural antidote to Islamism. But it has
been embraced most enthusiastically by
the urban poor, who create their own
tracks in local slang. Nowadays Arab
rappers challenge conservative mores
and articulate the fury of disenfran-
chised, jobless youths. Last year their
protest songs became anthems in the
mass demonstrations that toppled lead-
ers in Algeria, Sudan and Iraq.

Morocco’s rap scene is probably the
most lit in the Arab world. Manal Ben-
chlikha, simply known as Manal (pic-
tured, on bike), is a symbol of girl power.
One of her songs notched up 43m views
on YouTube. Female rappers often chal-
lenge the taboos of a patriarchal society.
“I rap for queers and the discriminated,”
says Khtek. Others challenge officials
and the police. A song called “Aacha el
Chaab” (long live the people) lampoons
the king. It went viral last year.

Some Arabs dislike what rappers are
saying. As in America, lyrics sometimes
promote gangsterism, violence and

qarqoubi, north Africa’s version of crack
cocaine. Despite the rise of female stars,
men still dominate the line-up and often
produce misogynistic tunes. Several
rappers joined Islamic State, a jihadist
group, and tried to lure others with songs
like “Dirty Kuffar” (unbelievers). Black
Tiger, a Libyan rapper dressed in army
fatigues and flanked by a chorus of gun-
men, encourages young fighters for
Khalifa Haftar, a rebel warlord.

Despots have responded predictably.
Morocco jailed one of the rappers behind
“Aacha el Chaab”. Saudi Arabia detained a
rapper for her track “Girls of Mecca”. Syria
has chased most of its rappers abroad,
including Bu Kolthoum, who now cheers
on rebels from his home in Europe. Egypt
is mulling a ban on rap songs that in-
clude profanities—in other words, al-
most all of them. Such is the repression
that “political messages have disap-
peared, even underground,” says Gemy-
hood, an Egyptian music critic. 

A few leaders are following the ex-
ample of King Muhammad VI and trying
to co-opt rap for their own ends. Last year
Muhammad bin Salman, the de facto
ruler of Saudi Arabia, hosted 50 Cent, an
American star, as part of his push to
promote more liberal social mores. Some
Shia seminarians in Iraq rap their ser-
mons using traditional rhythmic chest-
beating as their backing track. 

And even autocrats don’t seem to
mind Trap, a throbbing rap genre, where
the music drowns out the lyrics. The
most popular rap song to emerge from
the United Arab Emirates is called “Wala
Kilma”, meaning “Not a Word”.

Rap the casbah
Music in the Arab world

Hip-hop artists are speaking up. Despots aren’t happy

Dropping beats on the patriarchy
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Politics

In the detritus littering Phoenix’s cavernous arena,
the morning after the 2024 Republican convention,

were the usual greasy corn-dog wrappers, coffee cups,
shrivelled balloons and campaign flyers—but also evi-
dence of the remarkable change Larry Hogan had
brought to the party. The wrappers and cups were all re-
cyclable, the balloons not red, white and blue but
green—and mixed in with the bumf were copies of the
Republican presidential nominee’s stirring “pledge to
the Earth”: “We, the party of Lincoln, mindful of the
damage humanity is doing to God’s creation, commit
to combating climate change, conserving species and
environmental consciousness.” Introducing the for-
mer governor of Maryland to the stage to deliver his ad-
dress, Bill Gates called it “perhaps the most hopeful
statement ever made in American politics”.

What a change this was from Donald Trump’s pollu-
tion-boosting tenure—which was of course largely the
point. Mr Hogan, who had emerged from America’s co-
ronavirus crisis as the country’s most popular gover-
nor, had been a somewhat reluctant environmentalist
during his time in Annapolis. He claimed to have been

The elephant’s U-turn

How an ambitious, conservative environmentalism
came into being. An imagined scenario from 2024

If the Republicans pivoted on climate
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2 fully converted to the climate cause during a post-
gubernatorial fishing trip to Alaska. But the Republi-
cans’ green shift was more obviously a response to the
2020 election, in which the party lost the presidency,
both congressional chambers, a clutch of governors’
mansions, hundreds of state legislators—and seem-
ingly any prospect of returning to national power.

Trumpism had turned out to be a blind alley. Even
in the party’s southern heartlands, suburbanites, mil-
lennials and a multitude of younger voters, repelled by
its philistinism, antediluvian social policies and race-
baiting, flocked to the Democrats. A staggering 70% of
college-educated Americans rejected the Grand Old
Party. High time, then, to slay a holy cow. And as Re-
publican strategists looked around, sharpening their
knives, the appeal of abandoning their former antipa-
thy to environmental policy was obvious. It would not
only be a hit with science-respecting educated voters.
It would also be relatively easy. Immigration reform
would be a non-starter with the Trumpist rump. Evan-
gelicals were never going to compromise on abortion.
Far fewer conservatives were fundamentally against
environmentalism, however.

As Mr Hogan loved to remind them, conservation
shared more than a lexical root with conservatism; it
was an expression of it. Republicans had been respon-
sible for most of America’s environmental progress.
Yellowstone National Park, the national forest re-
serves, the Environmental Protection Agency (epa),
the emissions-trading scheme that fixed acid rain—all
were creations of Republican presidents. To renew
conservatism, Mr Hogan insisted, Republicans need
only look to their own noble past.

He was right. As recently as the mid-1990s some had
worried about climate change just as much as the
Democrats. The embrace of climate-change scepticism
by the party and its supporters was driven (as Mr Ho-
gan did not say) by a well-funded misinformation
campaign by wealthy polluters, waged through conser-
vative think-tanks, lobbyists and direct contributions
to Republican candidates. Yet the party’s donors had
also shifted. Many traditional Republican backers, in-
cluding oil companies, were now in favour of Mr Ho-
gan’s greenery. And the party had, in addition, become
increasingly dependent on the largesse of the renew-

able-energy companies that had burgeoned in many
conservative states. 

A boardroom terror of Democratic tax rises proba-
bly played a part in this corporate shift. But the main
reason was realism. The combination of ever more
alarming climate science and a solid electoral majority
for addressing the issue had made ambitious climate
action inescapable. Given this reality, the Republicans’
old and new donors alike reckoned that it would be
better introduced by a pro-business Republican ad-
ministration, rather than a hostile Democratic one. 

President Joe Biden’s business-throttling environ-
mental policies had hastened that conclusion—even
if, ironically, his Republican opponents were largely to
blame for them. Having been prevented by the obstruc-
tiveness of Senate Republicans from passing almost
any legislation—including the carbon tax he had cam-
paigned on—Mr Biden had instead been pushed down
a regulatory path. This had in turn so delighted the
rowdy Democratic left (which hated market-based sol-
utions) that the president had doubled down.

The Biden epa’s latest rules made it almost impos-
sible to cut urban trees, build large structures with
more than 50% concrete content or develop shale-gas
sites. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the climate secretary,
even declared a “war on gas”. This leftward lurch
opened up a space for a distinctively conservative ap-
proach. Mr Hogan could push his “green capitalism”—
based on the carbon tax Mr Biden had wanted—as an
alternative to the Democrats’ green socialism.

He was not the only Republican presidential hope-
ful to have made this calculation. The party’s primary
contest had featured all sorts of climate talk. Mr Ho-
gan’s main moderate rival, Nikki Haley, also proposed
a carbon tax, but less compellingly. She called it a “sus-
tainability levy”, a phrase that convinced no one it
would be anything other than a tax. This encapsulated
the South Carolinian’s much-hyped yet over-rehearsed
and rather cloying candidacy. Mr Hogan called his pro-
posed tax a “polluter fee”, a phrase that appealed to the
party’s still-aggrieved working-class base. 

Another contender, Senator Marco Rubio, pitched
what he called a “pro-environment industrial policy”.
It would consist of heavy public investment in low-car-
bon technology and industries, for two main reasons,
neither of which involved the climate: a need to out-
compete China and high-quality job creation. Mr Ho-
gan, a flexible small-governmentalist, purloined the
proposal after Mr Rubio’s early exit from the contest.

Even the Trumpist candidate, the disgraced former
president’s eldest son Donald Trump junior, had an en-
vironmental policy of sorts. This was down to his chief
policy adviser, Steve Hilton, who had succeeded in get-
ting a British Conservative Party leader, David Camer-
on, elected prime minister by the same means. Yet ex-
pecting Don junior to explain complicated geo-
engineering schemes proved to be a bad misjudgment.

In a televised debate the younger Trump launched a
bizarre sales pitch for “using capitalism to make these
huge mirrors that are called aerosols for whitening the
climate”. Rightly fearing he had lost his audience, he
then ended with a bump: “But, whatever, it’s all green
shit!” Mercilessly, Mr Hilton’s former employer, Fox
News, cut away to show Mr Hogan, at the adjacent po-
dium, disdainfully shaking his head. “I like you, Don,”
he said. “But I’m green and you’re full of it.” It became
his unofficial campaign catchphrase. 7
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The deadly heatwave that has gripped Asia for five
months has had many unexpected consequences.

One of the more surprising has been Chinese political
and business leaders feuding, semi-publicly, about the
unequal way China’s water is shared out. This was sup-
posed to be a quiet year for Communist Party rulers,
who spent 2049 noisily celebrating their regime’s 100th
anniversary. Instead they are on high alert.

The spark for the current political crisis was the suc-
cess of “Yu the Great”, a two-hour documentary about a
nobleman whose flood-fighting genius saw him
named emperor 4,000 years ago. The film was watched
more than 4bn times before censors cracked its crypto-
morphic packaging. Its producer and narrator, one of
China’s richest technology magnates, was detained last
month in Shenzhen and has not been seen since. 

The film was understood by many viewers as a cod-
ed complaint about chronic water shortages that have
blighted China in recent years, despite ever-larger in-
vestments in dams, flood-defence barriers and desali-
nation plants, and campaigns to move millions of peo-
ple from one side of the country to the other. 

In the documentary, Yu the Great is praised for real-
ising that floods cannot be defeated with man-made
barriers—the failed approach repeatedly tried by his
own father, Lord Gun—but must be harnessed and
guided, by building channels. Viewers could not fail to

grasp that stubborn, purblind Gun is a proxy for Chi-
na’s ageing rulers, who draw their authority from the
military high command and from Xi Jinping, the coun-
try’s unseen and silent 97-year-old paramount leader.

Archeologists have found no physical traces of Yu
the Great, but that is not the point. Worshipped for cen-
turies as a deity, Yu is hailed in the documentary as a
sort of philosopher king, who bound nine provinces
into a single empire by carefully balancing the needs of
each. That, too, is a complaint about regional inequal-
ities that have left present-day China a rather resent-
ful, unhappy place. Only a few regions, such as western
Sichuan and northern Yunnan, have seen agricultural
productivity gains. Climate change has turned much of
northern China into an arid semi-desert. The Hai, Liao
and Yellow rivers, which once watered great tracts of
the North China Plain, the country’s breadbasket, run
dry each summer. Farther south, even tributaries of the
mighty Yangzi, such as the Han river, flow too slowly in
the summer to flush away toxic algal blooms. 

In contrast the most southerly provinces, including
the high-tech powerhouse of Guangdong, seesaw be-
tween having either too much water or not enough.
The south is lashed by frequent super-typhoons and
flash floods, while storm surges and landslides have
destroyed multi-billion-dollar industrial zones and
housing developments around the Greater Bay Area, a
sprawling, sweltering, permanently gridlocked mega-
lopolis that is home to 120m people, made up of such
formerly separate cities as Guangzhou, Shenzhen and
Hong Kong. At other times, scorching temperatures
have left the south gripped by extended droughts.

Scarcity of water even complicates China’s hold
over the great territorial prize of the Xi era, the island of
Taiwan. Seven years after being retaken in the short,
brutal war of 2043, after an isolationist America said
that it would no longer defend it, the island is a harshly
policed shadow of its former self. A lack of water has
thwarted plans to bring over more mainland settlers.

At emergency global summits to debate climate

Trickle-down policies

Water distribution in China reawakens intra-regional
resentments. An imagined scenario from 2050

If water shortages destabilised China
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2 change, China has talked about playing a leading role
as a responsible great power. It is true that it has invest-
ed massively in renewable energy. But powerful eco-
nomic interests have made China cautious. When it
comes to dismantling coal-fired power plants, or clos-
ing carbon-spewing factories built by Chinese firms in
Asia and Africa, China has consistently kept an eye on
what rival powers are doing. It has matched American
efforts and commitments on greenhouse-gas emis-
sions, but not gone further. In the words of a European
diplomat: “China does not do altruism. The approach
is to seek maximum credit for minimum effort.” 

When it comes to regional diplomacy, China has
taken a more conciliatory stance, at least where its
largest neighbours are concerned. Swallowing tradi-
tional doubts about Chinese settlers overrunning its
sparsely peopled east, Russia has worked with China to
exploit Arctic sea lanes that are now ice-free for much
of the summer. Protective Russian and Chinese ice-
breakers now lead convoys of oil tankers heading east-
ward to China, and of container ships steaming west-
ward to European markets. Six states that border the
Arctic—Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway
and Sweden—have all seen Chinese cargo and cruise
ships bring lucrative business to once-sleepy northern
ports, tempering domestic political opposition to Chi-
na’s presence in the high North. 

China’s relations with India have been patched up
and water-sharing treaties signed between the two nu-
clear powers, as glaciers high in the Himalaya melt at a
dangerous rate. Smaller neighbours have been less for-
tunate. Brushing aside complaints from Myanmar,
Laos and Vietnam, China has hoarded water behind its
dams in the upper reaches of the Mekong and other vi-
tal rivers, then bought an uneasy peace by selling
neighbours cheap electricity from those dams. 

At home in China, government scientists do not
dispute the dangers posed by man-made global warm-
ing. But the response of the Communist Party has been
to pour more concrete and to put still more faith in
state planning and social controls. Engineering works
intended to tame nature and redistribute water, in a
country where 80% of it is found in the south, have
been a pillar of Communist rule since the days of Mao
Zedong. Chinese officials cited Mao’s observation from
1953—“Water is abundant in the south and scarce in the
north, so why not borrow a little from the south?”—in
2014 as a giant series of canals and pumping stations,
the South to North Water Diversion Project (snwdp),
began carrying water from the Yangzi river system to
Beijing and other parched northern cities. 

Counting every drop
In 2035, with water in ever-shorter supply, China con-
ducted its first Water Census, estimating available wa-
ter resources per resident of each city and county.
Those places with plenty were colour-coded green. Ar-
eas suffering from water stress were given an orange
code, while those with dangerously few resources were
coloured red. The populations of arid, red-coded
places may not grow, by law. In practice, many arid ar-
eas have emptied, as locals realised no new govern-
ment funds would be forthcoming for roads, schools
or hospitals or to support economic development.

At first, many Chinese did not pay close attention,
because a first wave of forced relocations dispropor-
tionately affected ethnic minorities living in western

regions. In all, perhaps 8m members of the Uighur, Ka-
zakh, Hui and Mongol minorities have now moved
from red-coded areas. Some ended up as workers in
high-walled factories run with paramilitary discipline.
Others, carrying identity cards branding them as mi-
grants from “arid” areas, have suffered discrimination
in their new homes. These environmental migrants—
though China rejects that label—often struggle to reg-
ister children in schools or access public services. 

Wider public opinion began to sour on the Water
Census when a second survey, completed in 2042,
handed arid, red-coded identity cards to millions of
Chinese from the majority Han ethnic group, trigger-
ing a fresh wave of coerced relocations. Farmers from
northern and central provinces were obliged to sign
family plots of land over to the government in ex-
change for subsidies to help them start new lives in
green-coded regions where the population is allowed
to grow. China’s rural areas are ageing rapidly, though,
and many farmers said they were too old to move. Im-
patient with such talk, officials in some red-coded vil-
lages are accused of forcefully moving “retired” farm-
ers to hastily built housing blocks.

Water has caused trouble in Hong Kong, the former
British colony that has been under strict political su-
pervision since anti-government demonstrations in
2019. Defying local police and mainland security
agents, environmental activists staged a string of light-
ning protests in the late 2030s to block the construc-
tion of a nuclear-powered desalination plant, one of
dozens being built along the coast. Not only was the
plant built but, in a show of force, it was opened in 2047
to mark Hong Kong’s formal absorption into Guang-
dong province, 50 years after the handover. 

The latest Water Census, made public this year,
prompted rage on Chinese social media when it
emerged that Beijing and its nearby administrative an-
nexe of Xiong’an, a new “smart city” built at the behest
of President Xi, both enjoy green codes on the basis of
projected deliveries of water from the snwdp. That is a
convenient fiction. In reality the scheme has repeat-
edly missed its delivery targets as droughts have hit the
Yangzi basin. According to government statistics
leaked to a news outlet in Guangdong, Xiong’an is des-
perately short of water. Yet because Mr Xi’s prestige is
at stake, its population is still being allowed to grow.

To the central government, it is a special provoca-
tion that the leaked Xiong’an water statistics emerged
in Guangdong, a wealthy, self-confident province with
a mutinous history. The furious response of leaders in
Beijing to “Yu the Great” is in part explained by the
filmmaker’s close connections to powerful southern
politicians. Millions on social media posted images of
Yu the Great and his mausoleum near the eastern city
of Shaoxing. When those were banned they began
sharing pictures of the Zhong Hai and Nan Hai, orna-
mental lakes inside the party leadership compound in
Beijing, labelled “sweet waters”.

Such expressions of grievance may seem somewhat
arcane. But in a closely watched surveillance state
those voicing them are taking real risks, and their an-
ger should not be ignored. The painfully unequal dis-
tribution of water in modern China is reawakening 
intra-regional resentments not seen for more than a
century. Outsiders have spent years speculating what
China might do about climate change. Now they are
asking: what might climate change do to China? 7
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The first the world heard of the self-styled Earth
Defence Army (eda) was in February 2028, when

the Jamnagar oil refinery in Gujarat, the world’s larg-
est, ground to a halt after a crippling cyber-attack. In a
video manifesto the eda claimed responsibility for the
attack, providing detailed evidence of its involvement.
The group’s masked leaders warned that oil companies
around the world would face similar attacks—as would
banks and investors associated with them. “The planet
cannot fight back,” one eda member declared, “so we
have no choice but to fight back on its behalf.”

Next, the eda released a trove of messages stolen
from four large oil companies and their accountants.
These, the group claimed, revealed a covert scheme to
undermine emissions-reduction efforts by misreport-
ing numbers. (The companies in question denied
wrongdoing.) “Your sabotage will be met with sabo-
tage,” the eda’s leaders announced. It began a cam-
paign of direct attacks on oil companies’ property,
modelled on those conducted by the Earth Liberation
Front (elf), whose arson attacks in America, starting
in the 1990s, had caused $100m-worth of damage.

The eda praised the activities of the elf and other
earlier environmental groups, dating back to the 1970s,
that had at the time been considered extremists or eco-
terrorists. In March 1979, for example, the crew of a
trawler called Sea Shepherd smashed through the ice of
the Gulf of St Lawrence, before jumping out to spray
baby seals with red paint, rendering their fur worth-
less. The Sea Shepherd Conservation Society went on
to smash and scuttle whaling and sealing vessels
around the world, using sledgehammers, paintball
guns and even mines. 

Similarly, Earth First!, a group established in 1980,
had “spiked” trees with materials intended to damage
loggers’ saws. It spawned the elf, a more radical off-
shoot. After two decades, the number of so-called “eco-
terrorism incidents” peaked in 2001at 163, according to
one study. Yet even as al-Qaeda’s attacks on New York
and Washington that year focused attention on Islam-
ist extremism, eco-terror remained a major concern.
In 2004 a senior fbi official said animal-rights extrem-
ism and eco-terrorism were “our highest domestic ter-
rorism investigative priority”. In practice, right-wing
extremists proved a far bigger danger in the two de-
cades that followed. It was not until the late 2020s,
with the Paris agreement dissolving amid geopolitical
acrimony, that a small fringe of radical climate activ-
ists coalesced into what became the eda.

After its months-long arson campaign had little ef-
fect—companies insisted they would not be cowed by
terrorists—the eda turned to deadlier measures. In
May 2029 an investment banker, who had been in-
volved in arranging $75bn in financing for oil-and-gas

Green blood

Might protesters against climate change resort to
terrorism? An imagined scenario from 2031

If climate activists turned to terrorism
projects a decade earlier, was gunned down outside his
home in London. A local eda cell claimed responsibil-
ity. A month later a drone carried a powerful impro-
vised explosive onto an oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico,
killing 15 workers and halting production for months. 

In 2030 the fbi triumphantly announced that it had
rolled up a New York-based eco-terror cell plotting an
attack on the city’s stock exchange. But the trial de-
scended into farce when it became clear that the inves-
tigation not only relied on a warrantless surveillance
programme, later struck down by the courts, but also
involved undercover fbi agents who had coaxed the
group’s members towards violent action.

Mainstream environmental groups were aghast at
the militant turn taken by some of their former col-
leagues. But the eda’s leaders claimed that the ends
justified the means. They pointed to oil companies’
falling share prices, the shuttering of a series of coal-
fired power stations in South-East Asia and growth in
the number of banks announcing moratoriums on fos-
sil-fuel investments. Yet it was hard to be sure of the
impact of the eda’s campaign, given the growing influ-
ence of more moderate environmental groups willing
to break the law—but not to shed blood. As disagree-
ments within its ranks grew, the eda splintered.

In the end, eco-terrorism remained a fringe ideolo-
gy, never attracting more than a few thousand ideo-
logues. As mainstream environmentalists realised
that extremists were tarnishing the movement and un-
dermining support for effective climate policies, they
turned against their former colleagues, quietly helping
the security services shut down many of the remaining
cells. Although bomb threats remain common, explo-
sions are now few and far between. The eco-terrorists
seem likely to end up as footnotes in a larger and
darker history of climate calamity.  7
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It is hard to envisage now, but the Permian basin in
Texas and New Mexico used to be America’s biggest

source of crude oil. At its peak it accounted for more
than half of national production. Today the steel
pumpjacks have been replaced by direct-air capture
(dac) units. Powered by the sun, the machines suck
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and pump it into
the sedimentary rock formations below. There is an el-
egant symmetry in the way the carbon is being pumped
back into the ground. Big Oil has given way to Big Suck.

The transformation of the Permian region illus-
trates an industrial shift that began in the early 2020s.
The once-mighty oil industry, in its old form, has with-
ered. From its husk a thriving new industry has
emerged. Carbon-removal firms now number among
the world’s biggest. Alongside big cuts in emissions,
their technology has helped stabilise the climate and
reduce emissions to net-zero. The atmospheric con-
centration of carbon dioxide is even beginning to drop
as carbon-removal efforts are expanded. At the same
time, the industry has reshaped geopolitics—and is
creating its own set of environmental impacts.

The trouble for Big Oil started in 2014, when boom-
ing American production helped spur a plunge in
prices. The covid-19 pandemic of 2020 triggered a

Big Suck

One giant industry emerges as another declines.
An imagined scenario from 2050

If carbon removal became the new Big Oil short, sharp contraction in demand. Longer-term de-
cline was unavoidable. Internal combustion engines
in road vehicles, which made up more than two-fifths
of oil use in 2020, were starting to give way to electric
motors. Further pressure came from the rise in carbon
taxes, as governments, cash-strapped after covid-19
bail-outs, sought new streams of revenue. The oil-
price spike of the late 2020s simply reinforced the
trend towards other forms of energy.

Firms that built the kit used in oil production, such
as refineries and pipelines, were the first to go bust as
investments in new assets ground to a halt. Next up
were companies that struggled to divest themselves of
pricey oilfields. As oil-producing firms fought for sur-
vival, one strategy was consolidation through mergers.
In the end, some supermajors ran down their reserves,
halted oil investment and were run for cash. By con-
trast, national oil companies with low production
costs, such as Saudi Aramco, kept pumping. But the
most innovative giants, sensing an existential threat,
realised that if they were to continue supplying oil and
gas, they would need to capture and store the carbon
emissions they produced, too.

By the late 2020s, two methods had emerged as the
most effective ways to do this. One was dac, which in-
volves trapping carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
by sucking air through an absorbent material. The oth-
er was “bioenergy with carbon capture and storage”
(beccs), where the absorption is done by trees and
crops as they grow. That biomass is then burned for en-
ergy and the resulting carbon dioxide is captured. Ei-
ther way, it is stored underground, permanently re-
moving it from the atmosphere.

Before it was brought into being, carbon-capture
technology was assumed to be very expensive—one
early study of dac suggested costs of $600 a tonne or
more. When entrepreneurial start-ups tried it out in
the early 2020s, though, it came in at about a third of1
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2 that. The costs of beccs were never as high, because
capturing carbon dioxide from a power-station chim-
ney, where the concentration is about 10%, is inherent-
ly more efficient that capturing it from ambient air,
where the concentration is just 0.045%. That said, cost
estimates for beccs were—and to some extent re-
main—vexed by the question of how to account for the
opportunity cost of the vast plantations it requires. 

Oil companies already had expertise in putting flu-
ids back underground as well as taking them out: it is
how fracking is done. They also had experience in
mounting operations on truly large scales—which,
when applied to carbon-capture, brought costs down
yet further. Increasing the size of an industry by a fac-
tor of 50, as happened in the 2020s, gets you a lot of
learning by doing. Most important, carbon removal al-
lowed them to continue pumping oil. Their new busi-
ness model was selling fuels in markets in which there
was no feasible alternative, such as long-haul air tra-
vel, at “net-zero” prices which included the certified
capture of an amount of carbon equivalent to that giv-
en off by the fuel’s combustion. It was called “carbon
leasing”: the oil company lent the customer fresh new
carbon and took old, used carbon back in return.

International politics helped. At the cop27 climate
conference, in 2022, world leaders finally managed to
agree on the creation of an international carbon mar-
ket in which carbon-removal credits could be traded.
This let companies sell removal capacity they did not
need for carbon-leasing deals and buy spare capacity
when their removal systems let them down. At the
same time, the Organisation for Carbon Accounting
(oca), a global monitoring body, was spun out of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Its real-
time audits of carbon-removal facilities gave the in-
dustry credibility. 

The astonishingly rapid scale-up in production—
outpacing the construction of railways or power grids
in previous eras—was due in part to smart industrial
design. Equipment for dac was tailored to existing in-
dustrial know-how: that used in car plants, gas-tur-
bine factories, and mining and water-treatment. The
beccs industry, for its part, got a boost from genetic
modification, in the form of new strains of trees and
crops that absorb more carbon dioxide as they grow.
The giant carbon-removal utilities which emerged
now pull around ten gigatonnes of carbon dioxide out
of the skies each year; along with their carbon-leasing
businesses and the electricity generated by their beccs

plants, that gives carbon-removal companies a collec-
tive turnover of more than $1trn.

Back into the ground
The emergence of this new industry has had far-reach-
ing ramifications, as some locations are better suited
to carbon removal than others. Three conditions are
needed: storage, space and low-cost power. Storage
was the easiest to crack. Many countries have locations
suitable for burying carbon dioxide, such as sedimen-
tary or basaltic rock formations. For dac a more impor-
tant factor was the continuous availability of cheap en-
ergy. In some cases this meant building dac plants by
geothermal power stations, such as in Iceland. But
most large-scale dac facilities depend on solar power,
the cheapest energy source.

dac plants also need a lot of space. An early esti-
mate, made in 2019 by Howard J. Herzog of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, was that removing 1m
tonnes of carbon dioxide a year from the air would re-
quire a facility ten metres high, 3-5 metres wide and
5km long. The technology has become more compact
since then, but it is still land-hungry. So today most
dac plants are in deserts, where sun and space are
plentiful. North Africa is one hotspot, along with Aus-
tralia and America’s southern states. Space is needed to
grow fuel for beccs too, as are weather conditions ripe
for growing biomass. Countries in the tropics, notably
Indonesia and Tanzania, emerged as big beccs hubs. 

All this has tilted the scales of geopolitics. Some oil-
rich countries, such as Venezuela, have suffered, as oil
that is costly and dirty to extract remains below
ground. China established a national giant, Sinodac,
and solidified its role as the world’s manufacturing
hub for batteries and solar panels. Other countries,
such as Brazil, Indonesia and Tanzania, gained politi-
cal clout as their carbon-removal sectors boomed.

Money from thin air
Carbon removal affected the corporate world, too. Even
though the planet has now achieved net-zero emis-
sions, individual companies still emit carbon dioxide
and buy carbon credits, in the form of negative emis-
sions, from carbon-removal firms. Unexpected price
increases can hit profits in the still-carbonised sectors.
That was the case in 2047 when a forest fire near a
beccs plant in Kalimantan, Indonesia’s slice of Bor-
neo, destroyed a huge number of trees, which act like
temporary storage units for carbon dioxide until it is
captured at a beccs plant. The resulting release of car-
bon dioxide made a big dent in the world’s carbon-
removal capacity. Prices shot up and some companies
were badly stung (at least those that had failed to hedge
in the removals futures market). DeltaAmericanBlue-
Circle went bankrupt. 

The removal industry also finds itself under close
scrutiny from environmental groups. One concern is
just how securely carbon dioxide is stored under-
ground. The role of the industry in the Memphis earth-
quake of 2042 remains hotly contested. Carbon-
removal bosses dismiss these criticisms as nitpicking.
Now that the climate has stabilised, they grumble,
some environmental ngos are overstaffed, over-
funded and have little else to do.

A larger headache for bosses is navigating the long-
term future of their industry. Large-scale carbon re-
moval will be needed for a few decades yet, after world
leaders pledged at cop50 in 2045 to bring atmospheric
carbon-dioxide levels down further. But no agreement
has been made as to how far. If and when governments
agree they are happy for the concentration of carbon-
dioxide to remain stable, the growth of the carbon-
removals industry will stall and may go into reverse. 

One route for expansion is cannibalisation. Rivalry
between the beccs and dac camps is growing. Both are
spending more on marketing and lobbyists. They want
to persuade consumers and politicians that their tech-
nology is superior, and that humanity’s aim should be
to return the atmosphere to pre-industrial levels of
carbon dioxide. Despite these efforts, analysts expect
the sector to shrink and consolidate in the coming
years. That may favour the largest carbon-removal out-
fits, several of which are also oil producers. The very
firms that prospered by taking carbon out of the
ground may profit the most from putting it back. 7
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In september 2019 a group of climate activists formu-
lated a plan to shut down London Heathrow, Eu-

rope’s largest airport. Heathrow Pause, a splinter group
of the Extinction Rebellion movement, had been in-
spired by an incident at Gatwick the previous year,
when an unauthorised drone closed Britain’s second-
largest hub for three days. They hoped to repeat the
trick at Heathrow. But their drones failed to get off the
ground, due to signal-jamming by the airport. In De-
cember 2019, Extinction Rebellion tried again to close
Heathrow, this time by blocking its entrance road with
a pink bulldozer. But police confined the protest to a
single lane of traffic, meaning that incoming passen-
gers could simply drive around the problem.

The activists lying in front of the bulldozer that cold
December morning could not have known that a virus
just 0.1microns wide, more than 8,000km away in Chi-
na, was inadvertently about to help their cause. Few in-
dustries were harder hit by the subsequent covid-19
pandemic than air travel. Government lockdowns, tra-
vel restrictions and cancellations by fearful passen-
gers soon grounded most of the industry. By April 2020
Heathrow’s passenger numbers had fallen by 97% to
the lowest monthly figure since the 1950s. Global pas-
senger numbers did little better, falling that month by
94% year on year, to levels last seen in 1978. Half a year
of lost revenue later—amounting to well over
$250bn—the industry’s finances were in ruins.

Two years on, the forecast made in May 2020 by the
International Air Transport Association (iata) that
passenger numbers would return to pre-pandemic lev-
els by 2023 now looks wildly optimistic. But the trade
body’s prediction that only 30 of the world’s 700 or so
airlines would survive the crisis without government
help was spot on. Carriers that failed to get bail-outs
fell like dominoes, starting with Flybe, Europe’s largest
regional airline, in March 2020, Virgin Australia in
April and latam, Latin America’s largest carrier, in
May. Sir Richard Branson, founder of the Virgin Group,
became an illustration of his old quip: “The easiest way
to become a millionaire is to start out as a billionaire
and then go into the airline business.”

Even airlines that got government bail-outs did not
find life easy. Austria and France led the way by impos-
ing strict environmental conditions. Airlines were
forced to cut their emissions to meet aggressive targets
and to end competition against greener alternatives
such as high-speed rail. That raised their costs and lim-
ited their potential revenue. And they were soon cash-
strapped again. America’s airlines quickly chewed
through $25bn in federal grants and loans; Air France-
klm and Lufthansa of Germany did the same with bail-
outs worth nearly €10bn ($11bn) each. The result was a
drastic slimming down of the world’s flag-carriers. 

Peak plane

How the pandemic transformed the travel industry.
An imagined scenario from May 2022

If covid-19 devastated aviation

Airline executives had initially thought the pan-
demic would cause manageable, but not catastrophic,
disruption. Looking at previous epidemics in Asia,
such as sars in 2002-03 and the South Korean outbreak
of mers in 2015, iata expected a sharp dip in traffic, fol-
lowed by a return to the original trend six or seven
months later. In retrospect, that was overly hopeful. A
short, stuttering recovery during the autumn of 2020
was choked off by the pandemic’s second wave of in-
fections. “This time is very different,” says Leigh Boch-
icchio of the Association of Corporate Travel Execu-
tives, an American industry association. “It’s a very
different beast to sars or 9/11.” After those earlier
shocks, there was no second wave of infections or ter-
ror attacks to remind people of the danger of flying. 

And in retrospect, sars was much easier for airlines
to manage than covid-19. sars showed symptoms im-
mediately and could be detected with temperature
checks at airports. It was not initially contagious;
those infected could be isolated before they spread it to
others. Covid-19, in contrast, shows no symptoms for
up to two weeks after infection, a period in which it is
contagious. No wonder experts soon found that airline
travel was the primary means by which the disease
spread around the world.

In the past, the airline industry has always fully re-
covered from crises. But this time has been different.
“Peak plane”, once Extinction Rebellion’s fantasy, no
longer looks so inconceivable. With the prospects for a
vaccine still uncertain, business travel began to pick
up again in 2021, though only as a trickle. The biggest
global downturn since the Depression left corporate
travel budgets an easy cost-code to squeeze. 

Even firms that are solvent enough to let their em-
ployees fly have not been keen to do so. “People are
more comfortable with online meetings, and that will
never go away,” notes Ms Bochicchio. After the global 
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2 financial crisis of 2007-09, international business tra-
vel fell by a third in many countries, and never recov-
ered. Companies found new ways of doing business
using video calls. That story repeated itself in spades
after covid-19. Many corporate events and conferences
have gone online permanently. Another chilling effect
was that firms feared being sued by employees who
caught covid-19 on business trips—a possibility their
insurers increasingly refused to cover. As a result, the
average age of business travellers is now falling: sur-
veys show millennials are more likely to regard busi-
ness travel as a status symbol than older workers, and
consider themselves at less risk from covid-19.

Leisure travel has been much slower to recover.
That was not due to any initial reluctance to get back in
the sky. Surveys during the pandemic found that 69%
of Americans said they missed travelling. Half of Chi-
nese expected to travel more once the crisis was over.
Perhaps most remarkably of all, 23% of Britons said
they planned to be on the first flight deemed safe. 

But many newly established “air bridges” and “tra-
vel bubbles”—pairs and groups of countries between
which travellers could move without quarantine—col-
lapsed in panic when the second wave of the pandemic
hit in autumn 2020. “Staycations”—holidaying within
one’s own country—became the norm in 2021, as
crowded aeroplane cabins were shunned in favour of
cars, trains and even cruise ships (which, despite their
association with the early weeks of the outbreak, turn
out to be well suited to social distancing).

The aviation industry did its best to win back cus-
tomers with a marketing blitz, but cabin crew dressed
in personal protective equipment, who treated all pas-
sengers as biohazards, failed to reassure. The require-
ment to leave middle seats empty, to maintain social
distancing, was dropped by governments when air-
lines complained that it cut their capacity. But that
prompted concerns that airlines were more concerned
with profits than with passenger safety.

The end of low-cost flights
Rising ticket prices have also deterred travellers from
flying away on holiday. Although fares initially fell to
put bums back on seats after the first and second
waves—dropping by 35% in 2021, just as Dollar Flight
Club, an American travel website, had predicted—the
low prices didn’t last long. Ryanair, Wizz Air and Air
Asia, the world’s biggest budget carriers after the pan-
demic, waged the “mother of all fare wars” in an effort
to put all non-state-subsidised rivals out of business in
Europe and Asia. The resulting consolidation has left
little competition in the industry. As soon as they
could, airlines began to pass on the extra cost of their
new counter-coronavirus measures to passengers. An-
alysts think fares could soon be double what they were
before the pandemic.

Perhaps the clearest sign of the long-term change in
direction for aviation has been the collapse in demand
for new aircraft. The world’s two biggest planemakers,
Airbus and Boeing, predicted just before the pandemic
that global air travel would grow by 4.3% each year over
the next 20 years, requiring around 40,000 new airlin-
ers to be built. Now they are not so sure. Airlines per-
manently grounded over 5,000 planes during the pan-
demic. Boeing cut future production by 50% and
cancelled plans to develop two new airliners in the
coming decade. Even Airbus, which has enough orders

to keep its assembly lines busy for a decade, decided to
slow production by 30%. 

The biggest casualties were the biggest birds. Boe-
ing 747 jumbos, once the “Queens of the Skies”, were
nearly all grounded in 2020, never to fly again. The
even-larger superjumbo fared almost as badly. “The
a380 is over,” lamented Sir Tim Clark of Emirates dur-
ing the pandemic. Having once owned 115 of the 242 in
existence, Emirates retired 40% of them in 2020.

Planemakers and airlines alike are pinning hopes
of a travel revival on the wanderlust of the young, and
of the rising middle classes in the developing world.
Their faith may be misplaced. The young are highly cli-
mate-conscious and have taken to “train-bragging”,
encouraged by campaigners such as Greta Thunberg.
Several European governments have stepped up in-
vestment in high-speed rail as part of their stimulus
packages. Polls suggest people under 25 see climate
change and pollution as the two most important issues
facing the world. In the developing world, meanwhile,
the pandemic shattered the illusion in Africa and India
that travelling by plane was any safer or more hygienic
than overcrowded diesel trains or by car.

That covid-19 has exposed the fragility of globalisa-
tion is particularly apparent in the case of aviation. The
industry can no longer rely on the steady growth of the
past, or indeed any growth at all. Yet historians will
write that it was not radical environmental move-
ments such as Extinction Rebellion that killed the
trend. Instead it was the combination of a microscopic
virus and free-market capitalism.

The five-year period before the pandemic was the
only one since Orville and Wilbur Wright made their
first flight in 1903 in which the industry covered its cost
of capital. Burned again by covid-19, many investors
have now decided to stay away from anything that
flies. Warren Buffett, a billionaire investor, once
quipped that “if a farsighted capitalist had been pre-
sent at Kitty Hawk, he would have done his successors
a huge favour by shooting Orville down.” During the
pandemic, Mr Buffett realised that this historical ob-
servation was no joke. Selling his shares in American
airlines at a multi-billion dollar loss, he noted that
they should be avoided by investors. His reason: “The
world has changed after covid-19.” 7

What if…
global aviation
was shut down?

915m tonnes
or a 2.1% cut in CO2, 
roughly equivalent 
to Germany’s share

$2.7trn
World GDP would
shrink by 3.6%

57% less* 
international
tourism

*Share of international
tourists that travel by air
Source: Air Transport Action
Group; Global Carbon Project
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It started with an app. “My Carbon Action” was re-
leased in late 2019 by a Finnish company that made

banking software. It analysed people’s purchase data
automatically to work out how much carbon under-
pinned their consumption. Its users were the sort of
people who were already accounting for carbon emis-
sions manually, typing guesstimates into carbon-foot-
print calculators and buying offsets for their meat con-
sumption or their flights to alleviate their guilt over
contributing to a warming world. 

Barely anyone noticed the app at the time, but it was
an early example of the automated carbon-accounting
that has since transformed the global production sys-
tem. It started a chain reaction that ran throughout the
2020s and led to today’s ubiquitous surveillance and
measurement of emissions across supply chains,
manufacturing facilities and consumer activity. 

At first, My Carbon Action and its copycat apps were
mostly remarkable for their inaccuracy. The details
generated by transactions with bank cards or digital
payments were too vague to offer a reliable proxy for
carbon emissions: who could tell what “maxim’s csd

(2973) Food & drink $7.48” meant, let alone the carbon
footprint of that transaction? The products people
bought, where they had come from and how they had

The rise of carbon
surveillance

How might carbon-tracking apps turn into a giant
surveillance system? An imagined scenario from 2030

If technology tracked all carbon emissions
been produced were unknown, even to the companies
that sold them. The Finnish system used transaction
totals and vendor names to make a rough guess of what
had been purchased, and its own internal models to es-
timate its carbon footprint. Spent eight dollars at Star-
bucks? You probably bought a coffee and a snack. 

Slowly, the guesses became more accurate. Climate
campaigners pressed companies to provide more and
better emissions data about the products they sold.
Neobanks had introduced digital receipts in the late
2010s, but they had been little more than a gimmick.
Now they became a place to display the climate worthi-
ness of your operation, and the main channel through
which emissions data could be funnelled and collect-
ed. In 2021 Pret A Manger, a British sandwich chain,
started totting up the carbon footprints of all its pro-
ducts, printing them on the labels in the shop and on
its receipts. When customers paid with Pret’s app, a
smartphone or a linked bank card, emissions data
could be sent directly to their emissions-counting app.

Carbon accountancy improved, but some of the big-
gest firms held out. That changed in 2023 as the West
Coast wildfires raged from California to Oregon and fu-
rious Amazon employees, their families choked with
smoke, demanded change from their gigantic employ-
er. The world’s largest e-commerce firm promised to
start calculating and publishing the full life-cycle
emissions of the products it sold. At first Amazon’s
emissions values just applied to products it sold di-
rectly, calculated by its internal modelling team. Then
they were expanded to third-party sellers. By that time
the direction of travel was clear, and all e-commerce
platforms started to include support for emissions cal-
culations in their systems. Amazon opened up its own
platform, turning it into a database that could be que-
ried to determine the carbon footprint of millions of
products. Walmart followed suit.

In China, Alibaba and jd.com, Asia’s two biggest re-1
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2 tailers, pushed their own carbon-accounting systems,
which they had started two years before Amazon’s. The
Swiss-based International Organisation for Standardi-
sation held its first meeting on standards for carbon
accounting in transactions in November 2022. By 2023
the world’s retailers had the beginnings of a common
standard for reporting the emissions that under-
pinned their products. Real-time data about the carbon
implications of consumption started to flow in ear-
nest. Clever hedge funds bought up this data and start-
ed trading against it, identifying the manufacturers
with the dirtiest footprints and shorting them. Soon
they had securitised future negative carbon flows.

Following the carbon footprints
Using various “carbon bragging” apps, climate influ-
encers began to publish live feeds of their carbon foot-
prints, determined in real time from data flowing
through their smartphones, which had by this time re-
placed travel passes for public transport, airline and
train tickets. Facebook (as the company now known as
Instagram used to be called) bought the Finnish com-
pany and integrated its code into the Instagram app,
instantly making it the market leader among carbon-
bragging apps. It launched the new feature on Thanks-
giving 2024, when Selena Gomez became the first user
to publish her footprint via Instagram. 

Other celebrities fell in line, from Bollywood to Hol-
lywood. Some celebrities who had touted their green
credentials were shamed when they accidentally re-
vealed their carbon-profligate habits, from gas-guz-
zling cars to private jets, due to confusion over the
app’s privacy settings.

And sometimes the system got things very wrong.
In one infamous case Antonia Magnini, an Italian
woman, was told that her Pret A Manger lunch was re-
sponsible for emissions equivalent to the entire annu-
al carbon output of Suriname. A bug in Pret’s supply-
chain software had mistakenly totted up a sandwich’s
worth of a new rocket leaf as the entire year’s projected
supply for the whole chain worldwide, and rounded
up. Ms Magnini was the unlucky first buyer of the first
sandwich containing the new rocket. She sued Pret for
reputational damage after the alert propagated onto
her Instagram page. The company settled out of court. 

But things changed dramatically after the Great
Hurricanes of 2025, and the upending of climate poli-
tics in America that ensued. The bipartisan climate bill
passed in the wake of the disaster introduced steadily
declining personal carbon allowances (pcas), linked to
the carbon-accounting systems already in widespread
use. It also levied carbon surcharges on anyone who ex-
ceeded their pca, and paid carbon rebates to anyone
who did not use their whole allowance. To ensure the
accuracy of the carbon-accounting infrastructure, the
bill mandated regular audits of companies’ accounting
systems by independent bodies, and heavy fines for
undercounting carbon footprints. People and compa-
nies were required to provide “carbon returns” to the
newly renamed Internal Revenue and Carbon Service
(ircs), which was given oversight of the entire carbon-
accounting system.

This gave the ircs real-time access to all transac-
tion data. It also pitted privacy advocates, who object-
ed to the extension of government surveillance to the
entire economy, against environmentalists, who con-
sidered it a price worth paying to tackle climate

change, particularly as global average temperatures
surged towards 1.5oC above the pre-industrial level.
Consumers had long accepted what was, in effect, sur-
veillance of their internet use by private companies in
return for free, ad-supported services such as search,
email and social media. Many of them were already us-
ing climate-bragging apps. This would promote and
extend carbon transparency. And the carbon-rebate
system had wide support. So what was the problem?

Other governments around the world followed suit
with their own versions of carbon taxes and pcas,
linked to now-standardised carbon-accounting sys-
tems. China linked its version to its existing social-
credit systems, through a series of compulsory app up-
dates for all citizens.

Globally, carbon-intensive activities such as long-
haul travel or private jets became far more expensive.
At the same time, the new system encouraged invest-
ment in low-, zero- and negative-carbon technologies.
Celebrities competed to make their palatial homes and
estates carbon-neutral, then carbon-negative. At-
tempts to hide emissions from the accounting system
were punished socially as much as legally. The boss of
Goldman Sachs was fired in 2026 after he was found to
have registered his private jet under the emergency-
services exception for aviation-fuel carbon tax. Social
movements to increase carbon taxes and surcharges,
and reduce pcas more quickly, gained traction.

Inevitably, people tried to find loopholes. The use of
cash, already in steep decline, had been further dis-
couraged by governments to bring more people into
the system. But local alternatives and barter systems
emerged, along with an illicit economy based on
cryptocurrencies, dominated by ShhCoin, launched in
2026 by Zach De Royland, a 23-year-old libertarian
from Arkansas. ShhCoin let users buy and sell services
anonymously, outside the carbon-accounting system.

To close this loophole, the American government
launched a swarm of satellites in 2028 that used spec-
troscopy, visual and radar images, analysed by artifi-
cial intelligence, to pinpoint undeclared sources of
carbon-dioxide emissions. Where the original carbon-
accounting system had focused on the consumption
that drove emissions, the satellites provided a way to
identify them at source. Other governments joined the
American scheme. But China launched satellites of its
own, claiming the American-led system, which had
uncovered several sources of illicit emissions within
China, was politically biased. Blanket surveillance of
the physical world closed the last big loophole for
laundering emissions through informal systems, and
shut down the supply chains of the ShhCoin economy.

Today, with carbon-dioxide emissions falling
steadily, the carbon-accounting system—or carbon-
surveillance system, as it has now become—provides a
powerful policy tool that allows governments to set the
pace of decarbonisation of their economies. Global
temperatures have risen alarmingly, but the target of
net-zero emissions by 2050, a policy goal of many
countries, seems within reach. The original carbon-
tracking app of 2019, like many other inventions in the
past, has gone from a diversion for a few rich people to
a world-changing technology. Privacy activists object
that the system is far more obtrusive than it needs to
be. But as they campaign for the dismantling of the sur-
veillance system that has helped saved the planet, they
face an uphill struggle. 7
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In the late 1980s Michael Crichton, a novelist and
filmmaker, had a lucrative idea. He picked up on the

work of Allan Wilson, a geneticist at the University of
California, Berkeley, and let his imagination run riot.
Wilson had extracted dna from an extinct type of zebra
called a quagga. The dna in question was fragmented,
and the extinction of the quagga only a century in the
past, but that did not matter. Crichton speculated
about recovering far older dna than the quagga’s by
looking in the guts of bloodsucking insects preserved
in amber that had formed millions of years ago, during
the age of the dinosaurs. If the insects had been feast-
ing on dinosaurs, he mused, they might have pre-
served those creatures’ dna. And if you have some-
thing’s dna you could, perhaps, recreate it. The result
was “Jurassic Park”.

Sadly, there is no sign of any real dna having been
preserved from that far back in the past. But be a bit less
ambitious in your time-travelling, and apply the three
decades’ worth of biotechnological advances that have
happened since “Jurassic Park” was published to the
question of how you might go forward from here, and
the aspiration of recreating at least some prehistoric
creatures no longer seems completely fanciful. It may,
moreover, be of practical importance, because one ani-
mal the de-extinctionists have in their sights is the
woolly mammoth. And some people believe that re-
introducing mammoths into the wild would make a
change to the ecology of Earth’s northern reaches suffi-
ciently large as to help curb global warming.

This, then, is the idea behind the Harvard Woolly
Mammoth Revival Project, run by George Church. Un-
like the long-dead dinosaurs in “Jurassic Park”, mam-
moths were present on Earth as recently as 4,000 years
ago. That, and the fact that many of the parts of the
world in which they lived are still pretty chilly, means
quite a lot of mammoth dna remains reasonably intact
in frozen corpses recovered from the tundra—enough
for palaeogeneticists to have reconstructed the ani-
mal’s genome. And with a genome, as Crichton mused,
you can aspire to produce an animal.

Mammoths are a species of elephant. This helps be-
cause two (or, according to some taxonomists, three)
other species of these animals remain alive today to
provide assistance to the mammoth-revivers. Though
African elephants (one species, or possibly two) are
closer in size to mammoths than their Asian cousins
are, genetics show that the Asian variety are mam-
moths’ closest living relatives, so it is they that are the
focus of Dr Church’s research.

People once fantasised about cloning a mammoth
directly, from cells or cell nuclei somehow revived
from a fossil specimen. Dr Church’s approach is less
ambitious and more realistic. It is to engineer the cru-

Doing the tundra
quick-steppe

Could bringing mammoths back from extinction help
curb global warming? A true story from the present day

If mammoths were recreated
cial elements of mammothness into Asian-elephant
cells and then use these modified cells to create beasts
which have the characteristics of mammoths, even if
they are not strictly the real thing.

The technology that may make this possible is
crispr-Cas9 gene editing, which permits precise
changes to be made at particular places in an existing
genome. In the case of mammoths the task does not, at
first sight, seem too hard. An Asian elephant’s genome
is 99.96% similar to a mammoth’s. Unfortunately, the
0.04% of difference amounts to about 1.4m places in
the genome where the genetic “letters” of the dna mes-
sage differ between the species. Most of these differ-
ences are, admittedly, in places where they probably do
not matter. But there are 2,020 exceptions which, col-
lectively, change the nature of 1,642 genes—about 6.5%
of the total. It is these differences that make mam-
moths and Asian elephants distinct.

Dr Church’s team are therefore concentrating on
“mammothising” what they perceive to be the most
pertinent of these genomic locations. They are tweak-
ing the genes of laboratory-grown Asian-elephant skin
cells one at a time, focusing on changes they hope will
promote mammoths’ famed hairiness, their propensi-
ty to store layers of fat beneath their skin, their cold-
adapted haemoglobin and even the protein molecules
in their cell membranes that act as channels for the
passage of sodium ions, and which are also adapted to
the cold. Whether they also tinker with genes for size
is, for now at least, undecided. 

First, make your mammoth
The team’s hope, once enough mammothness has
been engendered into these cells, is that they can then
be induced, by what is now a well-established labora-
tory procedure, to turn from being skin cells into stem
cells. A stem cell is one that has the developmental
plasticity needed to give rise to all sorts of other cells as
it multiplies. In the short term, this approach will let
Dr Church and his colleagues grow tissues such as
blood, for further study. In the longer term, perhaps
using an artificial womb, a stem cell of this sort might
be grown into an embryo that can be brought to term.
Not quite a true mammoth. But not a bad imitation.

That is all a huge technical challenge. But it is not
completely fanciful. And success would usher in the
second part of the plan: to liberate groups of newly
created mammothoids into the wild, and let them mul-
tiply and change the Earth. This is the long-held dream
of another group of researchers, led by Sergey Zimov,
who runs the Russian Academy of Science’s Northeast
Scientific Station, near Cherskii. Not only is it an at-
tractive idea in its own right—for who could resist the
idea of mammoths once again thundering over Sibe-
ria?—but it might also alter the climate for the better.

Dr Zimov’s plan is a grand project of biogeoengi-
neering. Recreated mammoths are the boldest part of
his aspiration to revive the grassland-steppe ecosys-
tem that dominated Siberia until the arrival there of
human beings, about 30,000 years ago. It had more or
less disappeared by about 10,000 years ago, the end of
the Pleistocene epoch, to be replaced by the modern
tundra, which is dominated by moss and small trees. 

This shift in vegetation was, Dr Zimov and his col-
leagues believe, a result of the extinction or near-ex-
tinction at that time of most of the area’s large herbi-
vore species. This was almost certainly a consequence 
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2 of hunting by human beings. Where once there were
woolly rhinoceros, musk ox, bison, saiga, yaks, wild
horses and mammoths, there now remain only rein-
deer and elk. The hooves of those vast herds of herbi-
vores were, he believes, the crucial factor stopping the
spread of moss at the expense of grass. And the crash-
ing bulk and appetites of the largest species—mam-
moths in particular—would have dealt with young
trees before they could grow up, as is still the case for
elephants in what remains of Africa’s savannah. The
loss of the grassland, climate modelling suggests, pro-
pelled an increase in temperature. 

One factor driving this change was that forest and
moss are darker than grassland. Their spread has
therefore increased the amount of sunlight absorbed
by the area they are growing in, causing warming.

A second factor was that large animals helped
maintain the soil in the perpetually frozen state
known as permafrost, by churning up the winter
snowfall and thus bringing the soil into contact with
the freezing winter air. But without them, the snow in-
stead forms an insulating blanket that allows the soil
beneath to warm up. And when permafrost melts, the
organic matter in it breaks down, releasing methane
and carbon dioxide—both greenhouse gases. 

The third pertinent effect is that grass sequesters
carbon in the soil in its roots. In Arctic habitats it
would do this better than the small, sparse trees now
present, and much better than moss, a type of plant
that has no roots. Carbon stored this way is thus kept
out of the atmosphere where, in the form of carbon di-
oxide, it would contribute to global warming. When
the grass disappeared, the storage capacity did, too.

All these things point to the idea that restoring the
Siberian grasslands at the expense of the tundra would
be a good thing to do. And Dr Zimov has indeed made a
start at doing so, in an area of tundra, covering 160
square kilometres (62 square miles), near his research

station. In 1988 he enclosed part of this area and has
gradually populated it with reindeer, Yakutian horses,
elk, bison, musk ox, yaks, Kalmykian cows and sheep.
These coexist with several species of predator, includ-
ing lynx, wolverines and brown bears. He calls this re-
wilding project “Pleistocene Park”, and thinks it would
benefit greatly from having a few mammoths, or even
mammoth substitutes, in it as well.

Pleistocene Park is an experiment, but it seems to
be working. Grasses now dominate large parts of it,
carbon storage in the soil is going up and the rate of nu-
trient turnover is increasing, too. This last point is im-
portant because a faster turnover of nutrients means
more animals can be supported by a given area—a pre-
requisite for re-establishing large herds.

Clearly, for Dr Zimov’s project to have any effect on
the climate it would have to be carried out on a grand
scale. The Northeast Siberian coastal tundra, to give
the area of habitat in which Pleistocene Park is located
its proper name, covers about 850,000 square kilo-
metres, so the park is, at the moment, a mere pinprick.
It would also take many decades, even without the
complication of introducing as-yet-imaginary mam-
mothoids into the mix. 

Expansive though the tundra is, however, whether
that effect will be large enough to weigh in the scales of
a planet-sized problem is a matter of debate. The mod-
els suggest that the global temperature rise brought
about by the shift from steppe to tundra was a bit over
0.1oC. Reversing this shift would, presumably, push the
temperature down by a similar amount. That, as Chris
Field of Stanford University, in California, who was
one of the modellers, points out, would help stabilise
the climate, provided global temperature rises above
preindustrial levels can be kept, by other means, below
1.5-2oC, the objective agreed in Paris in 2015. But if the
rise were much greater than this, he thinks the perma-
frost would melt anyway—mammoths or no. 7
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It is not a date that means much to most people. But
hindsight suggests that March 6th 1974 may have

been a turning-point in human history. The decision
announced on that day by Pierre Messmer, France’s
prime minister, may have saved the world from a dan-
gerous rise in temperatures—an obscure phenomenon
known in scientific circles as “global warming”.

Messmer’s announcement was a plan to construct
80 nuclear-power plants over the following decade,
and 170 by the turn of the century. It was a direct re-
sponse to the oil shock of 1973, when concerted action
by the Organisation of Arab Petroleum Exporting
Countries pushed the price of crude oil up fourfold. At
the time, most French electricity was generated by oil-
fired power stations, but France had no oilfields of its
own. Messmer and his boss, Georges Pompidou, the
country’s president, decided to break French depen-
dency on foreign oil by going nuclear instead.

In other circumstances, that decision might have
proved just one more example of France’s desire to be
different. Though nuclear power had looked promis-
ing in the 1950s, and most industrialised countries had
built at least one experimental reactor, progress was

The road not taken

What if more countries had adopted nuclear power in
the 1970s? A look back from a rather different 2020

If nuclear power had taken off unsteady in the 1960s as some people conflated atomic
energy with nuclear weapons.

Two days earlier, however, Messmer’s British coun-
terpart, Edward Heath, had almost lost an election
called because a strike by coalminers had brought Brit-
ain’s economy to a halt. Heath, looking for alternatives
to coal and a failed home-grown nuclear-reactor pro-
gramme, turned to France for help. The two countries
revived Euratom, a moribund sister organisation of the
eec. The nuclearisation of western Europe’s electricity
was assured.

Events in Europe stiffened the resolve of America’s
incoming president, Jimmy Carter, to encourage the
consolidation of the American industry. Big engineer-
ing companies with nuclear-reactor divisions began
lobbying against coal. It was one of their lobbyists who
came up with the catchy name, “nu-power”. A small,
successfully contained accident at Three Mile Island in
Pennsylvania in 1978 convinced the public that reac-
tors really were “fail-safe”.

Nervousness about countries using civil pro-
grammes to acquire the plutonium needed for bomb-
making was soon put to rest. The technical break-
through that overcame this objection, and paved the
way for nu-power’s ubiquity, came from an unexpect-
ed quarter: India. In 1985 the Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre (barc) in Mumbai announced that it had built a
successful thorium reactor. Not only is thorium three
times more abundant than the uranium previously
used to power reactors, it is much harder to weaponise.
As well as revolutionising electricity generation, the
barc design triggered a shift in India’s fortunes that
has led to it vying with China to challenge the United
States as the world’s largest economy. 

barc’s breakthrough unleashed innovations that
have made nu-power stations smaller, safer and more
efficient, leading to today’s neighbourhood nuclear
“batteries”. As well as eliminating the use of coal, they
have also steadily replaced natural gas as a source of
heat and propelled the rapid development and adop-
tion of electric vehicles, with a resulting fall in the use
of oil. All of which prompted Gustaf Arrhenius, a re-
tired researcher at the University of California, San
Diego, to do a thought experiment that would probably
have occurred to no one else but the grandson of Svante
Arrhenius, a great Swedish chemist, who invented
electrochemistry more or less single-handedly. 

Observing that carbon dioxide is a “greenhouse”
gas, which traps solar heat in the atmosphere, and
which was, even in the late 19th century, being pro-
duced in ever-larger quantities by the burning of coal,
the elder Arrhenius predicted that the progress of in-
dustry would result in Earth’s surface temperature ris-
ing. His grandson’s sums, drawing on obscure research
from the late 1960s, suggest that, had people carried on
burning coal and oil at the rate predicted from the
1970s onwards, Earth would now be, on average, 0.5oC
warmer than it actually is. By 2050 it might have been
two degrees hotter, and as much as six degrees by 2100. 

Even two degrees would be enough to bring heat-
waves and droughts and to melt polar ice, raising sea
levels. Six degrees would turn much of Earth’s surface
into a desert. Thank goodness, then, that Messmer’s
plan worked more widely and comprehensively than
he could possibly have imagined—and that, thanks to
the nu-power revolution, people do not have to worry
about the danger of such global warming. 7
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On june 30th Vladimir Putin posed in
front of a 25-metre bronze statue to the

Soviet soldier which he had just unveiled.
Filmed from below, to give him extra
height, President Putin appealed to his
people to vote on a package of constitu-
tional changes, for the sake of the mother-
land that millions of Russians died to de-
fend against Hitler. 

He did not mention the real reason for
the vote: to let him stay in power beyond
2024, when he is obliged by the current
constitution to stand down. The next day
Mr Putin declared victory, after a whopping
78% of Russians were declared to have vot-
ed to approve the 200-odd changes which
together mark a new phase in his reign. He
hopes to move from being merely the sec-
ond president of post-Soviet Russia to be-
ing its life-long supreme leader.

Mr Putin’s moment before the statue
was the culmination of a week-long circus,
full of parades, trickery, games and prizes.
Muscovites received text messages telling
them that if they turned out to vote, they
could win one of 2m vouchers together
worth 10bn roubles ($140m). In Siberia vot-
ers were lured with prizes ranging from a

smartphone to an apartment. One flat was
won by the head of a local polling station.
Employers ordered staff to vote. 

Mobile polling stations were set up in
playgrounds and courtyards, and on lorries
parked by the sides of the road, where bal-
lots could be cast into cardboard boxes. The
voting was stretched over a week and was
partly conducted electronically, creating
ample opportunity for rigging. 

It was not a proper referendum. It had
no precedent or legal basis. It did not re-
quire a minimum threshold, was not inde-
pendently monitored and did not follow
any clear rules. The changes had already
been passed by Russia’s servile parliament,
approved by its constitutional court and
signed into law by the president. 

The 206 proposals in the referendum
were designed to confuse. Voters were
asked to approve a long list of crowd-pleas-
ing ideas: inflation-proof pensions, pro-
tected status for the Russian language and
the banning of gay marriage. Adding to the
flim-flam were proclamations of faith in
God and ancestors. Voters were not allowed
to pick and choose which elements to sup-
port: it was either yes or no to the whole lot. 

Buried in the middle of this haystack of
populist pledges was the real point of the
exercise. The number of terms Mr Putin has
served as president is to be set back to zero.
More power is to be concentrated in his
hands. He will be able to fire judges of the
supreme and constitutional courts.

It was less brazen than rolling tanks
into Red Square and declaring a coup, but
only just. The referendum flagrantly vio-
lates the post-Soviet constitution of 1993,
which Mr Putin swore to uphold. Constitu-
tional amendments are meant to be voted
on separately by parliament, so that Rus-
sians are not forced to choose between
their own moderately comfortable retire-
ment and Mr Putin’s.

How to win a referendum
Instead, mps passed a law allowing them to
vote on the entire package of changes. Mr
Putin’s liberation from the two-term limit
was kept out of official advertising material
because, so an independent opinion poll
showed, three-quarters of Russians op-
posed it. Kirill Rogov, a political analyst,
likens Mr Putin’s win to Russia’s victories
in the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics,
achieved by doping athletes and swapping
their urine samples through a secret hatch
in a laboratory. “It shows Putin can win be-
cause nobody can stop him. But it also
shows he can only win by breaking the
rules,” he says.

Big electoral victories have been at the
core of Mr Putin’s claims to legitimacy. He
also relies on a mix of personal charisma
and appeals to nationalism—hence his 
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constant evocations of the spirit of the sec-
ond world war. But after 20 years in power,
his legitimacy appears to be melting away,
and his attempts to restore it through fak-
ery and coercion risk eroding it further. 

Appointed as acting president of Russia
by Boris Yeltsin at the end of 1999, Mr Putin
long ago did away with free and fair elec-
tions. Genuine opponents are harassed,
imprisoned or barred from standing. State
media are thoroughly one-sided. Nonethe-
less, there has been a degree of popular
consent to his rule. It has rested on the con-
cept of “Putin’s supermajority”—an idea
first introduced by one of his spin-doctors,
Gleb Pavlovsky, months before Mr Putin’s
first election victory in 2000. It drew on the
antique notion of a special bond between
ruler and people. It embraces the populist
claim that Mr Putin speaks for the majority
of former Soviet citizens who lost out dur-
ing the country’s transformation in the
1990s, at the hands of a minority who bene-
fited from liberal reforms. In time, the new
Russian elite became reliant on Mr Putin to
protect their status and (often ill-gotten)
wealth. 

This broad consent started to crack in
2011, when Mr Putin announced that he
would return to the presidency after get-
ting round term limits (for the first time) by
spending a spell as prime minister. Prot-
ests broke out in large Russian cities. In
2014 Mr Putin arrested that discontent and
boosted his faltering popularity by annex-
ing Crimea, a peninsula on the Black Sea
belonging to Ukraine. This act of war drew
global condemnation but sparked a wave of
nationalist euphoria within Russia. 

However, by 2018 the Crimean bounce
had largely dissipated. International sanc-
tions and the cronyism of the new elite
made Russians poorer. With less money to
go around, regional bigwigs started to
grumble and fight. Mr Putin was too preoc-
cupied with his military adventures in Syr-
ia and elsewhere to arbitrate over domestic
power struggles. Local mayors and gover-
nors were ousted by rivals backed by the se-
curity services. Those who tried to resist by
appealing to the electorate, like Alexander
Shestun, the head of a district near Mos-
cow, ended up in prison.

Still, in presidential elections in March
2018 the Kremlin managed to spend, coerce
and finagle its way for Mr Putin to win 77%
of the votes cast. Ekaterina Schulmann, a
political scientist, characterises this as an
election won on credit—and the Kremlin
has struggled to pay it off. The government
has felt obliged to raise the official retire-
ment age. This has provoked an uproar
among Mr Putin’s traditional supporters. 

In late 2018 the Kremlin suffered upsets
in several regional elections, and in the
summer of 2019 mass protests broke out in
Moscow after the Kremlin disqualified all
the independent candidates in (relatively

unimportant) municipal elections. The po-
lice brutally put the protests down, but the
sympathies of perhaps half the population
were with the protesters. 

Mr Putin acknowledged the shift in
public opinion. On January 15th he told the
nation: “Our society is clearly calling for
change. People want development, and
they strive to move forward.” The package
of constitutional tweaks he proposed was
supposed to give the impression of real re-
form, while in fact it cements his power. In
initial discussions, Mr Putin did not say
anything about his role after 2024. His plan
may have been to keep people guessing.
This would have been a risky tactic, how-
ever. Though no one really expected him to
retire at the end of his current term, uncer-
tainty within the Russian elite over what
would happen at that point risked turning
Mr Putin into a lame duck. 

So on March 10th a codicil to the re-
forms was added. After they were passed,
Mr Putin’s term-limit clock would be reset
to zero. The deal was to be sealed in an “all
people’s vote” on April 22nd—Lenin’s
birthday—and followed by a military pa-
rade on May 9th, the 75th anniversary of the

Soviet victory in the second world war, to
be attended by many foreign leaders in-
cluding the presidents of America, China
and France. 

Covid-19 disrupted this plan. Mr Putin
reluctantly postponed both the parade and
the vote, and all but disappeared from view.
Sergei Sobyanin, the mayor of Moscow, im-
posed a strict lockdown on March 29th
which he said should last until daily new
cases were in only double figures. 

According to the Levada Centre, an in-
dependent pollster, Mr Putin’s already
shaky position has deteriorated further
during the covid-19 crisis. Russia has been
hit badly by the pandemic—much worse, it
appears, than official statistics reveal. A fo-
cus group conducted by sociologists and
psychologists led by Sergei Belanovsky,
who accurately predicted the mass protests
of 2011-2012, shows that dissatisfaction is
directed personally against Mr Putin. “This
is not irritation. This is anger. Anger is boil-
ing over because of their stupid decisions.
We should tell them to go to hell,” one re-
spondent said. 

Postponing the vote until the autumn
seemed too risky. So on May 26th, despite
new covid cases running at nearly 9,000 a
day, Mr Putin announced that the Victory
Day parade would be held on June 24th, the
day on which Stalin held his own parade in
1945. The Soviet dictator had stood on the
Lenin Mausoleum, watching Red Army sol-
diers drag captured Nazi banners over the
wet cobblestones and toss them in the gut-
ter in front of the podium. Seventy-five
years later Mr Putin stood in front of the
same mausoleum, surrounded by decorat-
ed veterans who had been quarantined for
two weeks so as not to infect the com-
mander-in-chief and the few post-Soviet
autocrats who attended. Moving the com-
memoration from May 9th to June 24th had
been a setback for Mr Putin. But it ended up
being held on the date of the event in 1945 it 

Unravelling
Russia
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In a prison outside Istanbul, Osman,
an inmate held in solitary confine-

ment, finds two snails nestled in his
lunch. Longing for company, he decides
to look after the gastropods, feeding
them lettuce and rice. The snails reward
him—with a song. “In some kitchens,
we’d end up in a pot with garlic butter
and seasoning,” they chant. “Our luck to
be here with Osman, a man of such hon-
our and reason.” But even a snail is
bound to find prison life dreary. “It’s all
very slow,” one sings, “even for me.”

So begins a ten-minute video opera,
“Osman Bey and the Snails”, produced by
Opera Circus, a performing-arts com-
pany based in Britain. It is a tribute,
based on a true story, to Osman Kavala, a
businessman, philanthropist and one of
Turkey’s best-known political prisoners.
Mr Kavala has spent nearly three years
behind bars on outlandish coup and
terrorism charges. 

The project began as an exchange
between Thomas de Waal, a writer and
journalist, and Nigel Osborne, a compos-

er, who have known Mr Kavala for years.
Mr de Waal heard about the cellmates his
friend had adopted and joked that Mr
Osborne should turn the story into an
opera. The composer took up the chal-
lenge. Mr Osborne infused his work with
elements of Arabic, Kurdish, Turkish and
Balkan music, a nod to the bridges Mr
Kavala has tried to build between artists
and communities divided by the bloody
collapse of the Ottoman empire. A group
of Mr Kavala’s friends and human-rights
campaigners wrote the libretto. Opera
singers from across the globe recorded
the songs from their lockdowns. No
money changed hands.

Mr Kavala was originally arrested in
connection with the protests that con-
vulsed Turkey in 2013. This year a court
cleared him of all charges. But as he
prepared to leave prison he was arrested
on new, even more preposterous char-
ges, related to an attempted coup in 2016.
The snails are now free, and living with
his lawyer. But Mr Kavala remains be-
hind bars.

Osman and the snails
Turkey

A lockdown opera pays tribute to a political prisoner

most closely resembled: the parade of Sta-
lin’s power, not the people’s earlier joyful
celebration of victory back on May 9th.

The voting started the day after Mr Pu-
tin’s parade. Its result was never in doubt,
but whether the exercise succeeds in but-
tressing Mr Putin’s legitimacy certainly is.
A barrage of caricatures and rude com-
ments on social media suggests that the
ruse is not working. “Putin has lost his ma-
jority,” says Mr Belanovsky. His focus
groups show that it is not just democracy-
minded Russians who have turned away
from him. So have nationalists and com-
munists. Once delighted by Mr Putin’s an-
nexation of Crimea, they now see him as
corrupt and deceitful. Most important, Mr
Belanovsky writes, is that Mr Putin has lost
the backing of the apolitical middle that
used to be his main base. 

The weaker its support, the more Mr Pu-
tin’s regime is likely to rely on repression.
Yet using force without even a veneer of le-
gitimacy can quickly bring the parade to an
end. In March 1991 the Soviet people were
asked whether the Soviet Union should be
preserved. Almost 78% of them answered
yes. Five months later the kgb mounted a
coup to oust Mikhail Gorbachev, a reform-
ing leader, and to stop the disintegration of
the state. In two days the coup was crushed,
and by the end of the year the Soviet Union
was gone. 7

When he won the French presidency
in 2017 at the age of 39, Emmanuel

Macron triumphed in France’s big cities. In
Paris, Lyon, Bordeaux and Strasbourg he
topped first-round voting, and grabbed
over 81% of the run-off vote against the
nationalist Marine Le Pen. The former
economy minister, who enthused about
tech startups and modernising France, was
a natural candidate for bike-riding metro-
politans. Yet in the second round of munic-
ipal elections on June 28th, his party, La Ré-
publique en Marche (lrem), failed to
secure a single big French city. Many of
them fell instead to the Greens.

In some ways, a setback was to be ex-
pected. Mr Macron is unpopular. This was
an opportunity for a mid-term protest vote.
And the country has suffered over 29,000
deaths linked to covid-19. Partly because of
worries about the virus, the abstention
rate, at 58%, was a record high. Yet at last
year’s European elections the president’s

party nonetheless came in a respectable
second place. This time, even in Paris,
where polls a year ago suggested victory for
lrem, its candidate, Agnès Buzyn, trailed
in just third place, with 13% of the vote, be-
hind the Republicans’ Rachida Dati. Anne
Hidalgo, the sitting Socialist mayor, kept
her job, with a solid 49%. Ms Le Pen’s ex-
partner, Louis Aliot, meanwhile triumphed
in the city of Perpignan.

This dismal result leaves Mr Macron
with two dilemmas. One is how to respond
to the surge of the Greens in his electoral
base. Often backed by the Socialists, they
scored striking victories in big cities, in-
cluding Lyon, Bordeaux and Strasbourg.
Lockdown, which let people hear silence
interspersed with birdsong in car-free cit-
ies for the first time in decades, may have
played a part. In Paris, where the Greens
backed the re-elected mayor, Ms Hidalgo
has been a longtime anti-car crusader.
With just 2.2m people, compared with
around 9m in London, Paris is cut off from
its suburbs and disproportionately peo-
pled by the car-less.

Mindful of this flourishing greenery, Mr
Macron on June 29th promised a “pro-
found change of philosophy”. In a speech to
mark the close of France’s 150-member citi-
zens’ assembly, an experiment in direct de-
mocracy designed to devise measures to
combat climate change, he vowed to take
up 146 of its 149 ideas. In the run-up to the
presidential election in 2022 it will not be
easy for the Greens to match their success
in car-averse cities with countrywide ap-
peal. Urban hipsters on bicycles may have
voted for the Greens. Rural folk, who de-
pend on cars, tend not to. Indeed, it was
from remote and bucolic areas that the gi-
lets jaunes protesters emerged in response
to Mr Macron’s attempt to increase the car-
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In the television series “The Bridge”, a
Danish and a Swedish detective must

collaborate when a body is found on the
Oresund bridge between the two coun-
tries. The series was an international hit,
but few foreign viewers recognised that
the cops embody Danish and Swedish
stereotypes of each other. The wise-
cracking, chain-smoking Copenhagen
detective hews to the Swedish view of
Danes as jolly, messy and unreliable. His
counterpart in Malmo seems to have
Asperger’s syndrome; the joke is that to
Danes, her obsessive literalism and
emotion-free sex life simply look like an
acute case of Swedishness.

Covid-19 has scrambled these stereo-
types. Denmark implemented a meticu-
lous lockdown. Sweden has taken a
uniquely laid-back approach, keeping
schools and restaurants open. Its in-
fection and death rates are now far above
its neighbours’. As a result, when Den-

mark, Norway and Finland opened their
borders to each others’ tourists on June
15th, they kept them closed to Swedes.
Sweden’s foreign minister, Ann Linde,
begged them not to discriminate against
her countryfolk, and warned of perma-
nent harm to Nordic co-operation. But
the neighbours say they are simply pro-
tecting their own public health.

Swedes tend to consider themselves
impeccable in matters moral and san-
itary. Being treated as irresponsible
carriers of disease has been a bewilder-
ing blow. Stefan Lofven, Sweden’s prime
minister, insists that his country’s high
infection rate is a matter of chance rather
than failed policy.

Much of the conflict has played out on
the bridge where the tv series was set.
Since the 8km-long link across the Ore-
sund Strait opened in 2000, the econo-
mies of Copenhagen and Malmo have in
effect merged. After the border closed in
March, only Swedes with steady jobs
were allowed to cross, not tourists or
day-trippers. The economic damage was
considerable. Swedes were especially
galled that Danes continued to visit their
country to enjoy its open bars. On June
27th, Denmark began letting in Swedes
from provinces where infection rates are
low, but not from regions where they are
high, such as Stockholm.

Stereotypes shift. The Gotlandsvisan,
a 14th-century Swedish ballad, portrays
Danes as unreliable, which matches the
modern image, and cruel, which does
not. Danes once ridiculed Swedes’ cow-
ardice; now they make fun of their for-
mality. Covid-19 is just the latest crisis to
give old roles a new twist.

Borderline personalities
Covid-19 and the Nordics

The pandemic casts Sweden and Denmark against type

bon tax on motor fuel. Yet however much
the president embraces greener policies,
he may find it hard to match the appeal of
their single-issue politics. 

The second question is what to do about
his insolently popular prime minister, Ed-
ouard Philippe, who comes from the cen-
tre-right. Presidents have traditionally
used their prime ministers as a shield, dis-
posing of them when they outlive their
usefulness. Yet Mr Philippe is more popu-
lar than his boss, and was elected mayor of
Le Havre with a resounding 59% of the vote.
This would supply him with an exit point—
and potentially a base for his own ambi-
tions—should Mr Macron wish to reshuffle
the top job in favour of a greener or left-
leaning figure. But his eviction, should it
happen, will be hard to justify. 7

You can tell a lot about the slow-chang-
ing culture of Irish politics from the

names of its three largest parties. Micheal
Martin, who took over as prime minister
this week after months of deadlock, has led
Fianna Fail, or the “Warriors of Destiny”,
for nine years. His predecessor as taoiseach
(prime minister), Leo Varadkar, drops to
deputy prime minister, but could swap jobs
with Mr Martin again if their new coalition
lasts more than two years. Mr Varadkar’s
party is Fine Gael, the “Tribe of the Gaels”.
Meanwhile the parliamentary opposition
will be led by the leftists of Sinn Fein, or
“We Ourselves”, formerly the political wing
of the Irish Republican Army (ira). 

In the rest of Europe, blood-and-soil na-
tionalism mostly went out of fashion after
1945. But Ireland avoided both fascism and
the second world war, so its party names
still echo the fervour of early-20th-century
separatism. Armed uprisings won inde-
pendence from Britain for most of Ireland
in 1922, and Fianna Fail and Fine Gael
emerged out of rival Sinn Fein factions in
the subsequent short but bitter civil war.
Apart from that, there has been little to
choose between the two: both are centre-
right, pro-business, small-government
parties, and—at least until recently—
friendly with the once mighty Catholic
church. The narcissism of small differ-
ences has let them alternate in power since
the state was founded, each blaming the
other for all the country’s ills. 

Yet probably not for much longer. For
most of its history Fianna Fail, which has

always had a more populist streak, could
aspire to winning outright majorities in
the Dail, Ireland’s parliament. Fine Gael, a
little more posh and a little less loud, had to
make coalition deals. Now the two parties
cannot even muster a majority between
them: with 38 and 35 seats respectively,
they needed the Green Party’s 12 mps to
have a majority.

This mainly conservative cabinet will
now have to devise uncharacteristically
bold responses to crises on several fronts.
Like the rest of the world, Ireland will wres-
tle with the social and economic costs of
the covid-19 pandemic. With its intimate
links to Britain, it has more to lose than any
other eu member state if Brexit proves cha-
otic. And then pre-existing problems per-

sist in housing and health care, which
many voters blame on the inaction of both
Fianna Fail and Fine Gael. This was largely
why the pair were both punished in elec-
tions in February which, for the first time,
saw Sinn Fein win more votes than either
of the two establishment parties. 

Sinn Fein’s leader, Mary Lou McDonald,
complains that the new coalition is a “con-
spiracy” to foil the people’s will, but with
the Dail now aligned for the first time on a
left-right axis, she will relish the chance to
score points against a government with a
difficult job that is likely to be unpopular.
Her party may be trying to distance itself
from its armed republican roots, but the
old ira slogan, “Tiocfaidh Ar La”, is ageing
well. It means “Our day will come.” 7
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Paying €7.50 to vote is annoying, but it beats a 10-hour round trip
on a bus. Aleksandra Sojka, a Polish academic who works in

Spain, had to post her ballot in the first round of the Polish presi-
dential election on June 28th. This is an improvement on 2007, be-
fore postal voting was introduced, when Ms Sojka made the 500-
mile round trip from Granada to the Polish embassy in Madrid to
cast a vote. Voting on matters closer to home is not an option. In
Spanish national elections, as in much of the eu, non-citizens who
live in the country have no vote. Ms Sojka has no say on the govern-
ment under which she has lived, worked and paid taxes for over a
decade. Yet with her Polish ballot she will help decide on the presi-
dent of Poland—a place she left for good in 2007. 

A quirk lurks at the heart of the eu’s cherished freedom-of-
movement rules. Poles who move to Spain can find work, send
their children to a local school, claim benefits if they fall on hard
times, or enjoy health care if they fall on a hard floor, just like any
Spaniard. But they cannot vote in the elections that determine
these services, even though they pay for them through their taxes.
Free movement is fundamental for the eu, but it comes at a civic
cost. Taxation without representation was famously a bugbear of
American colonists in the 18th century. It is a fact of life for some
eu citizens today. 

About 13m people live in a different eu country from the one
they were born in, and are thus barred from the main democratic
process in the country in which they live. If this group were a coun-
try, it would be the eu’s eighth-largest (bigger than Belgium; small-
er than the Netherlands). Although they can vote in local and Euro-
pean elections, this gives them a say only on things like bin
collections and the transnational business regulations that are
still the core of eu governance. Life in between is untouched.
When the democratic urge strikes, they can vote only in their
home country—setting policy for others, but not themselves. 

Some end up disenfranchised altogether. After 18 months away,
Irish citizens are kicked off the voting register. For others, voting is
simply made difficult, sometimes cynically. In Hungary, citizens
abroad with a residential address in Hungary must vote at a consu-
late, while those without one can vote by post. In practice, this
means young Hungarians working abroad temporarily (who are

less likely to vote for Viktor Orban’s Fidesz) have to make an often
long and inconvenient trip to a consulate. Meanwhile, ethnic Hun-
garians who live in neighbouring Romania (and who are more
likely to back Mr Orban) have a short trip to the post office. 

Turnout, unsurprisingly, is much lower among citizens who
live abroad. Given that those who emigrate tend to be young, this
can do funny things to a nation’s politics. Rather than stay and
push for a bad government to be swapped for a good one, fed-up
young liberals can head to the door. To stay and fight is hard if you
can flee and thrive instead. In this way, freedom of movement acts
as a pressure valve for autocratic regimes, argues R. Daniel Kele-
men, an academic at Rutgers University, helping them keep power.
If it is difficult to vote at home and impossible to vote abroad, ex-
pats often become ex-voters.

When expats do vote, they can make all the difference. Ms Sojka
is one of more than 500,000 expat Poles who are registered to vote
in the next round of the Polish presidential contest, on July 12th.
The run-off between Andrzej Duda, the incumbent from the
nationalist Law and Justice party, and Rafał Trzaskowski, the liber-
al mayor of Warsaw, is tight. Polls show both on 50%. Over 100,000
extra expat voters registered the day before the deadline. Among
this group in the first round, Mr Trzaskowski had a convincing lead
of 27 points (though lagging by 13 points among all voters). Nearly
one in 12 Poles of working age lives elsewhere in the eu. It is a large
caucus of voters, which could swing a very narrow vote. 

Allowing people to vote in a country they have left brings its
own problems. In one sense, it is reasonable: eu expats rely on
their home government for their right to live in another country
(as any British expat in Europe will remind you, at length). It is only
fair to ensure that expats have a say over their own legal status, this
logic goes. But an objection gnaws away at this principle. What
right do those who left many years ago have to decide the fate of a
place in which they no longer live? Leaders who revel in blaming
forces abroad for their country’s ills would happily cry foul if ex-
pats swung an election. Representation without taxation is not
much better than its reverse. 

Freedom of movement is a unique achievement. But the right
to move without the right to vote is a feeble one. It gives those who
use it a primarily economic relationship with their new country,
rather than a civic one. European workers are reduced to a silent
cog in a machine, pumping cash into a system over which they
have no control. It pushes against what many eu politicos regard
as the bloc’s crowning achievement. The eu is sometimes accused
by its more fervent critics of wanting to erase national differences.
In this case, it does the opposite, forcing those who move to cling
onto their national politics. 

Brussels Tea Party
Efforts to fix these flaws have fallen flat. National elections are a
prerogative of national governments. Handing out votes to new ar-
rivals from abroad falls low down the pecking order. Freedom of
movement may be cherished, but that does not mean it is com-
mon: barely 4% of eu citizens live in a different country. A Euro-
pean Citizens’ Initiative—a petition to which the European Com-
mission must respond—demanding universal suffrage is circling.
It will be a topic of discussion during the upcoming Conference on
the Future of Europe, where eu bosses will ponder big ideas. A sim-
ple, but politically tricky, option faces them: allow eu citizens to
vote based on residency, rather than nationality. No taxation with-
out representation is an old mantra, but a good one. 7

Let expats voteCharlemagne

Taxation without representation is unfair 
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By oxford’s eastern bypass road, some
way from the famous spires, sits an un-

remarkable collection of glass office build-
ings that includes the Jenner Institute. De-
scribed by an industry observer as “a
slightly dusty corner” of the university, un-
til six months ago it mostly busied itself
with useful but ill-funded research into
diseases suffered by people in poor coun-
tries. Now it has become the likeliest can-
didate to produce the world’s first vaccine
against covid-19.

With governments all over the world
pouring money into it, the effort to get a
vaccine has come to resemble a more ur-
gent version of the space race. According to
a tally maintained by the Milken Institute,
an American think-tank, 180 vaccines are
in development. In late June China waved
through an emergency authorisation to al-
low its armed forces to use a vaccine that
remains incompletely tested. A number of
American vaccines are doing well, but have
yet to progress to late-stage testing. Sou-

mya Swaminathan, chief scientist for the
World Health Organisation, says the Ox-
ford vaccine is the leading candidate. 

Oxford’s vaccine is already in three late-
stage trials. Only one other vaccine, devel-
oped by Sinopharm, a Chinese firm, has
started a late-stage trial, and it does not
have the global support and finance that
Oxford’s does. AstraZeneca, a British phar-
maceutical company, is building an inter-
national supply chain to make sure that the
vaccine is available “widely and rapidly”. 

It might be clear by the end of August
whether or not the vaccine is effective. A
single successful trial showing efficacy
would allow a regulator to approve the vac-
cine for emergency use—something that
would probably pave the way for use in
high-risk groups. That could happen in Oc-
tober. The firm thinks that full approval,
which would require results from multiple
trials, could come early in 2021. Vaccine de-
velopment routinely takes 10-15 years, so
this would be a remarkable result. 

Oxford, which rivals Cambridge as Brit-
ain’s best life-sciences university, is rich
not just in talent but also in research mon-
ey. None of the 60 or so groups at the uni-
versity working on the disease waited for
government funding. “I think it’s one of the
reasons Oxford has done so well in this,”
says an insider. “We just got on and did it.”
Other Oxford researchers have since iden-
tified the first drug proven to reduce mor-
tality from covid-19. But the Jenner Insti-
tute may turn out to have made the biggest
breakthrough of all.

The institute started work on January
11th, the day after covid-19’s genetic materi-
al was sequenced. It had previously devel-
oped a vaccine for a closely related virus
that causes mers, another coronavirus dis-
ease. Sarah Gilbert, head of the laboratory
at the institute that had done the work, and
her team have now engineered a chimpan-
zee virus to deliver a portion of the covid-19
genetic material into the body, thus gener-
ating an immune response.

Once the vaccine had been made, the
medicines regulator, the mhra, rushed
through approval for clinical trials. In nor-
mal times it has 60 days to respond to a re-
quest; in this case, it gave its approval in a
week. Later-stage trials were expedited by
using interim data from earlier trials, rath-
er than waiting for final data.

At the same time, factories had to be
found to produce the vaccine. In March the 
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2 uk Bioindustry Association carried out a
survey, which found that “there was limit-
ed capability to scale to significant vol-
umes,” says Steve Bates, the association’s
chief executive. That changed quickly as
Oxford worked with domestic manufactur-
ers. In April it signed a deal with AstraZe-
neca which soon had hundreds of staff
working on scaling up the vaccine. 

The vaccine is grown inside cells that
are cultured in vats called bioreactors. Pro-
duction starts small, at 200 litres. When
AstraZeneca is happy with what it produces
in the smallest bioreactor it will scale up
production. Four bioreactors of 2,000 li-
tres can produce a billion doses in two
months. Although AstraZeneca is not a vac-
cine company, the processes for producing
a vaccine are similar to those it uses for its
biotechnology products.

According to AstraZeneca, making each
dose of the vaccine costs about as much as a
cup of coffee. Two billion doses have al-
ready been ordered. The company has
agreed to supply over a billion doses to Eu-
rope, Britain, America, and gavi, a vaccine
finance group. The Serum Institute of India
is also producing an additional one billion
doses of the Oxford vaccine, mainly for
low- and middle-income countries, of
which 400m will be made before the end of
2020. In Britain, 30m doses will be avail-
able by September.

But the big question—whether the im-
mune response that the vaccine generates
is enough to protect against the disease—is
as yet unanswered. In an ongoing British
trial designed to find this out, 7,000 pa-
tients have been injected with it; further
trials have just started in Brazil and South
Africa. These should also determine
whether the vaccine is safe, whether it pro-
duces a rare reaction in which it exacer-
bates rather than ameliorates the disease
and whether one or two doses are required
to provide protection. 

If the vaccine works, governments will
have to decide who should get it first. In
Britain, the Joint Committee on Vaccina-
tion and Immunisation, which advises the
government, has recommended that front-
line health- and social-care workers, then
those most vulnerable, should be first in
the queue. But it has warned that its advice
may change should more data become
available on the transmission dynamics of
the disease or the effects of a vaccine.

Boris Johnson has called the race for the
vaccine “the most urgent shared endeavour
of our lifetimes”. It is not, he insists, “a
competition between countries”. But he
would no doubt be delighted if the world’s
first vaccine came from Oxford. Aside from
extricating the world from a crisis, such a
triumph would go some way to mitigating
the blow to Britain’s international reputa-
tion dealt by the government’s poor man-
agement of the epidemic. 7

At midnight on July 1st 1997 Hong Kong
passed from British to Chinese hands,

starting a new era under the “one country,
two systems” policy. It allowed the territo-
ry to retain a high degree of autonomy from
Beijing. The arrangement was meant to
stay in place for 50 years. 

On June 30th 2020, after less than half
the agreed amount of time had passed, that
era looked closer than ever to a premature
end. China’s rubber-stamp parliament
passed a sweeping new security law de-
signed to chill dissent and stifle protests
(see China section). 

The law had been widely anticipated. So
had Britain’s response, announced on July
1st. The 3m-odd British Nationals (Over-
seas) (bno)—Hong Kongers born in the ter-
ritory before 1997—as well as their depen-
dents will gain the right to live and work in
Britain for five years, after which they can
apply for citizenship. The government in-
dicates that those who take up the offer will
not need a job before arriving, and will not
be subject to a salary threshold. It is the
most generous opening of British borders
to foreign workers since new eu citizens
were welcomed in 2004. 

Dominic Raab, the foreign secretary,
characterised the decision as a response to
China’s failure to live up to its promises.
“But we,” he said, “will not look the other
way on Hong Kong, and we will not duck

our historic responsibilities to its people.”
Some of that may even be true. An official
involved with cabinet meetings on the top-
ic said he was struck by the vehemence
with which ministers argued that this was
a point of principle on which Britain had a
moral obligation to act. Priti Patel, the
home secretary, is no friend of migrants
but she understands Britain’s responsibil-
ity to holders of its passports. Her family
was among those who migrated to Britain
from Uganda in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Unlike the Ugandan Asians, who ar-
rived in large numbers after a hard-fought
battle, only a small number of eligible
Hong Kongers are likely to turn up. Even if
they leave Hong Kong, they may have other
berths: Australia’s prime minister, Scott
Morrison, said on July 2nd that his country
was “very actively” considering welcoming
them. Nonetheless, the offer itself will
have an impact both at home and abroad.

Domestically, it allows the Conserva-
tives to argue that they are not the migrant-
bashing party they are made out to be, and
that Brexit truly is about a “global Britain”.
At the grassroots of the party, Hong Kon-
gers are seen—for better or worse—as the
“good” kind of migrant: honest, hard-
working and entrepreneurial. Most Brits
who have heard of the plans approve of
them, and Hong Kongers are unlikely to
compete for fish-packing jobs in Grimsby. 

But the bigger impact will be on Brit-
ain’s foreign relations. China had warned
Britain against offering Hong Kongers any
additional rights. This week, before the de-
tails of the offer were out, a Chinese official
said that any such move was surely a “slap
in the face” for his country. China is Brit-
ain’s third-biggest trading partner, after the
eu and America. Its students flock to Brit-
ish universities. Huawei, a telecoms giant,
recently announced plans for a £1bn
($1.2bn) research centre in Cambridge. 

Yet the government is increasingly wary
of Chinese investment and under pressure
from America to kick out Huawei from its
telecoms infrastructure. Hours after Mr
Raab’s announcement it emerged that Brit-
ain had granted asylum to Simon Cheng, a
bno who worked for the British consulate
in Hong Kong. He said he had been tortured
in China last year. The China Research
Group, a caucus of Tories whose name is
meant to echo the European Research
Group that led the Eurosceptic movement
in Parliament, is gaining adherents. 

Downing Street still talks of “a strong
and constructive relationship with China
in many areas” but with the caveat that
“this relationship does not come at any
price”. Boris Johnson insists that “I’m not
going to get drawn into Sinophobia be-
cause I’m not a Sinophobe.” That may well
be so. But there is a dawning realisation in
government that it can no longer sit on the
fence in its approach to China. 7
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The ceasefire is over. A couple of months ago the government
suspended its war on the establishment “blob” to focus on co-

vid-19 but, although the epidemic continues to rage, it has taken up
arms again. Dominic Cummings, Boris Johnson’s chief adviser,
has declared that “a hard rain” is going to fall on the civil service
and Mr Johnson has blasted his biggest target to date. In effect he
sacked Sir Mark Sedwill, who combined the job of the head of the
civil service with that of national security adviser, the day after Mi-
chael Gove, the minister for the Cabinet Office, laid out a blueprint
for reforming Whitehall in a lecture to the great and the good. 

The government’s critics complain that this is a cynical ploy to
shift the blame for Britain’s dismal handling of the epidemic from
politicians to civil servants. The government argues that rebuild-
ing post-covid Britain requires a better bureaucracy. Whichever of
these clashing positions is closer to the truth—and there is prob-
ably something in both—the fight to refashion the civil service will
be at the heart of politics for the rest of Mr Johnson’s premiership. 

The lecture contained lots of typically Govian fireworks—a
quotation from Gramsci (“The inherited is dying—and the new
cannot be born”), W.H. Auden’s description of the 1930s (“a low dis-
honest decade”). But it also contained a blueprint for reform. Mr
Gove wants to reconnect the civil service with the country that it
serves. That means moving “decision-making centres” out of Lon-
don and broadening recruitment. He also wants to bring it into
line with the modern economy. The traditional “Rolls-Royce” civil
service was built on the idea of recruiting people with fine minds
who moved between departments as they ascended towards
knighthoods and gold-plated pensions. But Rolls-Royces are cost-
ly and inefficient. Mr Gove wants more specialists who can devel-
op deep expertise, more mathematicians who understand “the
Monte Carlo method or Bayesian statistics”, and more evidence-
based policy rather than shots in the dark.

Mr Gove is right that the state’s administrative brain should not
be trapped in the capital city, stuck in the past, or short of exper-
tise. The more distinct London becomes from the rest of Britain,
the stronger the case for moving some departments to the regions.
And the more the world is driven by tech the stronger the case for
recruiting more people who understand the digital world. 

Yet Mr Gove displays considerable chutzpah in casting himself
as the champion of expertise. He is an English-literature graduate
who made his career as a newspaper columnist—an instant expert
on everything, in other words—and the problems he described are
far more prevalent in Mr Johnson’s government than in the civil
service. Deep expertise? Whatever the merits of having the same
man running both the civil service and the National Security
Council, Sir Mark brought to the latter job decades of experience in
the national-security world. His replacement, David Frost, is a po-
litical appointee whose cv includes a degree in medieval history
and a spell as head of the Scotch Whisky Association. 

And for all the Cummings-inspired rhetoric, these complaints
are very familiar. Mr Gove echoed a century’s worth of civil-service
reformers who have railed against Whitehall’s faults. Lloyd George
established Mr Gove’s department, the Cabinet Office, to bring in
outsiders with “push and go”. In 1968 the Fulton Report argued for
replacing generalists with specialists and time-serving with rapid
promotion. Margaret Thatcher brought in Derek Rayner, the boss
of Marks & Spencer, to make Whitehall more businesslike. Gov-
ernments have been moving civil servants out of London for de-
cades. Why should it be any different this time?

The answer lies in the combination of Brexit and covid-19. Leav-
ing the European Union has thrown many of the pieces of govern-
ment in the air, providing the opportunity to reconfigure them.
Covid-19 has shown the British state in a dismal light. The epidem-
ic took a bigger toll in Britain than in other European countries not
just because politicians made bad decisions, but also because bits
of the machinery of government failed. There is now a cross-party
consensus that a rethink is needed. On May 19th Gus O’Donnell,
head of the civil service from 2005 to 2011, a trustee of The Econo-
mist and in many ways the embodiment of the blob that Mr Cum-
mings demonises, told the Institute for Government that Britain
needs to improve “state capacity” and “state resilience” to deal
with unexpected threats. 

Not all attempts to bring about change have been stillborn.
When Paul Samuelson, a great American economist, visited the
Treasury in 1961, he was shocked to find how few economists it em-
ployed. Today you can’t throw a stone there without hitting one:
Lord O’Donnell, who ran the Treasury before moving to the Cabinet
Office, was a specialist in econometrics who taught at Glasgow
University. The Government Economic Service, founded in 1964,
now has 1,400 economists—more than in any other institution in
the country. The state’s performance on covid-19 has been patchy
rather than uniformly dismal: the Treasury produced a world-class
rescue package in as little as a week. 

The biggest obstacle to reforming the state is not the establish-
ment’s resistance to reform but the government itself. Mr Johnson
instinctively values loyalty, to both himself and Brexit, above com-
petence, particularly if the loyalty comes from Brexiteers. His pre-
decessor, Theresa May, voiced many people’s worries when she
asked, regarding Mr Frost’s appointment, “Why…is the new na-
tional security adviser a political appointee with no proven exper-
tise in national security?” Mr Johnson is also surrounded by peo-
ple—particularly Mr Cummings—who think that the only way to
achieve change is to wage war. This is as counterproductive as it is
thuggish. It turns potential allies into enemies and green shoots
into scorched earth. 

This government has a better chance of building a more effec-
tive British state than any government in decades. If it fails, it will
have only itself to blame. 7

Giving the bureaucrats a rocketBagehot

This attempt to transform the civil service has more chance of succeeding than previous ones
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You may be exhausted but the covid-19
pandemic is barely getting started. Six

months after Chinese scientists notified
the World Health Organisation (who) of a
new virus that caused deadly pneumonia,
covid-19—as the disease was later
dubbed—has spread to almost every coun-
try around the world and killed more than
500,000 people. In London, Madrid and
New York deaths this year have been more
than twice what they usually are in the
same months. It took more than three
months for global cases to reach a million;
the last million came in less than a week.

Yet even in the countries with the worst
outbreaks, just 5-15% of people have been
infected. They may be immune to future
infections, at least for a while, but with
most of the population still susceptible,
getting back to life as usual is impossible.
The disease would again grow rapidly. Hos-
pitals would soon be overwhelmed. A re-
cent study published in the Lancet, a medi-
cal journal, estimates that about 4.5% of
people infected by covid-19 globally are

likely to become so ill they require hospi-
talisation. By comparison, less than 8% of
Americans have to stay overnight in hospi-
tal in any normal year. 

A vaccine is the best way out of this. But
even the most determined optimists reck-
on it will be at least January 2021 until one
becomes widely available. In the mean-
time, the world is preparing to cope with
covid-19 in the long term. As countries
loosen restrictions and open borders, cases
are starting to rise again. If left unchecked,
they will swell into new waves of infection.
All-encompassing national lockdowns
would wreck economies. So countries are
looking for middle-ground measures that
will prevent the disease from overwhelm-
ing hospitals while loosening some of the
heaviest restrictions. Used together, these
measures will probably ward off new waves
of infections. Whether governments will
choose to implement them—or have the
means to do so—and whether people will
follow new rules is less certain.

The priority is to shield from infection

those who are most likely to become grave-
ly ill. That becomes difficult if large num-
bers of people are becoming infected. To
prevent the virus from spreading uncon-
trollably, governments are relying on a
combination of three key measures: test-
ing and quarantine; changes in behaviour
that reduce transmission (which include
social distancing, the wearing of masks
and handwashing); and targeted lock-
downs of outbreak hotspots—a practice
known as a “circuit-breaker” that has been
popular in East Asian countries thus far
and is now being embraced elsewhere. 

Whether countries that have got a grip
on covid-19 experience new waves of the
disease will depend on how people behave
and how quickly authorities can detect an
increase in cases, says Andrea Ammon of
the European Centre for Disease Preven-
tion and Control (ecdc). If authorities can
quickly identify new outbreaks, they will
be better able to prevent them from spread-
ing. That means any restrictions imposed
in response can be more limited. “What
we’ve learned about this virus is that we
shouldn’t underestimate even a small out-
break. It can easily be the core of bigger
transmission,” says Dr Ammon.

Countries facing their first waves of co-
vid-19 were caught off guard. One of the big-
gest tragedies was the failure to protect the
residents of care homes. They have ac-
counted for about 40% of covid-19 deaths
in America and in several other Western 
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countries. Governments are determined to
avoid a repeat of this debacle. Infection-
prevention measures at care homes are be-
ing ramped up, including more testing and
greater use of masks by staff and visitors. 

Besides the elderly, it is now apparent
that people with certain health condi-
tions—including obesity, diabetes and
heart disease—are particularly vulnerable.
Estimates suggest that 22% of people glob-
ally have at least one underlying condition
that puts them at high risk if they are in-
fected. In America 38% of adults fall into
this category because of their age or health
problems; nearly half are of working age.

What are the odds?
Ensuring people understand how to assess
their own risk—especially in the event of
an outbreak in their area—is crucial. In
March Britain’s National Health Service
sent letters to some 2.2m people deemed to
be at particularly high risk, telling them to
avoid going out when the outbreak was at
its worst. In future doctors and patient or-
ganisations will be more closely involved,
advising vulnerable people and their fam-
ilies on how to balance reducing their risk
of contracting covid-19 with their need for
some degree of social life. 

In the early days of the pandemic, al-
most all countries tried to “test, trace and
isolate” those infected in an effort to quar-
antine them and break chains of transmis-
sion. But many governments, such as Brit-
ain’s, abandoned this approach when case
numbers grew rapidly and they did not
have enough testing capacity and staff to
do the job. Panicked countries in Europe
and elsewhere imposed national lock-
downs in an effort to prevent hospitals
from becoming overwhelmed.

But the places that did best in the first
months of the pandemic are those that
never stopped contact-tracing, says David
Heymann of the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine. They include coun-
tries as varied as South Korea, Denmark,
Germany, Vietnam, Uruguay and Rwanda.
Many European countries and some Amer-
ican states used their initial lockdowns to
expand their testing and contact-tracing
systems and build apps that could make it
possible to carry out the task more effi-
ciently if there is a second wave.

These improved systems have respond-
ed with varying degrees of success. In Spain
the health ministry believes it is still only
detecting around a third of all cases (which
does, however, mark an improvement on
its rates of about 10% at the start of the
country’s epidemic). Of these, 40% have no
known link to other infected people. Pub-
lic-health professionals say the system
needs more staff if it is to function effec-
tively. Contact-tracers in some states in
America are reaching fewer than half of
those testing positive for covid-19. Apps

that notify users about a close contact with
an infected person have often proved dis-
appointing. The one in France was down-
loaded by fewer than 2m people and noti-
fied only 14 of them that they had come into
close contact with someone infected with
covid-19 in the first three weeks. 

Some of the governments that scaled up
their contact-tracing systems significantly
during the outbreak, such as Britain, chose
to run them centrally. That proved to be a
mistake. Success rates in obtaining details
of contacts and getting in touch with peo-
ple have turned out to be higher when the
task is done by local health departments or
community organisations. Persuading
someone who has just tested positive for
covid-19 to hand over the phone numbers
of friends, family and co-workers is hard.
They are more likely to co-operate if the call
requesting such information comes from
someone with the dulcet tones of a local.

“Every epidemic is local,” says Madhu-
kar Pai, an epidemiologist at McGill Uni-

versity in Canada, “so a combination of lo-
cal leadership, local data to track what is
happening, and a local army of community
health workers and volunteers is absolute-
ly critical to get it under control.” In coun-
tries as large as India, he says, the success
of different places in keeping covid-19 at
bay will vary. Cases of covid-19 in India and
deaths from the disease are rising precipi-
tously. But Dharavi, a slum in Mumbai
where 850,000 people are packed into 2.5
sq km and as many as 80 people share each
toilet, has tamed an outbreak that began in
April. Authorities there set up clinics to
check people’s temperatures. Health-care
workers went door-to-door to screen peo-
ple for symptoms and moved those who
were infected to nearby schools and sports
grounds which had been converted to
quarantine centres. In the first half of June
the slum had only six deaths from the dis-
ease, compared with 71 in April and May.

The process of tracing the contacts of
those infected with covid-19 has been less
smooth in Europe and America. As a result,

other measures to curb transmission are
even more vital. These include encourag-
ing people to wear face-masks and keep
their distance from others (social distanc-
ing). Turning these things into social
norms, however, has been tricky for a vari-
ety of reasons. For one, the official advice
on masks in America and Britain, among
other countries, changed over time. People
were initially discouraged from wearing
them, partly for fear that they would run
down the scarce supplies for health work-
ers. In America masks are now officially
recommended but have become a political
statement, with some supporters of Presi-
dent Donald Trump, who refuses to wear a
mask, following his lead. 

Thanks to studies of outbreaks around
the world, it is becoming clearer where so-
cial distancing matters most. Covid-19
thrives on close contact. Four things are
now known to exacerbate its spread: being
at close quarters for a prolonged period of
time, in a large crowd, and taking part in ac-
tivities that lead people to breathe out
forcefully (for example singing, shouting
and heavy exercise). In combination these
create “super-spreading” conditions. Early
in the pandemic, at a choir practice near Se-
attle, one person infected with covid-19
passed it on to more than half of the 61 peo-
ple in the room, two of whom died. 

Such discoveries are helping officials
come up with more targeted rules. Confer-
ences and big events are already banned in
many places for the foreseeable future. As
Britain emerges from its lockdown, wed-
dings are allowed again–but without sing-
ing and with no more than 30 people pre-
sent. Sweden’s drinking holes are allowing
table service only, to prevent punters jam-
ming together at the bar. The future of in-
door exercise classes looks wobbly. 

The extent to which people will comply
with rules about wearing masks and on
everyday social distancing will depend on
how and from whom they get the message.
Dr Ammon of the ecdc says that explaining
the risks of covid-19 is a challenge for all
public-health authorities because they
have never had to do it on such a scale. “But
we’ve learned from other settings that you
need to win over the influencers in certain
groups to convey the message in a credible
way.” Precisely who those influencers are
will vary. The exhortations of online celeb-
rities will carry more weight with young
people. Those of imams and priests may
convince religious types. But the messag-
ing must start at the top. “Politicians have
to convey the message to people that it’s
really up to them to decide what’s happen-
ing with this pandemic,” continues Dr Am-
mon. “And in a way empowering them by
saying: ‘What you do actually matters’.”

But in many countries, including Amer-
ica, Brazil, Russia and Iran, politicians have
lost the trust of their people by contradict-
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2 ing their experts on basic facts about the
pandemic, publishing implausible num-
bers on covid deaths or propagating con-
spiracy theories.

Pushing people to change their behav-
iour swiftly is increasingly important in
poorer countries with fast-growing epi-
demics. In India and South Africa short-
ages of tests—because of crimped global
supply—are already rendering contact-
tracing less useful. In South Africa, which
has largely abandoned tracing, the buzz-
phrase among political leaders now is
“from anxiety to agency”. Officials are try-
ing to boost adherence to the most basic
things to prevent the spread of covid-19, in-
cluding wearing masks, now compulsory
on public transport and in all shops. Presi-
dent Cyril Ramaphosa made a point of
(clumsily) putting one on at the end of a
televised speech. “We now need to change
the mindset of people,” says Salim Abdool
Karim, who chairs South Africa’s medical
advisory committee on covid-19. “We need
each person to see that they have the ability
to change, to influence their own risk. That
for me is the biggest challenge.” 

The worry in poor countries, says Dr Pai,
is that such messages may fail to sink in if
people see the disease spreading. Already,
he says, there are people who think there is
no point in wearing a mask because they
will get the virus anyway. 

It is hard to predict how behaviour will
shift in any particular country. Past experi-
ence shapes attitudes. Many experts think
that levels of compliance with guidelines
about masks, quarantine and social dis-
tancing in Asian countries are high be-
cause people there have painful memories
of the sars epidemics in 2003-04. 

But there are signs that in parts of Eu-
rope and America that have come through
their first big wave of covid-19 people may
comply with new rules that will be in place
even as restrictions ease. In France Presi-
dent Emmanuel Macron said that even he
was surprised by the extent to which his
fellow citizens obeyed new rules. During
the first few weeks of their lockdown, the
French watched as pale-faced doctors
emerged, night after night, from emergen-
cy wards into television studios to tell the
nation that France was at the base of a
ghastly wave. Fear, backed up by hefty fines
and strict policing, probably contributed to
this collective discipline. Although French
cafés, museums, beaches and schools have
reopened, the country’s earlier experience
may explain why rules such as wearing
masks on all public transport, in offices
and other shared indoor space, are for the
most part still being obeyed.

The mood is similar in Spain, which had
one of the worst early outbreaks. During its
first wave, the country saw at least 28,000
deaths, according to the health ministry.
The number of excess deaths was roughly

50,000 compared with previous years. “We
can’t lower our guard,” said Pedro Sánchez,
the prime minister, on June 20th, as he lift-
ed a 98-day state of emergency. As they con-
template taking longed-for summer holi-
days, Spaniards are torn between a desire
to return to normal and fear of renewed
outbreaks. Most now wear face-masks out-
side. Madrid’s and several other regional
governments have provided some masks
free of charge through pharmacies; they
are easily obtainable in shops. 

But even as people take these precau-
tions, they are desperate for life to return to
something like normality. Spaniards gen-
erally respect social-distancing norms. But
on Thursday and Friday evenings the out-
side terraces of bars throng with mainly
mask-less young people. Beaches are open
again, though police move in to break up
crowds. In Britain partygoers have already
been caught at illegal raves. The police and
hospitals are bracing themselves as British
pubs prepare to open on July 4th. In Berlin,
where masks are mandatory in shops and
on public transport, the local government
imposed fines for non-compliance when
numbers wearing them fell.

Cluster headaches
In many European countries new covid-19
cases have crept up as restrictions have
eased. So far cases have appeared in clus-
ters, often linked to parties or other cele-
brations where people have gathered in
large numbers. But the biggest clusters
have often been among migrant workers.
In Britain, Germany, Spain and Italy mi-
grant workers from Africa and eastern Eu-
rope often live in cramped accommoda-
tion. A lot of them work in food-packing
factories—loud places where workers
stand close to one another, often yelling to
make themselves heard over the clatter of
machinery, creating ideal conditions for
the virus to spread. Many are not fluent in

the local language and so struggle to under-
stand messages about preventing the
spread of covid-19 or to get in touch with
doctors if they become ill. Public-health
authorities are now more aware of the pro-
blem and making greater use of translators. 

But such outbreaks are being exploited
by politicians. On June 29th the leader of It-
aly’s hard-right Northern League, Matteo
Salvini, was forced to abandon a rally at
Mondragone near Naples after being
drowned out by chanting demonstrators.
They were protesting at what they saw as
his attempt to capitalise on clashes the pre-
vious week between Bulgarian seasonal
workers and native Italian residents. Most
of the Bulgarians, who gather local har-
vests, live in a complex of apartment blocks
that on June 22nd was returned to lock-
down after becoming a hotspot of the virus.
Almost 50 residents tested positive and
were put into isolation in a nearby hospi-
tal. Refusing to accept this renewed con-
finement, some of the Bulgarians marched
through the town, defiantly unmasked,
prompting criticism and even attacks by
locals. On June 12th, a less visible revolt
took place inside a former barracks hous-
ing asylum-seekers outside the northern
town of Treviso. In both cases, the reason
was the same: the immigrants’ fear that
they would lose their jobs if they failed to
turn up for work.

Such patterns have laid bare one of the
gnarliest problems facing all governments.
Convincing people to change their behav-
iour in the ways needed to prevent new
waves of covid-19 will rely on people worry-
ing about others as well as themselves. In
most places the disease has become one
that threatens the elderly, the poor and
marginalised minorities. But beating back
a virus that has spread around the world
with such ferocity will be impossible un-
less most people play by the rules of the
new normal. 7
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Facebook was first to open its wallet. In
April the social network said it would

spend $5.7bn on a 9.9% stake in Jio Plat-
forms, the digital arm of Reliance Indus-
tries, India’s biggest firm. The investment
was followed in short order by nine other
entities, including global private-equity
(pe) giants such as kkr, as well as Saudi and
Emirati sovereign-wealth funds. Collec-
tively, this year foreigners have poured or
pledged to pour $15.2bn into Jio. That
would give them a combined stake of 25%.
Microsoft is rumoured to be next in line.

For Reliance, the bonanza is a way to
manage the huge debts it has taken out to
bankroll Jio’s vaulting ambitions. For the
foreigners, the appeal rests in part on its
promise to tap into India’s underserved le-
gions of digital consumers. Since its
launch in 2016 Jio has become the country’s
pre-eminent technology platform, with
nearly 400m mobile subscribers, a broad-
band network, as well as entertainment,
retail and finance businesses. 

The investments were hailed by the lo-
cal press and security analysts as an en-
dorsement of a new digital champion—and

of India itself. A recent flurry of dealmak-
ing seems to corroborate this rosy view (see
table on next page). In February the Adani
Group, another conglomerate, completed a
$450m sale of 25% of its Mumbai power op-
erations to Qatar’s government and re-
ceived a $900m investment in a 37% stake
in its gas operations by Total, a French oil
giant. Talk of more deals abounds, notably
one possibly involving Lockheed Martin
that could enable the local production of

jets for India’s air force at a time of rising
tensions with China. (In May Chinese sol-
diers engaged in a brief but deadly skir-
mish with Indian border forces.) 

Look closer, though, and the apparent
thumbs-up from foreign investors is not
quite what it seems. After years of trying to
make it on their own with mixed results,
some foreigners appear to have concluded
that getting ahead in India requires a pow-
erful local partner. Mukesh Ambani, Reli-
ance’s boss and India’s richest man, or Gau-
tam Adani, the industrialist behind Adani
Group, fit the bill to a tee.

In recent months this vision of India as
a place where foreign money may be wel-
come but foreign competition is not has
been more volubly embraced by the gov-
ernment of Narendra Modi. In a speech in
May about India’s response to covid-19,
which has hit India particularly hard, the
prime minister referred to “self-reliance”
17 times. “We must”, he summed up, “make
the Local the mantra of our life.” 

That is a long way from the pro-busi-
ness, investor-friendly posture which first
got Mr Modi elected in 2014. But to sea-
soned observers of India Inc it shares some
parallels with a more insular past. 

After independence from Britain in 1947
the main way for most outsiders to partake
in India’s economy was through joint ven-
tures with domestic partners or some other
form of local ownership. Some Indian part-
ners were chosen on the basis of access to
the levers of power rather than managerial
acuity. India’s largest carmaker, Maruti Su-
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zuki, created in 1982, was the brainchild of
Sanjay Gandhi. His mother, Indira, was
prime minister at the time. The Gandhis
took care of the politics; Suzuki of Japan
brought the cash and built the cars.

Things began to change after 1991, when
India emerged from decades of self-im-
posed isolation and interventionism of the
so-called “Licence Raj”. A series of liberalis-
ing governments cut tariffs and opened in-
dustries up to competition. But many sti-
fling rules remained in place. Some were
newly imposed. Shops were limited to a
certain size and certain prices, for instance
of drugs, remained controlled. By 2001 so
many multinationals in industries from
petrol (Caltex) to pharmaceuticals (Astra,
Roche, Rhône-Poulenc) were once again
fleeing red tape and other foibles that the
Times of India, a leading daily, bewailed
“the second quit India movement”. 

In the 2000s a new generation of firms
had another go at conquering the Indian
market. Foreign direct investment poured
in (see chart). Marks & Spencer, a British re-
tailer, plotted its entry in 2001, followed by
Starbucks in 2007. Both have since allied
with local powerhouses (Reliance and Tata,
another conglomerate, respectively). 

Individualists’ lament
The dilemma lives on. Last year Ford an-
nounced that it would become a minority
shareholder in a carmaking joint venture
with Mahindra, a large industrial group.
Firms that have resisted such tie-ups can
struggle. General Motors threw in the towel
in 2019, as part of a shift to focus on its
American and European operations. Ama-
zon, which has ploughed $6.5bn into its In-
dian operations, has yet to make money in
the country. Walmart’s $16bn purchase in
2018 of a controlling stake in Flipkart, an
Indian e-commerce firm, has been similar-
ly hard work. As foreign entities, Amazon
and Walmart must contend with a tax on
transactions, limits on the size of their in-
ventory and on sales of their own brands,
as well as frequent visits from competition
authorities. 

A popular alternative is to operate a list-

ed Indian subsidiary, like Suzuki or a num-
ber of big Western corporations, from con-
sumer-goods titans (Unilever, Colgate-
Palmolive and Nestlé) to industrial giants
(Bosch and Siemens). Even that does not
guarantee peace of mind, however. After a
protracted legal battle with India’s taxman,
first over a capital-gains levy related to its
$11bn purchase of an Indian mobile busi-
ness, then over allegedly unpaid fees relat-
ed to its spectrum rights, Vodafone Idea,
India’s third-largest wireless carrier, was
ordered by a court to pay $6.8bn in back
taxes and fees. In an epic tale of value-de-
struction, the company now teeters on the
brink of bankruptcy, weighing on Voda-
fone Group, its British corporate parent. 

The contrast with Jio is stark. The Indi-
an champion has managed to snap up mo-
bile spectrum at low prices and extend pro-
motional rates. Given Facebook’s fruitless
efforts to gain regulatory approval for a
payment feature in its ubiquitous Whats-
App messaging service, the social network
may have quite reasonably decided that
teaming up with Jio is a better bet. 

Perhaps the best that can be said of the
revival of collaborations between Western
and Indian firms is that the deals are hap-
pening at all. Chinese companies face
tougher times. Even before the latest bor-
der flare-up Mr Modi had made it clear Chi-
na is less welcome. In April his government

issued a rule subjecting “opportunistic
takeovers” of Indian companies by “any en-
tity of a country which shares land border
with India” to a special review. India’s oth-
er, poorer neighbours—Bangladesh, Bhu-
tan, Myanmar, Nepal and Pakistan—are
unlikely to be the rule’s main target. On
June 29th Delhi banned 59 mobile apps in-
cluding TikTok, a hit Chinese-owned
short-video platform (see Asia section).
Media reports warn of impending restric-
tions on 1,172 items, from toasters to lifts,
made in whole or part in China. 

Time will tell if Western investors’ lat-
est dalliances of convenience pay off. The
lot of Reliance businesses’ partners has not
always been easy. India’s securities regula-
tor has ordered Reliance Industries to com-
pensate minority shareholders in Reliance
Petroleum, an affiliate for a series of tran-
sactions between the two entities that, the
regulator says, disadvantaged the outside
investors. The case is pending. Reliance In-
dustries denies any wrongdoing.

As good as Jio looks on paper, it must
still show it has what it takes to run a mod-
ern tech behemoth. Ventures such as Jio-
mart (e-commerce) and JioMoney (fi-
nance) have yet to live up to the hype. Until
they do, Jio’s nationality may remain its
chief attraction. 7

It takes tycoons to tango

Source: Bloomberg *Two separate deals †Ten separate deals

India, biggest foreign deals, 2000-20
Year announced Value, $bn Target Acquirer
2007 18.6 Vodafone India* Vodafone Group
2018 16.0 Flipkart Walmart
2020 15.2 Jio Platforms† Facebook et al.
2016 12.9 Nayara Energy Rosneft Oil et al.
2011 7.2 Oil & gas contracts BP
2019 7.0 Essar Steel India Nippon Steel & ArcelorMittal
2010 3.7 Healthcare Solutions Abbott Laboratories
2019 3.7 Reliance Jio Infratel Brookfield Asset Management
2019 3.7 Telecom towers Brookfield Infrastructure Partners

Sub-par subcontinent
Foreign direct investment, annual inflows, $bn

Source: UNCTAD
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José avillez, a Portuguese chef, has
picked up two Michelin stars for his in-

ventive takes on traditional dishes such as
a pudding that daringly combines choco-
late ganache with cuttlefish ink. On June
29th he experimented again: his Lisbon-
based restaurant, Bairro do Avillez, started
serving gourmands at home via Uber Eats.

It joins the likes of London’s Hakkasan
and Claro in Brooklyn, which before co-
vid-19 would never have dreamed of relying
on a service associated with burgers and
pizza. In May Dara Khosrowshahi, Uber’s
boss, said the recruitment of such upmar-
ket restaurants would expand the industry.

The veteran is Just Eat Takeaway.com,
an Anglo-Dutch firm that in June bulked up
by buying Grubhub, an American one, for
$7.3bn. Both offer online access to restau-
rants that for the most part already have de-
livery drivers (though each is also investing
in its own fleet). The trio of later arrivals on
the scene—Uber Eats and two American ri-
vals, Postmates and DoorDash—rely in-
stead on armies of gig-economy couriers. 

The battle for locked-down Western
stomachs heats up

Meal-delivery wars

Appetite for
destruction
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Uber seems bent on dominating the in-
dustry. On June 29th it reportedly offered
$2.6bn to buy Postmates, which ranks
fourth in America by revenue. The ap-
proach might relaunch plans for an initial
public offering (ipo), which Postmates
shelved last year after lukewarm interest
from investors. At the time, food-delivery
was becoming a poster-child for tech busi-
nesses whose footprint in the physical
world meant that costs tended to grow as
fast as revenues, or faster. 

The pandemic has changed the mood
again. Demand from locked-down con-
sumers is surging. Grubhub recently re-
ported revenue growth of 50% year on year,
which may have accelerated in the past
month or so. At Uber Eats, which operates
in 45 countries, revenue in April was 89%
higher than last year. In recent weeks the
overall market has been expanding at rates
above 100% in America, according to Mark
Shmulik of Bernstein, a research firm. De-
spite continuing to lose money, DoorDash
recently secured a valuation of $16bn, up
from $12.7bn in late 2019.

Although sales are growing, profits re-
main elusive. Early last year the firms
reined in spending on subsidies for con-
sumers. Now strong demand has once
again aroused hunger for market share.
Grubhub’s profitability per order has duly
dipped, according to Bernstein. Uber Eats
is still losing an estimated $1.10 on each or-
der, on average, though that is an improve-
ment. Its $313m operating loss in the first
quarter is some way from its ambition to
achieve an operating margin of 30%.

Can the numbers add up? It is too early
to tell, says Mr Shmulik. Consolidation
may reduce costs and, in time, allow higher
prices. At the same time, however, the busi-
ness’s newfound prominence is drawing
the attention of trustbusters and politi-
cians concerned about the treatment of
couriers and independent restaurants that

rely on them to reach customers. In June
Britain’s competition authority waved
through Amazon’s investment in Deliv-
eroo, a British firm. But Uber’s earlier talks
with Grubhub foundered partly on anti-
trust concerns that might not have arisen
without all the attention. Investors must
wait to see if meal-delivery’s sweet ingredi-
ents overpower its sour ones. 7

Propping up the counter

“The worst year in the history of avia-
tion” is how the International Air

Transport Association (iata) describes
2020. The global airline-industry body ex-
pects carriers’ revenues to fall by half and
debt to swell by $120bn to $550bn. To cut
costs airlines have grounded planes and
put staff on unpaid leave.

Another slashed expense is that of cli-
mate action. Aviation emits 3% of man-
made carbon dioxide. That share could rise
to 5-9% by 2050, according to the Interna-
tional Energy Agency, a forecaster. To curb
these emissions, in 2013 the European Un-
ion tried to add international aviation to its
emissions-trading programme, including
flights connecting eu airports to those out-
side the bloc. The industry cried foul. In a
compromise the International Civil Avia-
tion Organisation (icao), an agency of the
un, devised the Carbon Offsetting and Re-
duction Scheme for International Aviation.
corsia, as it is known for short, is due to
start next year. It compels airlines to buy
offsets for any additional CO2 produced by

international flights above a baseline. 
That baseline has become hotly con-

tested. It was originally set at the industry’s
average emissions for 2019 and 2020. Now
emissions are forecast to fall by 37% this
year, which would mean a lower baseline—
and so, in time, higher offsetting costs. So
iata proposed using just emissions from
just 2019 instead. On June 30th icao’s 36-
member council agreed, at least for cor-

sia’s first three years (see chart).
Environmental groups are up in arms.

The scheme already lacked bite, since it is
voluntary until 2027 and does not include
domestic flights, about a third of the indus-
try’s emissions. Countries representing
three-quarters of aviation’s carbon foot-
print have signed up but flights between
those which have opted in and those which
have not are excluded. Dan Rutherford of
the International Council on Clean Tran-
sportation, an ngo, calculates that on pre-
pandemic trends the original plan would
have covered only 9% of aviation emis-
sions from 2021 to 2035 (when the scheme
is scheduled to end).

In fact, the two-year average was ex-
pressly designed to account for low-emis-
sion years—a lesson learned from an early
attempt to set the baseline in 2010, which
was thwarted by the eruption of Eyjafjalla-
jökull, an Icelandic volcano which ground-
ed flights in Europe.

Another complaint is that many of the
offsets airlines can buy are ineffective. A
report in November last year by the New-
Climate Institute and the Stockholm Envi-
ronment Institute, two think-tanks, found
that 80% of corsia’s potential offsets are
unlikely to have any additional benefit to
the climate. Since then icao has, to its cred-
it, limited the availability of junk offsets in
the scheme, though green campaigners say
it has not gone far enough.

Offsets’ bargain prices also suggest
something is amiss. In 2018 the average
price in the “voluntary market” (outside of
mandated schemes) was $3 per tonne of 

A carbon-intensive industry defangs an
already mostly toothless offset scheme 

Airlines and the climate

Setting a new
CORSIA

Coarse correction
CO2 emissions from international aviation
Estimated, tonnes bn

Source: International Council on Clean Transportation

*Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International
Aviation †From 2027 CORSIA is mandatory for most countries,
increasing the covered emissions    ‡Forecasts use a central
scenario for the pace of airlines’ recovery
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CO2, about a sixth of the carbon price in the
eu emissions-trading scheme. Last year
EasyJet, a British low-cost carrier, an-
nounced plans to offset all its annual emis-
sions. This will cost it a footling $32m. New
offest projects created in anticipation of
corsia boosted supply, which is expected
to be four times higher than demand.

Industry executives claim that the origi-
nal baseline would have imposed crippling
costs. That seems overblown. Sparse cover-
age and the cheap offsets mean the cost to
the industry is low. Assuming an offset
price of $5 per tonne of CO2, Mr Rutherford
estimates the change in the baseline will
save airlines $350m a year. That is less than
1% of the forecast operating cashflow in
2021 for a panel of 37 listed airlines.

Forgoing those savings would have
been a small price to pay for burnishing air-
lines’ reputations as they seek billions in
government bail-outs. Accusations of
greenwashing will make calls to attach po-
tentially much costlier green strings to the
rescue packages grow louder. 7

Social networks know a thing or two
about virality. Still, Facebook was proba-

bly surprised by the speed at which a small
protest, begun on June 17th by a collection
of American civil-rights groups, has gained
steam. By July 1st the #StopHateForProfit
campaign, which accuses it of publishing
material that incites violence, helped per-
suade more than 600 firms, including
giants like Pfizer, Starbucks and Unilever,
to pull ads from the platform.

Why the exodus? Principle is presum-
ably part of it. So is peer pressure, which is
rising as the list of boycotters lengthens.
Admittedly, it is a particularly convenient
time to make a stand, as firms pare back ad
dollars amid the coronavirus recession.
Starbucks, for instance, has spent $11m on
Facebook ads in America since March,
when lockdowns began. During the same
period in 2019 it spent $29m, according to
Pathmatics, a data company.

If ad dollars move elsewhere, possible
beneficiaries include smaller rivals like
Snapchat, Pinterest and TikTok, as well as
YouTube, owned by Google. Some advertis-
ers may even go back to quaint things like
newspapers and tv, believes Andrew Lips-
man of eMarketer, a research firm.

Yet the damage to Facebook is likely to
be small. After a brief boycott-induced dip

its share price is back up near its all-time
high. Its $70bn ad business is built on 8m
advertisers, most of them tiny companies
with marketing budgets in the hundreds or
thousands of dollars and often reliant on
Facebook as an essential digital storefront.
The 100 largest advertisers on the site ac-
count for less than 20% of total revenue,
compared with 71% for the 100 largest ad-
vertisers on American network television
(see chart 1). And so far only a handful of Fa-
cebook’s top 50 ad-buyers have joined the
boycott (see chart 2).

Facebook has promised tweaks. Like
Twitter, it will label posts that break its
rules but are newsworthy enough to re-
main up. Other tech firms have tightened
their moderation, too. On June 29th You-
Tube blocked various white-supremacist
channels. Twitch, a video site, suspended
President Donald Trump’s own channel for
“hateful conduct”. Reddit deleted a forum,
“The_Donald”, over hate speech. 

This points to a pressure greater than
advertising: politics. American tech firms
have walked a fine line between Republi-
cans, who accuse them of being too censo-
rious, and Democrats, who want closer
moderation. Now, as Mr Trump’s poll num-
bers swoon, Silicon Valley seems to be edg-
ing towards the Democratic view of things.
Time, perhaps, to make new friends. 7

The social network is well placed to
weather an ad boycott

The Facebook boycott

With a little help
from its friends

The longest tail
United States, top 100 advertisers’ share
of advertising spending
By medium, 2018, %

Source: MoffettNathanson *Q1 2019 estimate
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Nissan is in for a makeover. On July 15th
the Japanese car giant will unveil what

is rumoured to be a sleeker, more minimal-
ist logo more in line with the contemporary
aesthetic. To its boss, Uchida Makoto, the
redesign is the outward expression of
deeper reinvention after a turbulent per-
iod. He wants to streamline not just the
marque but Nissan, too, as a smaller, more
efficient business. The new vision was
launched in May and he discussed it in a re-
cent interview with The Economist. 

Until 2017 Nissan was racing ahead.
That year it sold 5.8m vehicles and raked in
an operating profit of $5.2bn. Its alliance
with Renault of France and Mitsubishi, an-
other Japanese firm, overtook Germany’s
Volkswagen to become the world’s biggest
carmaker, selling a grand total of 10.6m sets
of wheels. 

Then things took a turn for the worse.
Nissan fell short of targets in America, one
of its biggest markets. Chasing volume
with ageing models forced heavy discount-
ing, irritating dealers and sullying Nissan’s
reputation. A costly push into emerging
markets failed to pay off as economies in
Brazil and Russia soured. Car sales in Chi-
na, hitherto a reliable growth market,
slumped. The alliance, always fractious,
nearly fell apart after its chief architect and
chairman (as well as boss of Renault), Car-
los Ghosn, was arrested in late 2018 on
charges of financial misconduct. 

As a result of all this disruption, Nis-
san’s revenues dipped in 2018, then again
in 2019. Its share price fell by nearly half
over the two-year period. With the covid-19
slump and an operating loss of $380m in
the first quarter, this year it has fallen by
another 40% or so.

Enter Mr Uchida. He took over as boss in
December after his predecessor, embroiled
in the Ghosn scandal, was forced out. Half a
year into his stint he cuts a relaxed figure,
at least by the standards of corporate Japan.
What he lacks in Mr Ghosn’s brashness he
makes up for in quiet focus.

His downsizing plan looks both wise
and just about achievable. Each of the alli-
ance partners will concentrate on what it
does best; in Nissan’s case that is selling
medium-sized vehicles, electric and sports
cars in America, China and Japan. Closing
factories in Spain and Indonesia and cut-
ting production elsewhere will reduce ca-
pacity by 20% to 5.4m cars a year. The idea
to share more parts to keep costs in check is

The carmaker’s new man has a plan 

Nissan

Turning down the
volume
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Unmanned vehicles, airborne or
earthbound, have been pressed into

anti-pandemic service the world over. In
Mexican slums they spray disinfectant
from the sky. “Shout drones” with loud-
speakers scold socially undistanced Amer-
icans, Chinese and Europeans. Most conse-
quential, the popularity of contactless
provision of food and medical supplies is
boosting the drone-delivery business.

Before covid-19 MarketsandMarkets, a
research firm, reckoned this would gener-
ate revenues of $800m this year. Now it
says $1bn is closer to the mark, and has re-
vised its forecast for 2022 from $1.6bn to
$2.2bn. Many other analysts agree.

Drone-delivery firms typically operate
vehicles on behalf of corporate clients.
Some bigger drones, like those made by
TwinswHeel of France, which can carry up
to 300kg, can cost $20,000 or more apiece,
as much as a van. Kiwibot of California
makes $2,500 cart-like drones.

Kiwibot’s pre-pandemic fleet of 20 or so
has grown to about 50, ferrying meals and
shopping in two Californian cities, and two
others in Colombia and Taiwan; 500 more
Kiwibots are in production. Using them
adds just $2 to a shopper’s bill. Another Cal-
ifornian firm, Starship Technologies
(which despite its name makes wheeled

Automated deliveries get a fillip

Logistics (2)

Droning on
sensible, though details of the arrange-
ment remain sketchy. The target of slash-
ing costs by $2.8bn in total by 2021 may be
within reach. Mr Uchida hopes to achieve a
5% operating margin by 2023. That may
look “conservative” with respect to past
ambitions, he concedes. But it would be a
marked improvement on -0.4% last year. 

Conservative or not, Mr Ushida’s profit-
ability goal may be hard to attain. Boosting
margins will require not just cutting costs
but also buffing up a tarnished brand. As a
start, Mr Uchida promises 12 new models in
the next 18 months to replenish the line-up.
But consumers hit by the coronavirus re-
cession may be reluctant to splurge on new
wheels, no matter how snazzy. 

And even if Mr Uchida succeeds in fix-
ing Nissan, he will struggle inside an alli-
ance fraying with internal tensions but too
intertwined to unpick. Nissan’s grievances
over Renault’s 43% controlling interest in
Nissan (well above its 15% stake in Renault)
have not gone away. The most notable
thing about Nissan’s annual meeting on
June 29th was strident denial that its exec-
utives conspired to oust Mr Ghosn, in part
to forestall his plan for a full merger with
the French firm.

Mr Ushida is less categorical about the
future of the alliance, which he has been
asked about “100 times” since taking the
job. Further integration, he insists, is not
something he and his opposite numbers at
Renault and Mitsubishi talk about, and “we
don’t intend to”. As for rebalancing the
shareholder structure, he says, “it is not a
discussion for us”. Such prevarication will
only store up trouble. A smaller Nissan
may not automatically translate into
smaller problems. 7

Back to basics

You would have thought that lock-
downs were a bonanza for courier ser-

vices like FedEx. Not so much, it turns out.
On June 30th the American pioneer of ex-
press delivery reported that operating pro-
fits fell by 64%, year on year, in the three
months to May. Although demand from
locked-down consumers has ballooned, so
have coronavirus-related costs, from extra
staff to deeper cleaning of facilities and ve-
hicles. At the same time, a collapse in bulk
air cargo pummelled FedEx’s more lucra-
tive line of business. 

FedEx is not the only company in its in-
dustry to feel the pain. In April ups, an
American rival, also announced lacklustre
quarterly results, likewise largely owing to
diminished bulk deliveries. Both firms
have been forced to suspend guarantees of
timely deliveries and to impose surcharges
to prevent their networks from becoming
overloaded. dhl, a German shipping giant
owned by Deutsche Post, Germany’s big-
gest mail-carrier, has also seen its network
and earnings come under pressure. 

Aside from crushed profits, thousands
of the companies’ delivery workers have
become infected with covid-19 in America
alone. Dozens have died. Some employees
have negotiated extra protections and paid
leave. Those who continue to work con-
tend with stress and fatigue over continu-
ing to avoid the virus as they fulfil addi-
tional shipments. In such circumstances
productivity cannot help but suffer.

FedEx has not, then, had a great pan-
demic. But most of its problems predate
the crisis. The main one has been indeci-
sion over whether to focus on bulk deliv-
eries or the consumer market. Despite cut-
ting ties with Amazon a year ago,
apparently out of frustration with the slim
margins offered by the e-commerce giant
on its voluminous deliveries, it has main-
tained partnerships with Walmart and Tar-
get, America’s second- and eighth-largest
online retailers, respectively. The result
was a muddle.

In January FedEx finally extended home
deliveries from six days a week to seven
and strengthened its business-to-consum-
er operation. But its earlier dithering left it
with a ground network for home deliveries
that was a work in progress when the pan-
demic hit. ups in particular had leaned ear-
lier and more heavily into that growth busi-
ness before covid-19. It too has experienced
problems as a result of pandemic de-

mand—but fewer than FedEx has. 
FedEx may yet get its act together. Its lat-

est results were considerably better than
analysts had been expecting. Its share price
soared by 12% the following day, returning
to pre-pandemic levels. When the global
economy recovers the company may find
itself with a high-margin air-cargo busi-
ness and a solid home-delivery one. 

Even then, problems would not go away
entirely. The biggest of these—for FedEx
and its industry rivals alike—looms in the
shape of Amazon. The technology giant has
just announced the purchase of an autono-
mous-driving startup (see next article).
More threatening in the short-term is its
fast-growing conventional delivery fleet,
which already boasts 30,000 trucks and 80
aircraft. That is still some way off FedEx’s
40,000 trucks and 600 aeroplanes. But
Amazon’s gargantuan size—on July 1st its
share price rose by 5%, accruing more than
FedEx’s $41bn market capitalisation in a
day—and deep pockets mean the gap may
be bridged before long. 7

FedEx tries to think beyond 
the pandemic

Logistics (1)

Seeking
deliverance
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Bartleby Keep it practical

Modern executives are often told
they should worry about a lot more

than their balance-sheets. They should
be aware of their company’s environ-
mental impact, of how well they treat
their employees and suppliers, and
whether their workforce is sufficiently
diverse in terms of gender and ethnicity. 

Sometimes, this pressure comes from
customers unhappy with the company’s
stance on an issue. Sometimes employ-
ees demand that their firms take action,
as when Google dropped a contract with
the Pentagon after workers complained.
But many businesspeople don’t need a
push: they are strong believers in what
are known as esg (environmental, social
and governance) issues.

During the lockdown your columnist
has worked his way through four weighty
tomes by managers who argue that com-
panies have a broader purpose than
simply making a profit. The books were
“Trailblazer” by Marc Benioff, “Green
Swans” by John Elkington, “Restoring the
Soul of Business” by Rishad Tobaccowala
and “Share” by Chris Yates and Linda
Jingfang Cai.

The danger is that managers use their
books to opine on every social issue of
the moment. Mr Elkington is a social
entrepreneur who has co-founded
groups such as SustainAbility, an envi-
ronmental consultancy. The idea behind
“Green Swans” is to focus on changes in
the economy that will lead to environ-
mental breakthroughs but his message is
lost in a miasma of mixed metaphors. In
the space of two pages he writes about
“10x thinking”, “an exponential mindset”
and the “Chrysalis economy”, while
warning that the world is both heading
into “some sort of historic u-bend” and
backed into “the mother of all corners”.
Quite how a corner can have a mother,

the author fails to explain.
In “Share” Mr Yates, general manager of

learning and development at Microsoft,
and Ms Cai, an “organisation design spe-
cialist”, fall into a different trap. The dust
jacket promises a book about “new busi-
ness models based on sharing, reciprocity
and co-operation”. Instead readers get a
rambling mix of personal biography and
economic history. 

Readers will find more useful lessons
from Mr Benioff, the founder of Salesforce.
His book is a personal history of how he
built his software giant, while donating 1%
of its services, profit and employees’ time
to help non-profit organisations and
charities. He argues that “companies and
their leaders simply can no longer turn a
blind eye to the issues that matter to their
employees, their customers and the com-
munities on which they do business”. To
cite one notable example, Salesforce op-
posed a bill in Indiana that would have
allowed business owners to discriminate
against lgbtq customers (after Mr Be-
nioff’s intervention, Indiana’s then go-
vernor, Mike Pence, revised the bill to

prevent such discrimination).
The book provides some useful les-

sons for chief executives who might
assume their company is free from bias.
Mr Benioff admits that for a long time he
assumed his company paid sexes and
races equally. But a review showed that it
did not and three rounds of pay adjust-
ments were needed before equalisation
occurred. This focus on social issues has
not stopped Salesforce from making
money for shareholders. It also regularly
ranks as one of the best places to work.

Perhaps the best of the books is Mr
Tobaccowala’s. That is because the au-
thor, a senior adviser at Publicis Groupe,
an advertising and communications
firm, has a clear focus: how to ensure you
can hire, then inspire, the right workers
in the knowledge economy. “Employees
who find work meaningful are highly
productive, agile and committed,” he
writes, adding that talented workers are
in a more powerful bargaining position
in the current economy. He also argues
that companies can be too obsessed with
data, and not enough with employee
motivation: “The best businesses find
ways to marry the math and the magic.” 

The book is clearly written and full of
sensible and practical suggestions. They
include assessing all meetings to elim-
inate those that waste time and suggest-
ing that all employees spend 20% of each
month trying to enhance their skills. 

Both Mr Tobaccowala and Mr Benioff
reflect on how companies can pursue
both broader social goals and the desire
to grow. Indeed, they argue that the aims
are complementary, rather than contra-
dictory. They also demonstrate the bene-
fits of practical advice over grand phi-
losophising about every social issue of
the day. Those lessons even apply to
managers who aren’t writing books.

The rights and wrongs of management books on social issues

drones), has seen its fleet expand three-
fold in a year, to 1,000 across five countries

Since wheeled drones are in effect self-
driving cars, albeit passenger-less ones,
they need authorities’ approval to operate.
This has not always been forthcoming.
Now the “corona shock” is softening up
regulators, says Ryu Kentaro of zmp, a mak-
er of rolling drones in Tokyo. zmp plans to
begin a trial in Japan’s capital this summer,
faster than expected. In September another
pilot project will see TwinswHeel’s
“droids” shuttle mail for La Poste, France’s
postal service in Montpelier (postal work-

ers will handle the “last mile” to mail-
boxes). Officials look kindly on covid-proof
contactless delivery, says Qi Kong, in
charge of drones at jd Logistics, an arm of
jd.com, a Chinese e-commerce giant. Its
vehicles’ cargo bays open with a scan of a
recipient’s face or smartphone screen. On
June 26th Amazon said it would buy Zoox,
an autonomous-car startup, for $1.2bn.

Drone airmail remains fledgling. Mat-
ternet, an American firm, operates a limit-
ed network in Switzerland. Wing, Google’s
sister company, serves parts of America,
Australia and Finland. Zipline, which pio-

neered medical deliveries by winged
drones in Ghana and Rwanda, opened a
small droneport in North Carolina in May.
But by one reckoning, less than a third of
last year’s automated deliveries worldwide
were by air. Amazon’s Prime Air, scheduled
to launch in late 2019, remains grounded.

At least more regulators are getting on
board. After much wavering, Ontario’s have
at last allowed a local firm, Drone Delivery
Canada, to supply a remote indigenous
group called Beausoleil, fearful of lorry
drivers bringing in the coronavirus. Flights
are to begin in July. 7
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Drilling for oil and gas is a contest of man and machine
against nature. In America’s shale formations, nature takes the

form of rocks, rich in hydrocarbons, buried about a mile (1.6 kilo-
metres) below ground. It is a geologist’s job to find those rocks. It is
an engineer’s job to develop the right mix of water, chemicals and
drilling technology to “hydraulically fracture” them. One of the
core beliefs of America’s shale-fracking revolution, which took off
in the late 2000s, is that if you blast enough pressure at the rocks
for long enough, they will eventually yield a big bounty. 

The two “Okies” who founded Chesapeake Energy, a pioneer of
this hydrocarbon upheaval, were neither geologists nor engineers.
Tom Ward and the late Aubrey McClendon were “landmen”. Their
skill was in leasing mineral rights and persuading investors they
would produce a bonanza, particularly of natural gas, if enough
wells were drilled. Their success was extraordinary. At times in the
2000s Chesapeake was considered the Google of energy. It had
leases with 1m Americans. It became America’s biggest producer of
unconventional natural gas. 

That was then. On June 28th this once-mighty firm filed for
bankruptcy protection, unable to support nearly $9bn of debt.
Robert Clarke of Wood Mackenzie, a consultancy, says that ulti-
mately the poor quality of its assets, despite their size, made it un-
fit for a world of low energy prices. Chesapeake’s tale is a common
one of hubris in America Inc, evident in the dotcom bubble, the de-
cline of General Electric and Detroit’s carmakers, or, most recently,
the humbling of the tech unicorns. But is hubris really so bad? 

In its early years Chesapeake’s self-belief was (literally) ground-
breaking. It was a young company, armed with a new technology,
offering a compelling growth story at a time when a big market op-
portunity was opening. That was natural gas, a fuel in such short
supply in America in the early 2000s that the country was building
liquefied natural-gas (lng) terminals to import it. Chesapeake was
quick to notice rising demand from utilities switching from coal to
natural gas. Its land grab put it in a good position to take advantage
as the fuel’s price increased. Sure enough, it quintupled to more
than $12 per million British thermal units (btus) between 2000
and mid-2008, pushing Chesapeake’s market value to $37.5bn. 

Its descent into bankruptcy 12 years later, too, displays familiar

features. It became hooked on cheap credit. Its net debt grew thir-
teen-fold to $12.5bn in the decade to 2010. To finance this it needed
natural-gas prices of at least $6 per million btus—a level seldom
reached since the end of 2008. Then there was the evangelistic
boss. With his rock-solid faith in shale, McClendon, who was
ousted as chief executive in 2013 and indicted on bid-rigging char-
ges the day before his death in 2016, doubled down on new basins
even as America’s production tripled between 2008 and 2012. 

Finally, Chesapeake was slow to adapt when market forces
turned against it. Some of its biggest rivals, such as eog Resources,
switched their focus from shale gas to shale oil as early as 2009,
earning bumper profits when prices of crude soared. By the time
Chesapeake did so, the best oil assets had already gone. Its Chapter
11 deal, in which creditors have agreed to eliminate $7bn of debt,
will do nothing to lower the break-even costs of its oil and gas pro-
duction. Unless prices soar, which is unlikely given the pandemic-
induced slump in demand, these costs remain too high to assume
the firm can thrive after emerging from bankruptcy.

Like Chesapeake, the shale industry has become a shadow of its
former self. The more investors poured money into shale oil after
the financial crisis of 2007-09, the worse life got for gas producers.
Oil drillers in basins like the Permian in Texas also extract “associ-
ated gas” as a by-product. Although some of it is flared (at great en-
vironmental cost), most is dumped on the natural-gas market, ex-
acerbating the glut. The shale-oil euphoria turned against the
oilmen, too. Their prodigious output has depressed crude prices
since the mid-2010s but, like Chesapeake before them, they have
struggled to cut costs fast enough; they were slow to do so even be-
fore prices collapsed as a result of covid-19. The pain spreads be-
yond the wildcatters. On June 30th Royal Dutch Shell became the
latest supermajor to slash the value of its global energy holdings
because of falling prices. ExxonMobil, its bigger rival, remains one
of the few holdouts. But, in a sign of the times, it is now worth less
than Tesla, a maker of electric cars. 

Nonetheless, Chesapeake’s legacy leaves plenty to marvel at. It
played a role in changing America’s energy narrative from concern
about overdependence on foreign suppliers for its energy, to one
of exuberance about domestic energy abundance and industrial
competitiveness. This boosted American business confidence
after the financial crisis. It left a diplomatic and geopolitical wind-
fall, too—though one that has faded in recent years. The switch
from coal to gas lowered America’s carbon emissions, enabling Ba-
rack Obama to broker the Paris agreement on climate change in
2015 while he was president. It unlocked the possibility of lng ex-
ports to weaken Russia’s natural-gas stranglehold on Europe and
to improve trade with China.

Twilight of the revolution
Ironically, the recent collapse in American oil production will curb
associated-gas supply, potentially supporting natural-gas prices.
Moreover, the coronavirus crisis may well lead to further bank-
ruptcies and more consolidation in the shale industry, which
could put assets into the hands of big firms with stronger balance-
sheets, boosting profitability.

The romance of the early wildcatters and landmen will be gone.
The revolutionaries will be replaced by bureaucrats. The over-exu-
berant and undercapitalised industry’s financial discipline will
improve. But especially in these troubled times, spare a thought
for Chesapeake. Until it got the better of the company, its hubris
helped change the world. 7

The legacy of ChesapeakeSchumpeter

In times like these, business needs a bit of hubris
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The four-lane, 62-km toll road being
built between Masiaka, a business hub

in Sierra Leone, and Freetown, the coun-
try’s capital, promises shorter journey
times, fewer accidents and smoother
drives. It is nonetheless controversial.
Awarded to China Railway Seventh Group,
the project added over $160m to the coun-
try’s foreign debt, according to the China-
Africa Research Initiative (cari) at Johns
Hopkins University. The work has suffered
delays, which the company blames on the
pandemic and the need to compensate
property owners, reports the Concord
Times, a local newspaper. The firm has also
complained that some lorries pass by the
toll booths, not through them.

Projects like these have mushroomed
across Africa and other developing coun-
tries in the past 15 years. “It’s no secret...Ch-
ina is by far the largest bilateral creditor to
African governments,” said Mike Pompeo,
America’s secretary of state, earlier this
month, blaming it for creating an unsus-
tainable debt burden. Plenty else is, how-
ever, secret. China does not typically di-

vulge how much it has lent to whom or on
what terms. Nor is it a member of the Paris
Club of government lenders, which tries to
co-ordinate debt forgiveness among its
members, making sure that no lender takes

advantage of the magnanimity of another.
Many, therefore, have wondered how

China would play its part in the debt-relief
initiative agreed in April by the g20 group
of big economies. That initiative will allow
73 of the world’s poorest countries to delay
payments on loans from g20 governments,
freeing up resources to fight the pandemic.
China, a prominent g20 member, signed
up. But would it offer the same terms as the
others? And if so, how would they know?
Proving China is doing its bit is hard if you
do not know how much it has lent.

Recent weeks, however, have yielded a
pleasant surprise. To help monitor the g20
initiative, the World Bank told its board it
wanted to reveal more data about the gov-
ernment debts of the eligible countries.
Though its board is dominated by its bigger
shareholders, including China, the bank’s
plan faced little resistance. And so after
cross-checking its numbers, the bank has
now disclosed what eligible governments
owe to bondholders, multilateral bodies,
private foreign lenders and other govern-
ments. The countries covered by the data
owed $104bn between them to China at the
end of 2018. The total includes soft loans
from China’s government, semi-soft loans
from “policy banks”, such as China Devel-
opment Bank, and profit-seeking loans
from state-owned commercial lenders.
The same countries owed $106bn to the
World Bank and $60bn to bondholders. 

The data, say Deborah Brautigam and
Yufan Huang of cari, are a “gold mine”. Pri-

Public finances

The debt toll

H O N G  KO N G

The poorest countries may owe less to China than previously thought

The jaws of debt
Selected countries, debt owed to China*
% of GDP, 2018

Sources: World Bank;
David Mihalyi

*Public and publicly
guaranteed
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or to the release, they had to scour public
announcements of loan pledges, cross-
checked with reports from Chinese embas-
sies or ministry documents in the borrow-
ing country. Their work fed into a broader
set of estimates by Sebastian Horn and
Christoph Trebesch of the Kiel Institute for
the World Economy and Carmen Reinhart
of Harvard University, who in May became
the World Bank’s chief economist.

In addition to aiding research, the data
should also help the public in developing
countries, says David Malpass, the World
Bank’s president. Governments—and “this
is not unique to developing countries”—
sometimes enter into contracts that do not
serve the public interest, he points out.
Transparency “helps align” these contracts
with “the interests of the people”. 

The new figures confirm Mr Pompeo’s
observation that China is by far the biggest
bilateral creditor to Africa, and in many
poor countries elsewhere (see chart 1 on
previous page). It accounts for about 20%
of the total foreign debt owed by the 73 gov-
ernments eligible for the g20 initiative
(and about 30% of their debt service this
year). That is more than all of the Paris Club
lenders, including America, Britain and Ja-
pan, combined. But it is also smaller than
the estimate of over 25% based on figures
from Mr Horn, Ms Reinhart and Mr Tre-
besch. Indeed their estimates for individ-
ual countries often exceed the bank’s by
large margins (see chart 2 on this page).

What explains the gap between Ms
Reinhart’s research and her new employ-
er’s data? Some of it may reflect the differ-
ence between announcements and dis-
bursements. Just because China says it will
lend money, does not mean the entire sum
is paid at once (or ever). But even when Mr
Horn, Ms Reinhart and Mr Trebesch look at
the bank’s figures on commitments, rather
than incurred debt, they find some loans
missing, suggesting incomplete data.

Another reason for the gap may be that

the bank excludes some debt owed by
state-owned enterprises and special-pur-
pose vehicles but not guaranteed by the
government. In other contexts the bank
does consider scenarios in which state-
owned firms fail or public-private partner-
ships sour, requiring the government to
step in. Counting these as public debt
brings the bank’s estimates closer to the
Horn-Reinhart-Trebesch figures.

Such thought experiments could some-
times stretch the definition of public debt,
though. The financing raised for Sierra Le-
one’s controversial toll road, for example,
is supposed to be repaid from toll, not tax,
revenues. It would only burden the govern-
ment if those tolls fell short. The World
Bank does not seem to count it as govern-
ment debt—but it is included by cari.

The bank’s figures for Chinese lending
are not always below outside estimates. For
Burkina Faso, the Central African Republic
and Liberia they are much higher. This,
reckons Ms Brautigam, is because they in-
clude loans from Taiwan. China’s critics,
including Mr Pompeo, may suspect that its
true lending is higher than the bank sug-
gests. But even they would not want to
chalk up to the People’s Republic what is
properly owed to Taiwan. 7

Shifting burdens
Estimated government debt owed to China*
% of GDP, 2017

Sources: World Bank;
Horn, Reinhart and Trebesch

*Debt to government and
non-government lenders.
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When financiers and governments
redesigned the financial system in

order to make it safer after the debacle of
2007-09, most of them imagined that a
shock as bad as the subprime fiasco would
be a generation away. In fact it arrived only
a decade or so later. Lockdowns have led to
a savage recession that is expected to pro-

duce huge loan losses as firms and house-
holds suffer.

So are too-big-to-fail banks really safer?
The latest stress tests conducted by the
Federal Reserve suggest the answer in
America is “yes”. On June 25th the Fed re-
leased the results of its annual exercise,
which compares banks’ buffers with the
losses they would face in a downturn. In a
pessimistic “u-shape” scenario, in which
the economy faces prolonged social dis-
tancing and repeated outbreaks of the vi-
rus, the Fed reckons that banks would face
total losses of over $700bn on their collec-
tive loan book. The hit is well above the
worst case of $465bn that was envisaged in
2009, when the Fed did its first stress test.
This year’s scenario implies cumulative
losses on loans of about 10%, above the 7%
loss rate actually experienced during the
subprime crisis. 

Happily, the Fed concludes, in this u-
shape scenario the banking system’s total
core-capital ratio would fall from the pre-
sent 12% to a still-passable 8%. Some banks
might have to limit the dividends they pay
their shareholders in order to bolster their
capital positions—indeed, on June 29th
Wells Fargo said it would have to cut its
payout. But this is a small price to pay.

One way to give yourself nightmares is
to imagine that nothing had changed at the
banks and they were still run with the
skimpy capital levels they had at the end of
2008. The Economist has used the Fed’s data
to make a rough estimate of the impact to-
day’s loan losses would have had (see
chart). If an unreformed banking system
had faced this year’s u-shape scenario, its
total core-capital ratio would have poten-
tially dropped to 1.5%, with several big
banks’ figures touching zero—ie, technical
insolvency. Faced with this, depositors and
counterparties would have fled, in a full-
scale bank run. The taxpayer bail-out in
this parallel universe might have been even
bigger than in the financial crisis.

Instead, the banking system’s new resil-
ience means that customers and investors
did not rush to withdraw funds as in 

Imagine if too-big-to-fail banks were
still unreformed

Banks and the recession

What if? 

Safety in numbers
United States

Sources: Federal Reserve; The Economist *Assumes “U-shape” pandemic scenario and that starting capital ratios were at 2008 levels
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2007-09. Banks were seen as safe. Lenders
in turn have had the resources to extend
overdrafts to firms in need.

Don’t sleep easy yet, though. Risky ac-
tivities have migrated beyond the banking
system. The result is that even though tax-
payers have not had to bail out banks, they
have once again been exposed to huge po-
tential losses. The Fed has made purchases
in, and extended implicit guarantees to,
many markets—including those for junk
bonds and exchange-traded funds—and is
also lending directly to firms.

Another worry is that the banking sys-
tem outside America is less solid. Most
European banks have reasonable capital ra-
tios but are far less profitable than Ameri-
can banks, because they are inefficient and
face lower interest rates and fragmented
markets. America’s stress tests revealed
that about a quarter of the total buffers its
banks possess to absorb losses come from
their healthy profits (which can offset bad-
debt provisions), rather than from their
core capital. Many European lenders do not
have that luxury. The boss of one of the
largest warns that though the shock so far
has been manageable, a second wave of co-
vid-19 infections this year or next will be “a
major test for the financial sector”. 7

China put its first domestically built
aircraft-carrier into service last Decem-

ber, the culmination of three decades of
work. The government hopes for a faster
return on efforts to create what it calls an
“aircraft-carrier-class securities firm”—ie,
an investment bank powerful enough to
prevail amid intensifying competition in
the country’s capital markets. It is poised to
draft its biggest financial force into battle,
by allowing giant state-owned commercial
banks to enter investment banking.

China has long had its own version of
America’s Glass-Steagall separations,
which until 1999 barred retail banks from
investment banking. China’s commercial
banks can neither underwrite stocks nor
offer brokerage services, which are left to
securities firms—a division that officials
believe makes the financial system safer.
But now they may grant securities licences
to two commercial banks in a trial, as first
reported by Caixin, a business publication.

The immediate prompt is foreign com-
petition. After years of dragging its feet,
China scrapped foreign-ownership limits

in its securities sector last year. Big West-
ern players—such as Citigroup, Morgan
Stanley and ubs—have either gained con-
trol of existing joint ventures or launched
wholly-owned operations. Foreign firms
have struggled to make a dent in commer-
cial banking in China, held back by their
limited branch networks. In investment
banking, though, they may be more formi-
dable, thanks to their technical knowhow.

Even without the foreign threat, China
has been eager to whip its brokers into
shape. Officials want capital markets to
lessen the burden on banks, which last year
provided two-thirds of all new credit. The
ten biggest Chinese banks have roughly 30
times more assets than the ten biggest se-
curities firms, and are also far more profit-
able (see chart). The securities industry’s
main problem is extreme fragmentation;
131 registered firms providing similar ser-
vices fight for clients by slashing fees.
Some even underwrite bonds for nothing.

Change is unlikely to be revolutionary
at first. “It is not China’s way to suddenly
implement a new policy and wipe out ex-
isting companies,” says Chen Jiahe of No-
vem Arcae Technologies, a wealth-man-
agement firm. Investors agree: the share
prices of China’s largest brokers fell by
about 5% on June 29th, when the news first
broke, but have since recovered.

Still, the securities industry could look
very different in time. The government
wants to see consolidation. Granting banks
brokerage licences may squeeze out the
also-rans. Consider, for example, medium-
term notes, a quasi-bond market in which
commercial banks can already participate:
of the top 20 underwriters by income, 17 are
banks and just three are brokers.

A common criticism of universal bank-
ing is that it combines two irreconcilable
cultures, with the boldness of investment
bankers potentially swamping the pru-
dence of commercial bankers. Yet China
has shown that there are also dangers to
separation. The stockmarket crashed in
2015 after the securities regulator failed to
rein in a boom in margin financing by bro-

kers, a risk that the bank regulator might
have been better equipped to detect.

In any case, it is hard to imagine China’s
lumbering banks becoming red-in-tooth-
and-claw brokers. The biggest, such as
icbc, already operate investment banks in
Hong Kong, primarily offering plain-va-
nilla services to state-owned firms. More
aggressive mid-tier lenders could outdo
them in marketing shares and structuring
deals. They are still huge by global stan-
dards: China Merchants Bank, for example,
has a market capitalisation of $120bn,
nearly twice that of Goldman Sachs, a Wall
Street institution. In Chinese terms, it
would count as a naval cruiser—one step
down in size from an aircraft-carrier, but
still a big step up from the ragtag flotilla in
the country’s capital markets today. 7

S H A N G H A I

China may let banks launch brokerages
to fend off foreign marauders

Chinese banking
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Calling for reinforcements
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“In warm weather, fewer people wear
socks,” says Paul Rotstein of Gold Med-

al International, a wholesaler in New York.
People may not sport socks in the summer
but his firm starts shipping them to retail-
ers in July, ahead of the start of the school
year. There is, however, a big lag before he
is paid. He normally uses trade-credit in-
surance to protect against the risk that his
invoices go unpaid, but this year the insur-
ers have slashed the amounts they are will-
ing to cover by 50-90%. That leaves him
with two options: shoulder huge credit risk
himself, or walk away from orders.

Mr Rotstein’s dilemma underscores the
role of trade finance, an unglamorous but
critical bit of the financial system. Many
firms are owed a large amount by their cus-
tomers in the form of receivables; in total
the amount is worth around 20% of global
gdp. Some firms bear all the risk of non-
payment themselves. But others look to an
insurer to protect them from default, or
take out specialist loans backed by the in-
voices. Together these financing solutions
underpin four-fifths of cross-border tran-
sactions, which are worth $15trn a year. 

Trade financiers face three problems
created by the covid-19 pandemic (and the
accompanying recession). It has disrupted
normal operations by slowing the travel of
documents; it has raised the risk that exist-
ing loans will sour; and it has made lenders
more cautious about making new loans.

Take operational troubles first. Trade fi-
nance is notoriously paper-based. Process-
ing credit requires involved parties, from 

The world’s most complicated paper
chase is stumbling into the digital era

Trade finance

Collateral damage
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financiers and carriers to warehouse man-
agers and customs officers, to exchange an
average of 36 documents and 240 copies.
But lockdowns trapped bits of paper in
shut-down offices. Printing became a pala-
ver. When couriers eventually got to banks,
they often found no one there. 

Financiers have been forced to be nim-
ble. Staff turned up to the Bank of China’s
Wuhan office wearing full protective gear.
Banks started accepting scanned signa-
tures and documents. A cargo-firm execu-
tive says it issued four times as many elec-
tronic bills of lading—receipts detailing
goods on-board a ship—in March as it did
in February. That has helped limit delays,
though some in the industry worry that
rises in fraud could follow.

A second concern is that the existing
stock of credit turns sour. Trade finance
has long been super-safe: annual default
rates on letters of credit averaged 0.11% of
transactions in 2008-18, less than a tenth of
those for corporate loans. But insurers al-
ready report payment delays. A rise in
bankruptcies would make matters worse.
Coface, a trade-credit insurer, expects
these to rise by a third worldwide by 2021.
Still, because trade finance is short-term—
usually 30 to 90 days—and backed by col-
lateral, lenders have some recourse. Nat-
alie Blyth of hsbc, a bank, reckons that the
performance gap between trade-finance
assets and corporate loans will widen. 

The third problem is a possible crunch
in new financing. To assess clients, banks
and insurers rely on credit ratings. These
have plummeted as firms’ cash flows have
dwindled. The resulting squeeze may lin-
ger, says Ebru Pakcan of Citigroup, a bank;
firms are downgraded quickly, but upgrad-
ed slowly. Some lenders may focus on large
clients or exit some markets entirely. In-
surers have cut their exposure to the indus-

try by 8-9%, about half as much as in
2008-09. In emerging economies, sover-
eign downgrades have also pulled down
corporate ratings, says Marc Auboin of the
World Trade Organisation (wto). On July 1st
the wto and six multilateral banks prom-
ised to alleviate trade-finance shortages.

Still, the damage could have been
worse. Thankfully, banks have sturdier
equity buffers than in the last recession.
Since 2016 Coface has raised its solvency ra-
tios—insurers’ equivalent of banks’ capi-
tal-adequacy buffers—from 150% to 190%,
says Xavier Durand, its boss. Central-bank
action has shored up lenders’ finances.
Governments in Europe have let export-
credit agencies cover short-term trade, and
have offered insurers backstops. 

The question is how long the support
lasts. Banks and insurers will see their cap-
ital eaten up as loans sour. Government aid
could be withdrawn too soon, worries
Alexis Garatti of Euler Hermes, a trade-
credit insurer. Support could be taken away
just as the demand for finance returns. As
new orders work their way through supply
chains, exports appear to be bouncing back
faster than manufacturing. 

Still, the pandemic could lead to lasting
gains by forcing the industry to digitise.
Alexander Goulandris of Essdocs, which
promotes paperless trade, says 60 cham-
bers of commerce have opted for its elec-
tronic certificates of origin in recent
months, compared with the usual rate of
ten a year. Some countries have also adopt-
ed laws recognising the validity of e-docu-
ments. Digital standards could make it eas-
ier to bundle trade-finance loans into
securities that can be sold on to institu-
tional investors, providing more oxygen to
commerce. Trade finance has long fol-
lowed outmoded practices. Now might be
its chance to blow everyone’s socks off. 7

No more paperwork

America’s housing market is behaving
oddly. Residential property—worth

$35trn, slightly more than America’s stock-
market—seems strangely oblivious to the
economic carnage around it. House prices
in May were 4.3% higher than a year earlier.
That rate of growth is only marginally be-
low the average since the end of the hous-
ing crash a decade ago. Prices in even the
costliest places, such as San Francisco,
where the average pad sets you back $1.1m,
continue to march upwards. Many econo-
mists still expect house prices to fall over
the whole of 2020—but such forecasts are
looking increasingly shaky. 

At first glance this is surprising. House
prices typically nosedive during reces-
sions. A rising number of mortgage de-
faults leads to more properties being put
up for sale. Falling household incomes re-
duce buyers’ purchasing power. In the re-
cession of the early 1990s house prices
dropped by 10% in real terms; they fell by
three times that in the downturn that fol-
lowed the financial crisis of 2007-09. The
fall in gdp associated with the coronavirus
pandemic, and the rise in unemployment,
is unprecedented. Despite that, there is lit-
tle sign so far that America’s housing mar-
ket is about to subside.

The rate of foreclosures looks unlikely
to reach the heights hit during the last re-
cession. Housing debt, relative to incomes,
is lower. The share of mortgages lent to bor-
rowers with very low credit scores is less
than half what it was in 2007, in part a con-
sequence of tighter financial regulation.
Meanwhile, fiscal help has come a lot faster
than it did a decade ago. 

During the last crash, schemes to help
homeowners did not arrive until millions
of families had already seen loans fore-
closed. This time the government’s stimu-
lus package has made requesting up to a
year’s pause in mortgage payments easier:
homeowners can get this without having to
do very much to prove they need it. All that
casts a different light on the apparently
alarming increase in the share of mort-
gages on payment holidays, from practi-
cally zero just before the pandemic to close
to 10% in May. Analysts at Capital Econom-
ics, a consultancy, reckon that many re-
quests for forbearance have been made by
borrowers who are in fact able to keep up
their mortgage payments, but are “request-
ing assistance...as an insurance policy”. 

Cash handouts from the government 

Unfazed by recession, the housing
market remains buoyant 

Property in America

The house wins 
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Buttonwood Zero gravity

Ageneration of English cricket fans
know the Aussies are loth to surren-

der a lead. For much of the past two
decades, Australia has been a high in-
terest-rate economy. But not any more.
In March the Reserve Bank of Australia
(rba) cut its benchmark cash rate to
0.25%. That is the lowest interest rates
have ever gone, and as low as they are
likely to go. To signal its intentions that
rates will stay put, the rba has pledged to
fix three-year-bond yields at 0.25%.

The Australian case is telling. Near-
zero interest rates are the norm in rich
countries. Very low interest rates are
common elsewhere, too. Indeed, among
the more prosperous sort of emerging
market, only Indonesia, Mexico, Russia
and the inflation-prone Turkey have
short-term interest rates above 4%.
Rock-bottom rates have gone global to a
much greater extent than after the fi-
nancial crisis of 2007-09. And a lot of
central banks, like the rba, are commit-
ting themselves to keeping rates low.

It is natural to think that if interest
rates are glued to their effective lower
bound, exchange rates will be similarly
stuck. An axiom of foreign-exchange
analysis is that shifts in policy rates, or in
expectations of policy rates, drive cur-
rencies up and down. Yet a zero-rate
world might plausibly imply more cur-
rency volatility. There is little scope for
interest rates to adjust to economic
trouble. So something else must. The
exchange rate is the likeliest candidate.

To understand why, start with the idea
that trade and capital flows are mirror
images. Say a country runs a current-
account deficit worth $10bn each year. To
fund this, it borrows $10bn from abroad.
The higher its short-term interest rates
compared with other countries, the more
it attracts such funds. But short-term

borrowing is not the only way for a country
to finance a current-account deficit. It
could instead sell some of its assets—
property or shares, say, or even whole
businesses—to foreigners. It is useful to
think of the exchange rate as the shadow
price of these assets. The currency finds a
level that keeps the current and capital
accounts in balance.

Now put our hypothetical country in a
zero-interest-rate world. Assume its ex-
ports are split between raw materials and
manufacturing goods. And imagine an
economic shock that lowers the demand
for commodities. Our country’s exchange
rate would fall, helping boost demand for
its manufactures. Were interest rates
positive, the central bank could cut them
to fire up domestic spending and make up
for the shortfall of raw-material exports.
But at zero interest rates, this is not pos-
sible. A consequence is that the exchange
rate will need to do more of the work of
ginning up an economy, notes Steve Eng-
lander of Standard Chartered, a bank.* A
plausible outcome of widespread low
rates, then, is currency volatility. If the

exchange rate is the only game in town,
the more closed your economy is, the
more it has to fall. In a more open econ-
omy, the currency would fall less.

What else might attenuate currency
volatility? Fiscal policy might seem an
obvious influence. The more a govern-
ment spends in response to a shock, the
less stimulus is needed by other means,
including by currency depreciation. Rich
countries have more fiscal space than
they ever imagined, says Kit Juckes of
Société Générale, a bank. But they must
employ it in a way that is useful. Getting
the timing and effectiveness of fiscal
stimulus right is tricky. An ill-judged or
ill-disciplined fiscal stimulus would be a
poor substitute for an interest-rate cut.
Fiscal policy might then add to currency
volatility, not detract from it.

Which brings us back to capital flows.
A key influence on currency volatility is
the attractiveness, or otherwise, of a
country’s asset markets. The broader the
range of assets on offer and the easier
they are to buy or sell, the less the curren-
cy needs to fall to entice foreign buyers.
Conversely, the tighter a country’s re-
strictions on cross-border asset sales, the
more volatile its currency is likely to be.
Put simply, if you lack the sort of assets—
and growth story—that foreigners can
buy into, your currency is at more risk in
a zero-rate world.

The lesson is that fixing policy rates
does not mean that capital and trade
flows are set in stone, too. If central-bank
rates cannot adjust to changing eco-
nomic circumstances, then something
else must. So do not be surprised if the
new era of globalised zero-interest-rate
policy leads to currency instability.

Why near-zero interest rates might lead to more volatile currency markets

.............................................................
*“If policy rates are zero, what drives FX?” June
17th, 2020.

have also been generous—so much so that,
in stark contrast to the usual declines seen
during recessions, Americans’ aggregate
household income is forecast to rise in
2020 by about as much as it did in 2019.
That will help borrowers keep up with their
mortgage payments. Indeed, a fifth of
Americans receiving a stimulus cheque
from the federal government have put it to-
wards their mortgage. Looser monetary
policy has also helped. Since the beginning
of the year the interest rate on 30-year
mortgages has fallen by about half a per-
centage point, to an all-time low of just

over 3%. Mortgage companies are overrun
with applications from people seeking to
refinance. House-hunters, including those
seeking to escape city centres after the pan-
demic, can now afford more expensive
properties. As lockdowns were lifted,
pent-up demand for housing led to a 20%
year-on-year rise in mortgage applications
in June. 

What happens to the housing market
next depends on the evolution of the co-
vid-19 outbreak and, in turn, that of the
overall economy. Yet when the fog does
eventually clear, a period of even stronger

price growth might not be a surprise. A raft
of academic evidence draws a strong link
between loose monetary policy and bubbly
housing markets. Other researchers noted
before the pandemic that the supply of new
housing in America was failing to keep up
with demand—owing in part to increasing-
ly complex land regulations and reduced
competition in house-building. Social-dis-
tancing requirements are also likely to
hold construction back in the coming
months. With supply constrained and de-
mand boosted, house prices seem to rest
on solid foundations. 7
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Where covid-19 strikes, it reveals hard truths. In recent weeks
Latin America has become the centre of the pandemic, re-

sponsible for over half of daily deaths. The region’s acute health
crisis is accompanied by an economic decline unrivalled in the de-
veloping world. The imf forecasts that output in the region will
shrink by 9.4% in 2020, more than three times the contraction of
3% projected for emerging economies as a whole. The economic
and social devastation wreaked by the pandemic is all the more
painful for coming on the heels of two underwhelming decades.
Investors had waxed enthusiastic about Latin America’s prospects
during the great emerging-market boom of the 2000s and the
2010s, only to be disappointed. The few gains that were made seem
almost certain to be reversed.

The economies of Latin America are far from homogeneous.
Many share characteristics, however, that have conspired to make
the region among the hardest hit in the world. In some places lock-
downs have been stringent: Peru, for example, took the extraordi-
nary step of closing its mines, the foundation of its economy, con-
tributing to the imf’s grim forecast of a decline in output of 14%
this year. But big and dense cities, with high rates of poverty and
substantial segments of the population in informal work, have
limited the effectiveness of lockdowns. The large informal sector,
together with weak state capacity, has also undermined the reach
of government relief and exacerbated the economic collapse. Pop-
ulist blowhards with little time for experts govern the region’s big-
gest economies, compounding its problems.

The bleakness of 2020 in Latin America also owes much to the
condition of its economies before the coronavirus spread. Many
limped into the new decade. Growth across the continent—even
excluding Venezuela, whose economy collapsed catastrophically
in recent years—was just 1.8% in 2018 and 0.8% in 2019. By the start
of this year, Argentina and Mexico were already in recession; many
other countries were stagnating—including Brazil, which enjoyed
only the briefest of respites after a serious political and economic
crisis in 2015 and 2016. 

These woes fit a longer-running pattern of Latin America fall-
ing behind. The turn of the millennium marked the start of a great
surge in the fortunes of the emerging world, and a departure from
the usual state of affairs, in which poorer countries only rarely
caught up to rich-world incomes in sustained fashion. Trade grew
explosively, commodity prices boomed and the developing world
asserted itself more confidently on the world stage. In the 2000s

real output per person across the emerging world (on a purchas-
ing-power-parity basis) rose at an astonishing clip of 4.6% per
year, or four times the pace achieved by rich economies. The great
gaps in income between advanced countries and the rest that
opened during the 20th century seemed destined to narrow and
close in the 21st. 

Latin America, however, proved a laggard. It managed an aver-
age growth rate in real per person incomes of just 1.9% in the
2000s: faster than in rich economies but the lowest of the emerg-
ing world (see chart). In the 2010s growth in the region ground to a
near-halt, at just 0.5% per year, behind both the emerging-country
average and the rich world. Latin America’s relatively high in-
comes—its larger economies are nearly all middle-income—may
have contributed to slower growth: the richer you are, the less
scope to grow by borrowing established technologies from other
places. Its isolation mattered, too. The fastest growing emerging
economies of the era were industrialising countries in Europe and
Asia, which could latch on to the manufacturing supply chains of
advanced neighbours. Few Latin American economies, apart from
Mexico, enjoyed similar opportunities. And although the quality
of governance—and of macroeconomic policy in particular—has
improved markedly since the debt crises and inflations of the
1980s and 1990s, corruption, crime and volatile politics have made
Latin America a less hospitable place for investors than it might
have been.

The countries of the future
Latin America has averted a debt crisis—so far. The Federal Reserve
dollar-swap lines enjoyed by Mexico and Brazil have shielded
them against troubles sparked by dollar shortages. imf credit lines
available to Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru have eased market
pressure on the region. Central banks have been able to cut interest
rates to provide something of a cushion against the pandemic’s
economic damage, without provoking capital flight.

Still, there is no escaping the fact that even the healthiest of Lat-
in American economies faces a punishing road back to normality.
The imf’s forecasts for growth in 2021 are decidedly tepid: gdp in
the region is expected to expand by 3.7% next year, compared with
5.9% for the emerging world as a whole. Unless the growth in co-
vid-19 infections falls rapidly, even those meagre projections will
prove too optimistic. The reduction in inequality and poverty that
was achieved in the past two decades is now at risk. The World
Bank warns that poverty in the region could rise by as much as 23m
this year. Government policy seems unlikely to alleviate these
hardships. Mass protests erupted in Bolivia, Chile, Colombia and
Ecuador last year. Political systems may be strained further. 

It matters too that Latin America’s three largest economies are
among its most troubled. Argentina has defaulted on its debt—
again—and faces a risk of runaway inflation. Brazil’s epidemic ri-
vals America’s as the worst in the world; it may need help from the
imf to avoid a debt crisis, or turn instead to inflationary finance.
Mexico suffers from threats to the rule of law, a president seeming-
ly determined to scare off private investment, and an unpredict-
able northern neighbour, which is also its biggest export market. 

For Latin America covid-19 is a double shock: a brutally painful
tragedy in its own right, and the definitive end of a growth oppor-
tunity that the region largely failed to exploit. The future of its
economies and its societies depends on whether Latin Americans
can be persuaded that there will be other chances in the future—
and that next time its governments will do more to seize them. 7
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Conventional wisdom holds that bat-
tery-powered cars are the future of mo-

toring. But Hyundai, a big South Korean ve-
hicle-maker, is not so sure. Over the past
few months it has been running a world-
wide public-relations campaign extolling
the virtues of an alternative source of elec-
trical power—fuel cells. Instead of storing
and then releasing electricity gathered
from the mains in the way that a battery
does, a fuel cell generates current from a
chemical reaction between hydrogen and
oxygen. The oxygen comes from the air.
The hydrogen, suitably compressed, is
stored in a tank on board the vehicle, and is
replenished at a filling station, like petrol.
Unlike a battery, a fuel cell does create ex-
haust. But that exhaust is simply the reac-
tion product of hydrogen and oxygen,
namely water.

Hyundai’s campaign features members
of bts, a mop-topped South Korean boy-
band, staring dreamily into the middle dis-
tance amid backdrops of natural beauty. As
a reminder of fuel cells’ environmental ad-

vantages, water is everywhere. It falls as
snow. It roils in oceans. It floats gently
through forests as mist. “For rest,” writes
Park Ji-min, one of bts’s members, in a
misguided quest for profundity, “our rest
comes from for-rests”. 

The marketing may be silly, but Hyun-
dai is serious. The firm already sells bat-
tery-powered vehicles, but it is hedging its
low-carbon bets by developing hydrogen
ones as well. The advertising campaign is
designed to sell the Nexo, the firm’s second
fuel-cell car, which was launched last year.
And Hyundai is not the only company
keeping its options open in this way. On
June 5th Toyota, maker of the Prius, the
world’s best selling battery-hybrid vehicle,
announced a joint venture with several
Chinese carmakers to develop fuel-cell
technology. An updated version of Toyota’s

Mirai, another hydrogen-powered car, is
due out later this year. 

Hydrogen is enjoying a purple patch,
then, and not just among carmakers. It is
being touted as a means of propelling bus-
es and lorries, and even ships and aircraft.
There is talk of it replacing natural gas as a
source of heat, of it being used to store the
surplus output of solar and wind power
stations, of it being employed as a chemical
feedstock and even of it replacing coke as a
means of extracting metallic iron from its
ore. If all this came to pass, then hydrogen
would become a dominating factor in hu-
man life in the way that hydrocarbons cur-
rently are. It would, in other words, usher
in a hydrogen economy. 

This time it’s different. Honest
Readers of a certain age are now permitted
to roll their eyes. At least twice in the past
50 years—in the 1970s, after the oil crisis,
and in the 1990s, when climate change
started to acquire political salience—there
has been excited talk of replacing hydro-
carbons with hydrogen. It didn’t happen. 

There were several reasons for this. For
a start, ripping up and replacing the world’s
fossil-fuel infrastructure is a huge job. And
even were that an easy thing to accomplish,
hydrogen itself has drawbacks. Though
better than batteries, it stores less energy in
a given volume than fossil fuels can man-
age (see chart 1 on next page). More impor-
tant, it is not a primary fuel. You have to 
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make it from something else. 
This can be done by a chemical reaction

called steam reforming but, besides steam,
the other ingredient of that process is a hy-
drocarbon of some sort, which rather de-
feats the object of the exercise. Or it can be
done by the electrolysis of water. This has
appropriate green credentials as long as
the electricity is either from renewable
sources or a nuclear-power plant. But the
laws of thermodynamics mean that the en-
ergy content of the hydrogen which comes
out of the process is less than the electricity
that went in. This inbuilt inefficiency
raises the question “why not simply power
the end-use electrically, rather than using
hydrogen as an intermediary?”

To counter these arguments those who
believe that things hydrogen-related really
are different this time around can point to
two things in their favour. Several of the
relevant technologies, notably electrolytic
equipment, are now at a stage where it is
possible to believe they might soon be-
come cheap enough to do the job. And the
idea that economies need to be decarbon-
ised fully in order to curb climate change is
gathering speed. 

Until 2019, for instance, Britain had
planned to cut carbon emissions by 80%
from their levels in 1990 by 2050. It then,
however, upped the ante to become the
first big economic power to commit itself
to a 100% cut. This has implications for hy-
drogen. Electrification using renewable
sources such as wind and solar power
would probably have got the country to
80%, observes David Joffe, a member of the
Committee on Climate Change (ccc), an or-
ganisation that advises Britain’s govern-
ment on how to bring the transformation
about. But full decarbonisation, he says, is
a much bigger task, and one for which hy-
drogen may prove necessary.

Finding a niche
Despite Hyundai’s and Toyota’s enthusi-
asm, few analysts believe cars will be part
of this process. The ccc calculates that a
battery-powered car charged with electric-
ity from a wind turbine converts 86% of the
turbine’s output into forward motion on
the road. For a fuel-cell car, it is 40-45%.
Hydrogen cars also suffer from a chicken-
and-egg problem. Unlike the battery-pow-
ered variety, they cannot be refuelled at
home. Yet roadside refuelling stations for
them are scarce, and are likely to remain so
while the cars themselves remain rare. 

In the meantime battery cars are build-
ing a formidable lead. The International
Energy Agency (iea), which advises nation-
al governments, reckons there were just
11,200 hydrogen-powered cars on the road
in 2018, mostly in America and Japan. That
compared with 5.1m battery-powered cars.
And this number is growing fast. In 2019
sales of new battery-powered cars in Chi-

na, the world’s biggest automobile market,
hit 1.2m—4.7% of the total. In Norway they
accounted for more than half of new cars
sold. According to the iea, sales of hydro-
gen cars around the world in 2018 (the most
recent year for which reliable figures are
available) were just 4,000. 

There is, though, more to transport than
private cars. A big problem with batteries is
that they have a low energy density—in
other words, they have to take up a lot of
space if they are to propel a vehicle for any
distance. For private cars, which mostly
make short journeys, that is manageable.
For longer-distance travel, for example by
lorries, says Mark Newman, an energy ana-
lyst at Bernstein, a bank, hydrogen’s great-
er energy density becomes more attractive.
Hydrogen compressed to 700 atmospheres
contains between two and five times more
usable energy per litre than a lithium-ion
battery. If it is liquefied (which requires
more complex technology) that increases
further. And since lorries spend most of
their time on busy trunk roads, fewer new
fuelling stations would be needed.

Exactly where the break-even point lies
is still debated. Tesla, a pioneering electric-
car maker, thinks that even lorries can use-
fully be powered by batteries and plans a
version that can travel 800km. Hyundai al-
ready makes a hydrogen-powered lorry,
but its range is only 400km. Several other
firms are also investigating fuel cells for
lorries. In April, for example, Daimler, a
German company, and Volvo, a Swedish
one, invested €1.2bn ($1.3bn) in a joint ven-
ture to pursue the idea. 

Shipping, which accounts for around
2.5% of the world’s industrial greenhouse-
gas emissions, is also taking an interest.
The International Maritime Organisation,
an appendage of the United Nations that
regulates the industry, aspires to cut ships’
collective greenhouse-gas emissions to
half their levels in 2008 by 2050. How this
might be achieved is unclear. Batteries
pack far too little energy to power big,
ocean-going vessels. Engineers have toyed
with everything from nuclear propulsion

to high-tech sails. But a study published in
March by the International Council on
Clean Transportation, an American not-
for-profit institution, examined an exist-
ing shipping route between China and
America and concluded that virtually all
the craft plying it could be powered by fuel
cells like those used in Hyundai’s cars, al-
beit with some cargo space removed to
make room for the hydrogen itself. Even
that could be ameliorated, says Michael
Liebreich, an energy consultant, by first re-
acting the hydrogen with nitrogen to pro-
duce ammonia, a chemical that takes up
less room than elemental hydrogen, and
which can also be used in fuel cells.

Hot stuff
Hydrogen might replace natural gas for
heating, as well. A big advantage here is
that it could make use of current infra-
structure in the form of pipelines now em-
ployed to transport that natural gas. Several
countries, including Australia, Britain and
Germany, are experimenting with this
idea. “We already have a gas grid that
should last for at least another 75 years,”
says Antony Green, an engineer at National
Grid, which runs Britain’s electricity and
gas networks. “Why not make use of that if
we can?” 

National Grid reckons the gas-fired
boilers which heat most British homes can
cope with a mix of 20% hydrogen without
modification. And, says Dr Green, boiler-
makers are beginning to offer “hydrogen-
ready” models, which are capable of burn-
ing either natural gas or pure hydrogen.
Since boilers are replaced every ten to 15
years, he reckons the gas grid could plausi-
bly be ready to switch to hydrogen in a cou-
ple of decades’ time. In May a group of Ger-
man pipeline operators unveiled a plan to
build a 1,200km hydrogen grid, based on
converted natural-gas pipes, by 2030, at a
cost of €660m.

How much environmental good this
would truly do is debated. Starting from the
position that the only green alternative for 
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2 heating is electricity powered by renew-
ables, Graham Cooley, the boss of itm Pow-
er, a hydrogen-equipment maker, points
out that Britain’s natural-gas grid supplies,
every year, around 880twh of energy to
homes, factories and offices, most of which
is used for heating. That is more than twice
as much energy as the country’s electricity
grid carries. 

A switch to renewably powered electric
heating would therefore require a drastic—
and expensive—beefing up of the electric-
ity network. Dr Joffe, however, counters
that the need to manufacture hydrogen in
the first place, with all the inefficiencies
this brings, means a hydrogen gas grid
would require building even more new
power stations than would heating homes
or factories with electricity directly.

Another suggested role for hydrogen is
large-scale energy storage. As wind and so-
lar power spread, matching supply with de-
mand becomes harder. An obvious sol-
ution is to store surpluses in good times for
use later, when times are bad. And one way
to do that might be to make hydrogen and
keep it in underground caverns, as cur-
rently happens with natural gas. This could
increase capacity enormously—perhaps
enough to manage not just day-to-day fluc-
tuations but interseasonal ones as well. 

On top of these ideas, heavy industry
may provide other niches for hydrogen to
fill, says Dr Liebreich. Electric heating may
struggle to replace natural gas for many in-
dustrial processes involving steel, ceram-
ics and glass because it might not be able to
reach the required temperatures. And one
of the biggest industrial sources of carbon
dioxide is not directly energy-related at all. 

This is the reduction of iron ore (usually
an oxide of iron) to the metal itself by react-
ing the ore with carbon monoxide made
from coke. That produces iron and carbon
dioxide. React the ore with hydrogen in-
stead, and the waste product is water. Sev-
eral firms—including ArcelorMittal, a mul-
tinational steelmaker, and a conglomerate
of ssab, a Finnish-Swedish steelmaker,
lkab, a Swedish iron-ore producer, and
Vattenfall an energy company, also Swed-
ish—are examining this possibility.

Elemental economics
All of this does, however, depend on an
ability to make hydrogen at scale in a way
that does not release CO2 into the atmo-
sphere. And that is tricky.

At the moment, virtually all of the
roughly 70m tonnes of hydrogen produced
each year is a result of steam reforming.
This emits seven tonnes of carbon dioxide
for every tonne of hydrogen yielded. For
this reason steam-reformed hydrogen is
known to environmentalists as grey hydro-
gen. Its cost varies according to local cir-
cumstances, but averages, according to the
iea, around $1.50 a kilogram.

“Blue” hydrogen, though still the result
of steam reforming, is somewhat cleaner
than the grey variety. Instead of the CO2 be-
ing dumped into the air it is captured and
buried underground—so-called carbon
capture and storage. This is starting to hap-
pen. On July 1st, for example, Equinor, a
Norwegian energy firm, said it would build
one of the world’s biggest blue-hydrogen
plants at a site in northern England. More
ambitiously, Japan hopes that blue hydro-
gen might power its future. It envisages
creating the gas from lignite deposits in
Australia, burying the carbon dioxide lo-
cally, and then shipping the hydrogen
across the Pacific in tankers akin to those
that now carry liquefied natural gas. 

The extra equipment needed to capture
the carbon dioxide produced by reforming
necessarily pushes up the price of blue hy-
drogen. Bloomberg New Energy Finance
(bnef) a firm of clean-energy analysts,
reckons its current cost ranges from $1.50

to $3.50 a kilogram, depending on which
fossil fuel is used to produce it (see chart 2
on previous page). Moreover, the process of
capturing CO2 is imperfect, so some of that
gas escapes. The real desideratum, there-
fore, is “green”, electrolytic hydrogen. At
$2.50 to $5 or more a kilogram, however,
green hydrogen is currently even pricier
than the blue sort.

This could all change, though, as the
technologies involved in making both blue
and green hydrogen are scaled up. Predic-
tion is a mug’s game, but bnef has had a go
anyway. Its analysts reckon green hydro-
gen might, by 2050, cost between 70 cents
and $1.6 a kilogram—in other words the
current price of the grey variety. As Kobad
Bhavnagri, the firm’s head of special pro-
jects, explains, “The cost of electrolysis
equipment has fallen by around 40% in the
last five years in the West.” Dr Bhavnagri
reckons the kit can now be had in Western
countries for around $1,200 per kilowatt of
capacity and that there may be scope for
those numbers to fall much further. “The
cost in the Chinese market is drastically

lower—around $200 per kw,” he says,
which will presumably bring the price
down everywhere soon. ubs, a bank, cites a
deal recently struck by Nikola, an Ameri-
can firm that says it is planning to make hy-
drogen lorries, which implies electrolyser
costs of just $350 per kw. 

Operating costs, meanwhile, can ride
on one of the most striking and reliable
trends in the energy industry—the relent-
less fall in the price of solar and wind pow-
er (see chart 3). The cost of solar in particu-
lar has fallen by 85% in the past decade.
Renewables are now cheaper in some parts
of the world than energy from fossil fuels,
and the process shows no sign of slowing. 

It’s a gas
The economics, then, seem to be pointing
in the right direction for hydrogen to be-
come, if not dominant, then at least an im-
portant part of the mix. The Hydrogen
Council, a lobby group based in Brussels,
thinks the gas could be satisfying 18% of
the world’s energy demand by 2050. The
share prices of firms that make fuel cells,
electrolysis equipment and the like have
consequently been marching upward. 

Many of the assumptions made in va-
rious forecasts rely, however, on govern-
ments providing prodigious subsidies to
develop the technology. bnef says subsi-
dies of around $150bn over the next ten
years might be needed to make hydrogen
competitive. In reality, the iea reckons that
total government spending on hydrogen in
2018 was just $724m. 

Official interest is certainly picking up,
though. On June 10th Germany announced
a €7bn subsidy programme aimed at mak-
ing it the “world leader” in the technology.
A leaked draft of the European Union’s
post-covid stimulus plan contains an am-
bition to install 40Gw of green hydrogen
capacity by 2030. China’s government
hopes to see 1m fuel-cell-powered vehicles
on the roads by the same year. Japan, long a
fan of hydrogen, wants its price to fall by
90% by 2050. As to retooling vast swathes
of the global energy system to accommo-
date this change, Dr Bhavnagri calculates
that replacing natural gas with hydrogen
would mean tripling or quadrupling the
world’s gas-storage infrastructure, at a cost
of perhaps $600bn. 

In the end, hydrogen’s impact will be
limited by the basic fact that it is, ultimate-
ly, just electricity in disguise. It remains an
inescapably inefficient option. For some
applications, though, its advantages—its
energy density, its ability to burn and its
compatibility with existing infrastruc-
ture—could make it an attractive fit despite
that drawback. To paraphrase another fam-
ous advert, then, the hope is that hydrogen
might prove to be the Heineken of clean en-
ergy: able to refresh the parts of an econ-
omy that electrification cannot reach. 7
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Acentury and a half ago an alien insect
alighted in Europe. It displaced mil-

lions, ruined local economies and forced
scientists, politicians and ordinary folk
into a frenzy of defensive activity. Phyllox-
era, a member of the group known to ento-
mologists as Hemiptera, or “true” bugs (as
opposed to all the other critters known col-
loquially as bugs), appeared in France in
the 1860s and proceeded to eat its way
through many of the Old World’s vines. 

It then spread to pastures new. It was
first recorded in Australia in 1875 and in
South Africa in 1886, threatening similar
devastation to the vineyards of those Euro-
pean colonies. Eventually, French and
American scientists found a solution by
grafting European vines onto the imported
roots of American ones. Now, a more re-
cent group of French and American re-
searchers report in bmc Biology that they
have sequenced phylloxera’s genome, and
that hidden within this lie clues to the in-
sect’s origins and spread.

Nineteenth-century agronomists rap-
idly divined that phylloxera had come from
North America. That fact provided the ra-
tionale behind their graft-based answer to
the problem—which is still all that stands
between cultivated vines and the bug. This
is that having co-evolved with the insect,
American vines had developed resistance
to it. But where exactly it came from on that
continent, nobody knew. One theory held
British gardeners responsible because they
had brought wild American vines to Eu-
rope for decorative purposes. From Britain,
this theory went, phylloxera reached the
European mainland via the south of
France, the first place where it devastated
vineyards. That, though, turns out to be a
calumny against les Anglais. 

Bugs in the system
By comparing the genetic sequence of
European phylloxera with those of popula-
tions from wild vines in the United States,
Claude Rispe and Fabrice Legeai of the
French National Research Institute for Ag-
riculture, Food and the Environment (in-

rae) and their colleagues have narrowed
the search to the once-French territory of
the Mississippi Valley (the upper Missis-
sippi, to be precise—though one of the pa-
per’s authors, Paul Nabity of the University
of California, Riverside, plans to keep fol-
lowing the river south, sampling phyllox-
era as he goes, so the matter is not closed).

The evidence is that there is a striking simi-
larity between the European sequence and
that of two phylloxera populations on a
wild vine called Vitis riparia in Wisconsin
and Illinois. This is enough, Dr Nabity says,
to indicate that V. riparia was the bug’s orig-
inal host and the upper Midwest its source.

If correct, says François Delmotte, who
works at inrae’s campus in Bordeaux and
is one of the project’s leaders, the finding
fits with certain historical facts. Though
the Mississippi valley was annexed from

France by Britain and Spain in the mid-18th
century, and passed eventually to the Un-
ited States, many French settlers remained
in the area and France retained trading
links, particularly with New Orleans, for a
long time. Dr Delmotte says it would not be
surprising if, in the 19th-century age of
steamships and naturalists, phylloxera
survived on cuttings of V. riparia stored in a
cool, dry hold to be brought to a botanical
garden in France. Or, even more ironically,
that it was imported with vines destined to
cure their French cousins of an earlier im-
ported blight—powdery mildew.

The genetic diversity of European phyl-
loxera is limited compared with that of its
North American counterpart, says Dr
Rispe. That points to there having been
only one or two introductions, with subse-
quent diffusion of the pest by people and
their agricultural machines. However, an-
other of the paper’s authors, Astrid Forneck
of the University of Natural Resources and
Life Sciences in Vienna, says it remains a
possibility that a separate introduction in-
fested eastern Europe, perhaps via the 
Austro-Hungarian empire’s experimental
vineyards at Klosterneuburg. 

In America phylloxera attacks wild
vines’ leaves. It stimulates them to create
galls in which it can live and feed, but
which, from the plant’s point of view, serve
to isolate the problem. When it attacks cul-
tivated vines, though, it goes for the roots.
These root galls open a plant to infection by
bacteria and fungi, leading to its death. For
a long time, researchers hunted for a single
molecule, produced by the insect, that
stimulated the growth of galls. Blocking
the action of this, they hoped, would phyl-
loxera-proof all vines. But here the se-
quencing project produced a disappoint-
ment. There is no such molecule. The
researchers identified many genes—2,300
of them, more than a tenth of the insect’s
genome—that encode proteins which it se-
cretes while feeding on the vine. These en-
able it to evade the plant’s immune system
while diverting resources from its host. 

The gall of it
The work now begins of teasing out what
each of those genes does, and, ultimately,
how phylloxera manipulates a plant and
adapts to a new host. This information may
in turn generate new weapons against the
creature. That could be valuable in parts of
viticulture’s New World, such as Australia,
where vines remain ungrafted and phyllox-
era is still a problem. It might also help if
the insect ever evolves the ability to evade
the natural resistance of American vine
roots that currently stands between Euro-
pean growers and disaster. For Dr Forneck,
this prospect is not outlandish. The insect
is already adapting to a warmer world, and
shifting its range. Further shifts in its
physiology are perfectly possible. 7

A pest’s genome reveals its past and shines light on how to deal with it in future
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The stories of Shanghai and Hong
Kong, the most remarkable cities in

East Asia, begin with the pogroms under
Dawud Pasha, the last Mamluk ruler of Iraq.
Until his ascendancy, the Sassoons were
leaders of a Jewish community in Baghdad
that dated back to the Babylonian captivity;
for centuries the head of the family acted as
the pashas’ chief treasurer. Yet one dark
night in 1829 here was David Sassoon, the
city’s richest man, fleeing for his life to-
wards the river with a money belt around
his waist and pearls sewn into his cloak.

In 1832 the 40-year-old set up anew in
cosmopolitan Bombay, no hardscrabble
refugee but an heir determined to win back
his birthright. The Sassoons never liked be-
ing called the Rothschilds of Asia: in their
view, the Rothschilds were arrivistes.

David’s timing was lucky. The British
empire, under which he sought protection,
was at its height. He bought docks and
warehouses. He imported new gins to
make his raw cotton fit for the powered
looms in British factories.

Above all, he ran drugs. The East India
Company’s monopoly on opium had been
abolished. David backed Britain’s uncon-
scionable war in 1839 to force China to con-
tinue to take Indian opium. The British col-
ony of Hong Kong was among the results,
as was the “treaty” port of Shanghai.

The arrival there of Elias, the second of

David’s eight sons, marked the beginning
of a truly global enterprise that would
stretch from Yokohama to London. Elias
dealt in Indian opium, spices and cotton
and Chinese silk and tea; he brokered other
merchants’ goods up and down the coast;
and he invested in property to house the
Chinese and foreign migrants flooding
into the boomtown. In Hong Kong, the Sas-
soons helped set up the Hongkong and
Shanghai Bank to get easy loans for their
business. As hsbc, it remains one of Asia’s
most powerful banks.

The Sassoons held things together

through constant correspondence—more
than 7,000 letters in all. Clerks and young
men of promise from poor Baghdadi Jew-
ish families were dispatched to Sassoon
schools in Bombay. One such family was
the Kadoories. Recently widowed, Rima
Kadoorie sent four sons to the Sassoons in
1876. Elly, the youngest, worked his way up
the coast of China. When plague broke out
at Weihaiwei he offered disinfectant to
Chinese employees. Managers scolded him
for giving away goods. “If that’s the value
you place on life,” Elly said, “I resign.”

After the patriarch’s death in 1864, Sas-
soon energies dissipated. A chief distrac-
tion was seeking status in Britain. In time
Elly, joined later by his two sons, Lawrence
and Horace, rivalled the Sassoons in both
wealth and influence. The Kadoories
brought electricity (or “power”, as they al-
ways called it) to Hong Kong. Later, in
Shanghai, it was at the Kadoories’ Majestic
Hotel that China’s Nationalist leader,
Chiang Kai-shek, and his famous bride,
Soong Mei-ling, held their wedding party.
Still, the Sassoon clan was to produce one
last rival, Victor, a crippled playboy of
charm and wit whose art-deco Cathay Ho-
tel, which opened on the Bund in 1929, im-
mediately eclipsed the Majestic. Its
masked balls became the stuff of legend.

Victor jettisoned the business’s past re-
liance on Baghdadi families in favour of a
global management team. As Jonathan
Kaufman, formerly of the Wall Street Jour-
nal, puts it in “The Last Kings of Shanghai”,
his illuminating book on the Sassoons and
the Kadoories, the road to China’s modern-
isation “ran along the Bund”. That was why
Chiang’s Nationalists could not shake
down the Sassoons, the Kadoories or other
foreign businesses as they did Chinese
merchants. They needed Western loans 
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and approval to consolidate power in a
fractured land.

To foreign residents, known as “Shang-
hailanders”, the forces tearing at China
were at most a backdrop; few were aware of
the part they were themselves playing in
history. Shanghai was now the city of glam-
our—of Charlie Chaplin staying at the Ca-
thay, Noël Coward writing “Private Lives”
in the bath there, and Wallis Simpson ac-
quiring sexual techniques that enticed a
king from his throne.

The city partied like there was no to-
morrow. Mr Kaufman recreates the era
well, as does James Carter of Saint Joseph’s
University in Philadelphia. With the eye of
an unusually perceptive flâneur, in “Cham-
pions Day” he tells the story of Shanghai
through its former racecourse (now part of
the People’s Park). Mr Carter is a wonderful
guide for visitors in search of a long-gone
city. The ideal Shanghailander was a Briton
abroad, he writes, “but the category could
be flexible.” Both books are cautionary tales
about what happens, in Mr Carter’s words,
when the powerful exploit their environ-
ment, inviting war and revolution.

Tomorrow doesn’t always come
For it soon turned out that there was no to-
morrow. Shanghailanders blanked from
their vision the Chinese corpses on the
streets. It took a visitor like Emily Hahn, an
American writer and Victor’s lover, to note
that the city’s wealth sat on “a heap of un-
derfed coolies”. That China’s Communist
Party was founded in Shanghai was no co-
incidence; Chiang’s brutal suppression of
it met with Shanghailanders’ approval.

By then other threats were circling. In
1937 Japanese forces occupied the Chinese
parts of the city (see picture on previous
page); one bomb from a fleeing Chinese
plane spattered flesh up the Cathay’s walls.

After the attack on Pearl Harbour in Decem-
ber 1941 the Japanese took the self-govern-
ing International Settlement, too. Horse-
racing was suspended the next year. A na-
val commander moved into Victor’s suite;
in Hong Kong the Kadoories’ fabled Penin-
sula hotel became a military headquarters. 

During these hard years, as Mr Kaufman
recounts, both clans redeemed them-
selves, whatever original sins their for-
tunes were founded on. Victor and Horace
came together to give sanctuary to fleeing
European Jews. They set up schools, work-
shops and canteens and raised funds
(Chaplin donated proceeds from “The
Great Dictator”), an effort that involved
perilous negotiations with the rapacious
Japanese occupiers. Even as Shanghai be-
came a squalid hell, not one of its 18,000
Jewish refugees was persecuted.

Four years after that war, Mao Zedong’s
Communists seized power in China. They
turned out the lights in Shanghai, that nest
of foreign vices. His properties expropriat-
ed, Victor Sassoon cursed China and re-
tired to the Bahamas. By contrast, Law-
rence and Horace Kadoorie started afresh
in Hong Kong. Lawrence’s “power” fired the
textile mills that fleeing Shanghai industri-
alists set up near Kowloon, kickstarting
Hong Kong’s post-war boom. The brothers
had learned a valuable lesson: don’t neglect
those at the bottom of the pile. The gentle
Horace devoted his life to helping Chinese
refugees in Hong Kong set up small farms
with grants, loans, seeds and better pig
breeds. The Kadoorie name is revered in
the rural New Territories.

The family never criticised the Commu-
nists or the seizure of their assets. When
China began to open up in the late 1970s
somebody quietly replaced Elly’s tomb-
stone, which Red Guards in Shanghai had
ripped out. In Beijing Lawrence pleased
leaders by praising China’s economic poli-
cies and cautioning against democracy in
Hong Kong. Today Shanghai is once again
international and cosmopolitan—and the
Kadoories are back on the Bund. Now,
though, modern skyscrapers across the riv-
er in Pudong dwarf the famous old skyline:
no question who is boss.

Yet is another cautionary tale about to
play out in Hong Kong? China this week im-
posed a draconian security law, undermin-
ing what sets Hong Kong apart from the
dictatorship on the mainland. The Kadoo-
rie heirs—they are still the biggest genera-
tors of power—voiced their approval. Sta-
bility is all. But an approach that ignored
fundamental injustices did not work out in
Shanghai, and may not in Hong Kong ei-
ther. The new law is intended to shunt pop-
ular discontents from view; meanwhile,
many elderly Hong Kongers collect card-
board at night for a pittance. The tycoons
and officials have stopped noticing. It is
surely not the end of the story. 7Marked cards

Two days after Donald Trump was elect-
ed, Masha Gessen argued in the New

York Review of Books that he was “the first
candidate in memory who ran not for pres-
ident, but for autocrat—and won.” The
piece offered advice, such as “Do not be tak-
en in by small signs of normality.”

The years since have testified to Mr
Trump’s autocratic instincts. He has been
more hostile to oversight and dissent, and
more demanding of personal loyalty and
displays of adulation, than any American
president in memory. He has spurned al-
lies and fawned over dictators. In a pithy
but overstated new book, Gessen (who
prefers to be referred to that way) updates
and expands on that early warning. Mr
Trump, Gessen writes, is qualitatively dif-
ferent from any of his predecessors, given
as he is to “ignoring and destroying all in-
stitutions of accountability”.

The author, who was born in the Soviet
Union and has written acutely about Vladi-
mir Putin’s Russia, chronicles Mr Trump’s
tussles with those institutions. The deter-
mination of the press to appear objective
and balanced, Gessen argues, as well as its
weakness for hope, have prevented it from
accurately describing Mr Trump’s preda-
tions—even as it hyped his normal-seem-
ing moments. Pillars of the state, such as
the Office of Government Ethics, were ac-
customed to compliance from the White
House and ill-equipped to counter open 

American politics

Orange warning

Surviving Autocracy. By Masha Gessen.
Riverhead Books; 288 pages; $26. Granta; £12
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2 defiance. Congress was riven and cowed.
Civil society and the judiciary have each

mounted resistance where they can; but,
Gessen maintains, they “function on the
assumption that they are partners in an on-
going negotiation”, whereas Mr Trump
“sees any attempt at negotiation as an af-
front to his power—something that needs
to be quashed at any cost.” On this view,
Democrats have too often let him dictate
the terms of political battle. For instance,
Gessen derides Chuck Schumer, the Senate
minority leader, for saying he had a “policy
difference” with Mr Trump over the border
wall, rather than straightforwardly calling
the scheme “immoral”.

According to the book, ordinary Ameri-
cans, too, are ill-equipped to grapple with
the president’s brazenness. Ever since Wa-
tergate, they have been primed to sniff out
political conspiracy. But Mr Trump lacks
the attention span and managerial skills to
run a conspiracy. Faced with pressure to re-
veal who received $500bn in taxpayer-
funded emergency loans, his administra-
tion did not manufacture a false paper trail.
His treasury secretary simply refused to
say. It wasn’t muckraking journalists who
informed the public that Mr Trump had
sacked James Comey, a former director of
the fbi, because of its probes into his cam-
paign’s links with Russia. As Gessen re-
lates, the president said so on television.

Borrowing a phrase from Balint Magyar,
a Hungarian writer and politician, Gessen
now characterises Mr Trump’s overall pro-
ject as “an autocratic attempt”, rather than
the thing itself; he is said to be testing
America’s defences and laying the ground-
work for further power grabs. The country
can still fend off this bid—notably by vot-
ing him out of office. But more will be re-
quired, Gessen urges, to repair the damage
and see off the danger. Ideals have receded
from politics in favour of an uninspiring
technocracy; America will have to rein-
vent, or at least rediscover, its “moral aspi-
ration”, in particular “the belief that this
can be a country of all its people”.

Bracing as it is, though, this book un-
derplays the robustness of some of the in-
stitutions it frets over. The Supreme Court,
for instance, has recently issued a string of
rulings that enraged the president; though
Republican senators preserved him in of-
fice, occasionally even some of them have
disappointed him. And it misses the extent
to which the fightback Gessen craves is al-
ready happening. Mr Trump has led Repub-
licans towards nativism, but also to three
years of electoral defeats—including the
loss of the House of Representatives.
Should Democrats win the presidency and
both chambers of Congress in November,
he may inspire a raft of ethics legislation.

Mr Trump may be a sign of decadence in
American democracy, as Gessen implies.
He could also prove its renewer. 7

When the existence of François Mit-
terrand’s secret child was revealed by

Paris Match in 1994, many insiders in
France shrugged. “Everyone knew,” people
said of the president’s mistress and of Ma-
zarine, his daughter. Discretion over adul-
tery is widely considered a French special-
ity—yet such deception has its costs. In a
new novel about a politician’s secret fam-
ily, it taints every aspect of life.

Sanaë Lemoine was just a girl when
“L’affaire Mazarine” burst into the head-
lines. Out of the contradictions of this
quintessentially French arrangement she
has spun “The Margot Affair”, an unusual
and accomplished first novel. With a quick
wink to the real-life case, she dives deep
into the intense, duplicitous relationships
at the heart of such a ménage.

Seventeen-year-old Margot is the result
of an illicit liaison between Anouk, a glam-
orous actress, and the married minister of
culture. She adores her mainly absent fa-
ther, fights with her complicated, remote
mother and suffers from a “confused feel-
ing of unhappiness”. On the cusp of adult-
hood she suddenly sees that, relegated to
the shadows as they are, she and her moth-
er are “on the wrong side of Father’s double
life”, a realisation that sets off a destructive
chain of events.

What follows is anything but predict-
able. Ms Lemoine’s story moves in intrigu-

ing leaps and twists until her real subject is
revealed: not the famous father, but the
fraught relationship between mothers and
daughters. In Margot’s eyes, Anouk is al-
ways performing, but she repels more than
she attracts. Anouk, for her part, practises a
harsh, tough kind of love. “A mother is not a
friend,” she says. As their world falls apart,
it appears that neither she nor Margot’s fa-
ther is capable of placing the teenager’s
welfare above their own. 

Though their cloistered life revolves
around a distinguished man, it is the feel-
ings of the women that the author charts.
Using clever anecdotes, nods to French
cinema and allusions to “Bonjour Tris-
tesse”, Françoise Sagan’s classic coming-
of-age tale, the novel asks what exactly
makes a “good mother”. Darker themes of
female violence emerge, yet the story is
strangely silent about the father’s respon-
sibility for what happens to his daughter.

Above all, this is a lacerating portrait of
a solitary, secretive girl who is both vulner-
able and cruel. Margot is “formed and un-
formed”, observes a woman who offers to
ghostwrite her memoir. She seesaws be-
tween the child aching for love and a hard-
ened soul who is expert at withholding
feelings and truths. The plot’s twists partly
flow from her manipulative, almost socio-
pathic disregard for others.

Good novels can supply insights into
other cultures, and, for outsiders, one of
this book’s pleasures is the glimpse it af-
fords into French mores and habits. Ms Le-
moine is half-French and half-Japanese,
but she studied in America and writes in
English. Here she lifts the window slats not
just on the covert behaviour of consenting
adults, but on many facets of bourgeois Pa-
risian life, from its obsession with female
bodies and clothes to recipes for clafoutis
and vinaigrette. 7
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Every year the Edinburgh Television
Festival, one of the highlights of the in-

dustry’s calendar, invites a prominent fig-
ure to deliver a talk known as the MacTag-
gart lecture. Past speakers have included
Rupert Murdoch, Eric Schmidt and Ar-
mando Iannucci. In 2018 Michaela Coel, a
British writer and actor, took to the podi-
um. She was the first woman from an eth-
nic minority to do so and, at 30, the youn-
gest lecturer in the festival’s history.

Ms Coel described her upbringing on a
council estate in east London, where her
family would receive “a bag of shit through
our letter-box”. She recalled her time at a
Catholic school, finding God (then losing
him again) as a young adult, and the racist
slurs she endured at the Guildhall School of
Music and Drama, where she was “the first
black girl they’d accepted in five years”. She
lamented the lack of opportunities and
support for minorities in television, pro-
mising to “play whatever part I can to help
fix this house”. The speech was raw and
personal, but also shot through with hu-
mour. When malicious rumours were
spread about her at school, she remem-
bered, she had retorted that “the only thing
I was blowing was the clarinet.” 

Talking over Zoom, she evinces the
same mix of gravity and zaniness, thought-
ful pauses alternating with peals of laugh-
ter. This jolting blend of moods defines her
work, too. Ms Coel draws on her own expe-
riences to fashion compelling, surprising
narratives, which tackle solemn subjects
with a dizzying lightness of touch. Her sto-
ries provoke horror in viewers one mo-
ment and mirth the next. As well as distill-
ing a generation’s feelings about sex, race,
class and friendship, they have established
her as one of television’s most original and
provocative dramatists.

Write, act and chew gum
“Chewing Gum”, her breakthrough, bafta

award-winning show, began as a one-per-
son play, which she wrote as part of her fi-
nal assessment at drama school. Although
she loved Shakespeare and Greek tragedy,
Ms Coel says, “I wanted to write a [play]
where I’m bringing myself, I’m bringing
something I understand, into this school.”
She recycled memories of her own adoles-
cence to create the figure of Tracey, a 14-
year-old navigating school, friends and
boys. “I ain’t smart enough to be someone,”
Tracey says. “I’m just smart enough to

know I’m no one.”
The tv version dropped some of the

original play’s darker themes, such as teen-
age pregnancy and domestic violence, but
retained the naivety of its protagonist.
Played by Ms Coel, this Tracey is in her early
20s and lives on a housing estate with her
devout mother and sister; she shakes off
her religious upbringing as she becomes
obsessed with having sex. Her interactions
with love interests are often insulting. One
man says she looks “like a modern, liberat-
ed slave”; another asks where she is “really
from”, later getting her to dress up in a biki-
ni and perform a “tribal” dance. Like Phoe-
be Waller-Bridge’s character in “Fleabag”
(which “Chewing Gum” preceded), Tracey
often breaks the fourth wall to speak di-
rectly to viewers. Rachel Springett—for-
merly of Channel 4, which commissioned
the show—says Ms Coel’s work “walks the
line between tragedy and humour in a way
I’d never seen before”. The writing was “po-
etic, profound and in your face”.

The two seasons of “Chewing Gum”
were broadcast in Britain and America in
2015-17. Ms Coel has since taken lead roles
in “Black Earth Rising”, a drama series co-
produced by the bbc and Netflix about the
prosecution of war criminals in Rwanda,
and “Been So Long”, a film musical (for

which she also composed part of the
soundtrack). She appeared in two episodes
of “Black Mirror” and in “Star Wars: The
Last Jedi”. But her main project—which has
taken two and a half years to come to fru-
ition—has been “I May Destroy You”, a sear-
ing, disconcerting drama currently being
broadcast on hbo and the bbc. 

Ms Coel stars as Arabella, a young writer
who has recently shot to fame for her
“Chronicles of a Fed-Up Millennial”, a Twit-
ter-account-turned-book. This story, too,
is partly drawn from life. As a deadline for
the second season of “Chewing Gum”
loomed, Ms Coel startlingly recounted in
her Edinburgh lecture, she “took a break
and had a drink with a good friend”; when,
hours later, she “emerged into conscious-
ness”, she realised that she had been sexu-
ally assaulted by strangers. She says now
that it was in the police investigation room,
as she waited to give her statement, that
she knew she wanted to write about the
trauma. “While my right hand was going
through this, it’s like my left hand was be-
ginning to almost observe and take notes of
what was happening.”

Break for the border
The bbc responded to the idea by commis-
sioning the whole series, without the usual
pilot. Piers Wenger, head of bbc Drama,
says he seized the opportunity to collabo-
rate with Ms Coel and gave her total cre-
ative freedom. “It’s rare that you get a voice
that can occupy so many different ex-
tremes and still have a really strong unity
and coherence to it,” Mr Wenger says. The
director of the series, Sam Miller, observes
that Ms Coel is “unafraid to go to the other
side of the border”. (As well as writing and
starring in them, Ms Coel co-directed nine
of the 12 episodes.) 

Though some of the scenes are difficult
to watch, “I May Destroy You” is also fun.
Ms Coel explores the subjects of sexual
consent and abuse through young lives in a
big city in the 21st century, replete, as they
often are, with money troubles, unsuitable
flings, social media and house parties. The
morning after Arabella is assaulted, she
stumbles onto the streets of central Lon-
don, disoriented, her ears ringing; a fan ap-
proaches her at a bus stop, gleefully quot-
ing passages of her book and asking for a
selfie. After she goes to the police, the show
jumps back three months to a trip to Italy,
on which she and her best friend Terry in-
dulge in a drugs binge (and, in Terry’s case,
in a threesome). 

Those characteristic tonal shifts have
become even more pronounced and arrest-
ing. The emotional whiplash is meant, Ms
Coel explains, to capture a fundamental
truth. “I think a lot of people of colour, their
lives are not a gag a minute,” she says.
“There is darkness and there is light—and
we should take both.” 7

Michaela Coel tackles urgent subjects with zany seriousness and savage humour
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It was May 1890 and Chekhov was on his
way to Sakhalin, an island north of Japan
which was then a huge Russian penal colo-
ny. For the stir-crazy, his trip is a consoling
reminder of travel’s hazards. Chekhov
nearly perished in a collision with a mail
troika and might have drowned in a flood.
Notionally it was spring, but on the ap-
proach to Tomsk there was deep snow. And
the terrible rutted roads, the oceans of
mud, the endless taiga, the maddening
mosquitoes…When at last he crossed the
Tatar Strait to Sakhalin it was ablaze with
forest fires. He felt he was entering hell. 

Unlike some writers who trekked across
Siberia, Chekhov went voluntarily. The
journey took almost three months, and he
spent as long again on the island. His aim
was to survey the prisoners and publicise
their conditions—which make the con-
finement of lockdown look like paradise. 

On Sakhalin, chains clanked incessant-
ly and the floggings gave Chekhov night-
mares. Virtually all the women, convict or
free, had been forced into prostitution.
Bears scooped salmon from the rivers, but
the human food was terrible. And the booz-

ing! The bedbugs! Like covid-
era readers taking their li-
censed strolls, many inmates
were able to roam around, but
they could never see their loved
ones. They made doomed bids
to escape, often butchering
each other in the process, des-
perate to cross the strait and
breathe the air of freedom be-
fore they died. 

Today, two museums are de-
voted to Chekhov on Sakhalin,
which is dominated by giant
energy projects. The island left
a mark on him, too. It coloured
his view of authority and re-
doubled his commitment to
describe life as it was, compas-

sionately but without illusions. Just before
he set out, his play “The Wood Demon” had
flopped. Afterwards he wrote many of his
finest stories, as well as “The Seagull”,
“Three Sisters” and “The Cherry Orchard”.

Even in “Sakhalin Island”, his account
of the expedition, the artist in Chekhov
keeps elbowing aside the social reformer,
and amid the demographic details that he
amassed are a trove of exquisite vignettes.
After confessing to killing her child a pris-
oner wept bitterly, but then (in Brian
Reeve’s translation) “wiped her eyes and
asked, ‘Fancy buyin’ a nice little bit o’ pick-
led cabbage?’” Despite lashings and stints
in a punishment cell, an old con had re-
fused to work; in the end the guards gave
up, and he strolled around, singing. Mur-
dered in a bakery, a cruel official “fell into
the kneading trough and stained the dough
with blood”. Alas, you never find out what
happened to the gentlewoman’s baby. 7
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“Afilm about a shark” was Steven
Spielberg’s description of “Jaws”, the

movie released in 1975 that established his
box-office power as a director. More elabo-
rate interpretations abound for his tale of a
ravenous great white terrorising the gen-
teel seaside town of Amity on Long Island.
Is it a comment on corruption
after Watergate, a parable of the
Vietnam war or an illustration
of Freudian castration anxiety?
Fidel Castro, in an excursion
into film criticism, reckoned it
was a devastating Marxist cri-
tique of American capitalism. 

The movie supports so
many theories because of its
layered plot and styles—one
reason it is amenable to repeat-
ed viewings. Nerve-tingling
suspense is intercut with pick-
et-fence melodrama and hu-
mour. It is a buddy movie
crossed with an adventure on
the high seas. From the per-
spective of the pandemic,
though, “Jaws” seems at heart to be a film
about the untameable power of nature. An
invisible, relentless assailant makes no
distinction as to whom it attacks. Like
some leaders today, the officials who must
confront it are vacillating and helpless.

Much of the tension is achieved
through the power of suggestion. The
shark is not fully seen until long into the
story (mostly because the mechanical
models constantly malfunctioned). As in
the lockdown, when the streets outside are
the domain of a deadly bug, the sea that
gives the beast its cover is the enemy, too,
made ominous and forbidding by the spare
and portentous score. Where can you turn
when a killer might be anywhere?

In Amity, those in charge see the danger
but fail to act swiftly. Brody, the local police
chief (played by Roy Scheider), is well-
meaning but unprepared. After the first
shark attack the self-important Mayor

Vaughn (Murray Hamilton) persuades him
to keep the beaches open to save the tourist
economy; the men lock down only when
three more people are killed. (Boris John-
son, Britain’s prime minister, once cited
the mayor as a political hero for his bold-
ness in weighing death against commerce.)

Experts disagree on how to overcome
the danger. Hooper (Richard Dreyfuss), a
wisecracking academic, prefers brainy
methods; Quint (Robert Shaw), a heavy-
drinking shark hunter, opts for brawn.
Even in a film packed with memorable dia-
logue, Quint’s description of being torpe-
doed during the second world war, with its
grim mortality statistics, stands out: “So,
1,100 men went into the water; 316 men
come out. The sharks took the rest.”

Sadly, it will take more than three mis-
fits in a ramshackle vessel to beat the virus.
Metaphorically speaking, “You’re gonna
need a bigger boat.” Still, quarantine is an-
other chance to enjoy Mr Spielberg’s yarn,
albeit with an after-bite. For many, its lega-
cy was a lifelong fear of the sea; for some,
covid-19 may bequeath a lingering queasi-
ness about the world outside. 7

Bungling officials confront an invisible
threat in a blockbuster about a fish

Back in the water

Hidden depths
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Along the Siberian highway, between
Tyumen and Tomsk, Anton Chekhov

stayed the night in a coach driver’s cabin.
Two months earlier a gentlewoman had
stopped there with her newborn boy. Sus-
pecting that he was illegitimate, and child-
less herself, the driver’s wife offered to take
him in. The lady left him with the couple
while she decided—and then vanished.
Was he theirs or not? “Please help, for God’s
sake!” the driver implored as his wife, be-
sotted with the baby, fled the room in tears.

A writer’s chilly mission puts the
privations of lockdown in perspective 

Chekhov in Siberia

The island at the
end of the world
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Economic data

 Gross domestic product Consumer prices Unemployment Current-account Budget Interest rates Currency units
 % change on year ago % change on year ago rate balance balance 10-yr gov't bonds change on per $ % change
 latest quarter* 2020† latest 2020† % % of GDP, 2020† % of GDP, 2020† latest,% year ago, bp Jul 1st on year ago

United States 0.3 Q1 -5.0 -5.3 0.1 May 0.7 13.3 May -1.7 -15.9 0.7 -134 -
China -6.8 Q1 -33.8 1.4 2.4 May 3.7 3.7 Q1§ 0.7 -6.0 2.6     §§ -50.0 7.06 -3.1
Japan -1.7 Q1 -2.2 -5.2 nil May -0.1 2.9 May 2.9 -11.3 nil -8.0 108 0.7
Britain -1.7 Q1 -8.5 -9.0 0.5 May 0.7 3.9 Mar†† -2.2 -15.9 0.2 -74.0 0.80 -1.3
Canada -0.9 Q1 -8.2 -5.1 -0.4 May 0.5 13.7 May -3.4 -9.3 0.5 -94.0 1.36 -3.7
Euro area -3.1 Q1 -13.6 -8.2 0.3 Jun 0.3 7.3 Apr 2.0 -8.6 -0.4 -4.0 0.89 -1.1
Austria -2.9 Q1 -11.6 -6.0 0.7 May 0.7 4.8 Apr 0.1 -6.3 -0.1 -9.0 0.89 -1.1
Belgium -2.5 Q1 -13.6 -7.9 0.6 Jun 0.5 5.6 Apr -1.5 -7.7 -0.1 -15.0 0.89 -1.1
France -5.0 Q1 -19.7 -9.9 0.1 Jun 0.4 8.7 Apr -1.1 -11.0 -0.1 -13.0 0.89 -1.1
Germany -2.3 Q1 -8.6 -5.8 0.9 Jun 0.8 3.5 Apr 5.4 -6.1 -0.4 -4.0 0.89 -1.1
Greece -1.2 Q1 -6.2 -7.0 -1.1 May -0.4 14.4 Mar -3.0 -6.1 1.2 -113 0.89 -1.1
Italy -5.4 Q1 -19.6 -10.8 -0.2 Jun -0.2 6.3 Apr 2.0 -12.0 1.4 -62.0 0.89 -1.1
Netherlands -0.2 Q1 -5.8 -6.0 1.2 May 0.9 3.8 Mar 4.0 -5.4 -0.4 -23.0 0.89 -1.1
Spain -4.1 Q1 -19.3 -11.0 -0.3 Jun -0.3 14.8 Apr 1.4 -10.7 0.4 3.0 0.89 -1.1
Czech Republic -1.7 Q1 -12.8 -7.5 2.9 May 2.4 2.3 Apr‡ -1.3 -7.0 0.8 -76.0 23.6 -4.9
Denmark -0.3 Q1 -7.7 -4.0 nil May 0.4 5.6 May 5.3 -6.3 -0.3 3.0 6.62 -0.5
Norway 1.1 Q1 -6.0 -5.5 1.3 May 0.2 4.2 Apr‡‡ 1.6 -0.9 0.6 -84.0 9.52 -10.2
Poland 1.7 Q1 -1.6 -4.0 3.3 Jun 2.9 6.0 May§ -0.6 -9.4 1.4 -96.0 3.97 -5.8
Russia 1.6 Q1 na -5.2 3.0 May 4.2 6.1 May§ 0.2 -4.2 6.0 -144 70.7 -11.1
Sweden  0.4 Q1 0.5 -5.1 nil May 0.5 9.0 May§ 2.9 -4.4 -0.1 -9.0 9.30 0.3
Switzerland -1.3 Q1 -10.0 -6.0 -1.3 May -1.0 3.4 May 7.1 -6.3 -0.4 5.0 0.95 3.2
Turkey 4.5 Q1 na -5.9 11.4 May 11.2 13.2 Mar§ -2.1 -6.3 11.5 -481 6.85 -17.7
Australia 1.4 Q1 -1.2 -4.1 2.2 Q1 1.7 7.1 May -1.9 -7.5 0.9 -42.0 1.44 nil
Hong Kong -8.9 Q1 -19.6 -3.3 1.5 May 1.4 5.9 May‡‡ 2.6 -5.3 0.7 -103 7.75 0.8
India 3.1 Q1 1.2 -5.8 5.8 Mar 3.4 11.0 Jun -0.4 -7.4 5.8 -104 75.6 -8.8
Indonesia 3.0 Q1 na 0.2 2.0 Jun 1.3 5.0 Q1§ -1.6 -6.6 7.2 -15.0 14,265 -1.1
Malaysia 0.7 Q1 na -5.1 -2.9 May nil 5.0 Apr§ 3.0 -6.8 3.0 -64.0 4.29 -3.5
Pakistan 0.5 2020** na -3.6 8.6 Jun 7.9 5.8 2018 -1.6 -10.2 8.6     ††† -548 168 -4.8
Philippines -0.2 Q1 -18.9 -1.3 2.1 May 1.6 17.7 Q2§ 1.1 -7.6 2.8 -234 49.8 2.4
Singapore -0.7 Q1 -4.7 -6.0 -0.8 May -0.2 2.4 Q1 19.1 -13.5 0.9 -111 1.39 -2.2
South Korea 1.4 Q1 -5.0 -2.1 nil Jun 0.4 4.5 May§ 2.5 -5.7 1.4 -19.0 1,203 -3.7
Taiwan 1.6 Q1 -3.6 -2.0 -1.2 May -0.8 4.2 May 11.9 -5.1 0.5 -23.0 29.5 5.0
Thailand -1.8 Q1 -8.5 -5.3 -3.4 May 0.2 1.0 Mar§ 3.4 -6.4 1.1 -73.0 30.9 -1.1
Argentina -5.4 Q1 -18.0 -10.0 43.4 May‡ 41.9 10.4 Q1§ 1.4 -7.7 na -464 70.5 -40.1
Brazil -0.3 Q1 -6.0 -7.5 1.9 May 2.6 12.9 May§‡‡ -2.4 -16.3 2.1 -373 5.36 -28.7
Chile 0.4 Q1 12.7 -6.1 2.8 May 2.4 11.2 May§‡‡ -2.6 -14.0 2.3 -112 816 -17.0
Colombia 0.4 Q1 -9.2 -7.7 2.9 May 1.9 21.4 May§ -5.2 -7.1 5.7 -27.0 3,726 -13.8
Mexico -1.4 Q1 -4.9 -9.7 2.8 May 3.0 3.3 Mar -2.0 -4.6 5.7 -178 22.8 -16.4
Peru -3.4 Q1 -19.5 -9.2 1.6 Jun 1.7 7.6 Mar§ -2.2 -13.2 3.9 -105 3.54 -7.1
Egypt 5.0 Q1 na 0.9 4.8 May 6.8 7.7 Q1§ -4.0 -11.0 na nil 16.1 3.7
Israel 0.4 Q1 -6.8 -4.0 -1.6 May -1.0 4.2 May 3.2 -11.3 0.6 -96.0 3.45 3.5
Saudi Arabia 0.3 2019 na -5.2 1.0 May 1.2 5.7 Q4 -6.4 -11.2 na nil 3.75 nil
South Africa -0.1 Q1 -2.0 -7.0 2.9 Apr 3.6 30.1 Q1§ -2.6 -12.4 9.2 108 17.1 -17.5

Source: Haver Analytics.  *% change on previous quarter, annual rate. †The Economist Intelligence Unit estimate/forecast. §Not seasonally adjusted. ‡New series. **Year ending June. ††Latest 3 months. ‡‡3-month moving 
average. §§5-year yield. †††Dollar-denominated bonds. 

Commodities

The Economist commodity-price index % change on
2015=100 Jun 23rd Jun 30th* month year

Dollar Index
All Items 109.5 107.0 -2.0 -11.4
Food 90.8 90.1 -3.0 -5.3
Industrials    
All 127.0 122.8 -1.4 -15.2
Non-food agriculturals 92.9 90.7 2.6 -9.7
Metals 137.1 132.3 -2.1 -16.2

Sterling Index
All items 133.5 132.2 -0.4 -9.7

Euro Index
All items 107.2 105.7 -2.5 -10.9

Gold
$ per oz 1,767.0 1,783.7 2.5 27.7

Brent
$ per barrel 42.7 41.3 3.9 -34.6

Sources: Bloomberg; CME Group; Cotlook; Datastream from Refinitiv; 
Fastmarkets; FT; ICCO; ICO; ISO; Live Rice Index; LME; NZ Wool 
Services; Thompson Lloyd & Ewart; Urner Barry; WSJ.  *Provisional.

Markets
 % change on: % change on:

 Index one Dec 31st index one Dec 31st
In local currency Jul 1st week 2019 Jul 1st week 2019

United States  S&P 500 3,115.9 2.1 -3.6
United States  NAScomp 10,154.6 2.5 13.2
China  Shanghai Comp 3,026.0 1.6 -0.8
China  Shenzhen Comp 1,991.1 2.2 15.6
Japan  Nikkei 225 22,121.7 -1.8 -6.5
Japan  Topix 1,538.6 -2.7 -10.6
Britain  FTSE 100 6,158.0 0.6 -18.4
Canada  S&P TSX 15,515.2 1.4 -9.1
Euro area  EURO STOXX 50 3,228.5 1.0 -13.8
France  CAC 40 4,926.9 1.1 -17.6
Germany  DAX* 12,260.6 1.4 -7.5
Italy  FTSE/MIB 19,330.9 0.9 -17.8
Netherlands  AEX 562.7 1.0 -6.9
Spain  IBEX 35 7,227.4 0.4 -24.3
Poland  WIG 50,104.2 -0.7 -13.4
Russia  RTS, $ terms 1,212.6 -5.4 -21.7
Switzerland  SMI 10,089.7 0.7 -5.0
Turkey  BIST 115,315.0 0.8 0.8
Australia  All Ord. 6,041.0 -0.7 -11.2
Hong Kong  Hang Seng 24,427.2 -1.4 -13.3
India  BSE 35,414.5 1.6 -14.2
Indonesia  IDX 4,914.4 -1.0 -22.0
Malaysia  KLSE 1,514.4 0.8 -4.7

Pakistan  KSE 34,889.4 2.5 -14.4
Singapore  STI 2,610.2 -0.7 -19.0
South Korea  KOSPI 2,106.7 -2.5 -4.1
Taiwan  TWI  11,703.4 0.4 -2.4
Thailand  SET 1,349.4 1.2 -14.6
Argentina  MERV 39,846.7 -1.5 -4.4
Brazil  BVSP 96,203.2 1.9 -16.8
Mexico  IPC 37,619.8 -0.8 -13.6
Egypt  EGX 30 10,764.6 -2.5 -22.9
Israel  TA-125 1,361.9 1.2 -15.8
Saudi Arabia  Tadawul 7,253.3 0.6 -13.5
South Africa  JSE AS 53,787.7 -1.2 -5.8
World, dev'd  MSCI 2,211.3 1.4 -6.2
Emerging markets  MSCI 1,001.1 -1.0 -10.2

US corporate bonds,  spread over Treasuries
 Dec 31st
Basis points latest 2019

Investment grade    201 141
High-yield   690 449

Sources: Datastream from Refinitiv; Standard & Poor's Global Fixed 
Income Research.  *Total return index. 

For more countries and additional data, visit
Economist.com/indicators

Economic & financial indicators



Sources: Johns Hopkins University; WHO; EU; University of Oxford; Flaxman et al. (2020); national statistical and health agencies

Official total covid-19 deaths per 100,000 people

Share of population living in an area with at least 25 deaths per 100,000 residents, %

→ European countries which shut down early managed to isolate the spread of covid-19 between regions
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National or regional stay-at-home order
Britain had over 300 deaths when
it imposed a national lockdown

Germany had fewer than 60 deaths
when regional lockdowns began
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As summer arrived, Europeans and
Americans might have hoped for a co-

vid-free spell, with the deadly peaks of
spring a distant memory. That now looks
unlikely. New infection hotspots have
emerged in Britain’s Midlands, Germany’s
west and throughout America. Even as the
virus is rampaging through developing
countries, people in the West are worried
about a second wave.

It is too soon to predict how severe such
outbreaks will be. Yet data from the first
wave show how important it is for govern-
ments to respond quickly. Most East Asian
countries with existing contact-tracing
systems and experience of viral outbreaks
contained covid-19 almost immediately.
Western governments resorted to blanket
lockdowns, which have crippling eco-

nomic side-effects. Those that did so fast-
est contained the disease most effectively.

Europe shows this pattern clearly. Take
Italy: the Lombardy region was hit sooner
and harder than anywhere else on the con-
tinent, and issued a stay-at-home order rel-
atively early, on February 22nd. As a result,
Italy’s south was largely spared. The same
pattern holds for France, which contained
the virus mostly to Paris and the east. Ger-
many, Austria and Switzerland all imposed
national or regional lockdowns before they
had recorded 60 deaths. By contrast, Brit-
ain already had 300 deaths by March 23rd,
when its government ordered people to
stay at home. This slow response allowed
the virus to reach the entire country: 90%
of Britons live in a region that has at least 25
confirmed deaths per 100,000 residents.
That, in turn, has made it harder to reopen
the country for business. Sweden, which
did not impose a lockdown at all, has suf-
fered a similarly widespread epidemic.

America’s experience with covid-19 has
been more complicated. Its first wave,
which primarily hit New York and New Jer-
sey, looks like that of Italy or France. Stay-
at-home orders, which most states had is-

sued by early April, came too late to prevent
lots of deaths in north-eastern cities but
soon enough to protect the rest of the coun-
try. However, whereas most European
countries closed their borders to each oth-
er, only half of American states imposed re-
strictions on interstate travel. But many
governors, wary of political risks, chose to
relax lockdowns even as confirmed cases
reach new heights. Arizona, Florida and
Texas did so quickly, and are now trying to
close shops and restaurants again.

Researchers at Imperial College London
estimate that Europe’s policies prevented
3m deaths by May 4th. And subnational
data collected by The Economist suggest this
was partly because stay-at-home orders
contained the virus geographically. In an
analysis covering 200 administrative un-
its, such as American states and Italian re-
gions, we found that stay-at-home orders
substantially reduced the probability of the
virus spreading to new areas. Imposing
such a restriction on a region with fewer
than 100 cases knocks 50% off its chance of
reaching 25 deaths per 100,000 people in
the next fortnight. Lockdowns are blunt
tools, but they do save lives. 7

When it comes to lockdowns, speed
matters as much as force

Thinking fast
and slow

Covid-19 and lockdownsGraphic detail
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Once he got back to his office at the Heilongjiang Daily and
shrugged off his cameras, Li Zhensheng became a busy man.

He had to develop his roll of film, and since he was the youngest
photographer at the paper the older guys gave him theirs to devel-
op, too. He would sometimes spend hours in the darkroom, sing-
ing to himself when he felt hard done by. 

With his own photos he had a system. The negatives he hung up
publicly to dry were “useful” to the paper. A beaming little girl per-
formed a loyalty dance to Mao Zedong, the Great Helmsman, while
laughing Red Guards applauded her. A cohort of male swimmers,
bare torsos shining, lined up to recite from Mao’s Little Red Book
before plunging into the Songhua river, in Harbin, to commemo-
rate the Great Leader’s swim in the Yangzi. A crowd gathered with
banners in Harbin’s main square for a speech about “Learning and
Applying Mao Zedong Thought”, a crowd so vast that he had taken
several shots and would splice them together with backing tape. A
statue of Mao was raised on a float piled with sunflowers, showing
that the people followed him as sunflowers followed the sun. 

Any of those could easily run anywhere in the paper. Since the
Cultural Revolution had been proclaimed, in 1966, the Daily had
printed only pictures like those. And for each one published he
earned eight scarce frames of film. So the propaganda pictures
were useful to him, too. Thanks to them, he could also shoot what
was “not useful”: the negatives he did not hang up, but dried quick-
ly, clipped off the strip, put into small brown envelopes and hid in a
hole he slowly sawed in the floor of his one-room flat. 

In one of these, the provincial governor of Heilongjiang bowed
his head while a chubby Red Guard sheared his hair off and stuffed
it down his shirt. A placard round his neck proclaimed him a gang-
ster; he had dared to wear his hair like Mao. A man and woman
prominent in the local party stood on a stage to be ritually humili-
ated: heads shaved, clothes and faces slathered with ink. A man

was dragged from the North Plaza Hotel to be “persecuted” on the
steps, arms twisted behind his back and head yanked by the hair,
for writing a letter defending his denounced father. By an earth
bank in the bare fields outside Harbin, eight counter-revolutionar-
ies and “ordinary” criminals knelt in the mud to be shot; a guard
tried to separate two of them, who were lovers. In all these photo-
graphs, distant, or sitting on bleachers, or pressing round shout-
ing, there was a crowd. The whole country was involved in this. 

So was he. He had been allowed to take those pictures only be-
cause he made sure to wear a red armband, like the student Red
Guards unleashed by Mao to revolutionise China. It bore the words
“Red-Colour News Soldier”. He was one of them, therefore, and no
one asked questions. Nor was it just a superficial thing. He too was
excited by the thought of challenging authority, sweeping old stuff
away, remaking the country. He had never liked his elders telling
him what to do. Having gone all the way from a childhood labour-
ing in the fields to the Changchun Film School, he had been furious
when his teachers diverted him to “socially useful” photo-journal-
ism instead. When they sent him to far north-east Heilongjiang to
correct his complaining, he found his own job at the Daily. There,
as a red-colour soldier, he naturally photographed the head of the
paper’s work group, Luo Zicheng, when he was accused of follow-
ing the capitalist line and opposing mass movement, standing pe-
nitent in his glasses and a tall dunce’s cap among his screaming
colleagues. Sometimes, out and about in search of a good shot, he
even whipped up such ravening crowds. 

He did not know, as he took these useless unpublishable pic-
tures, whether he was doing so for history, or the revolution, or
himself. The detailed notes he wrote on the envelopes marked
them as evidence, at least. He put feelings aside as he took them.
Composition was more important: how to compress the energy of
a moving, even frantic scene into his favourite shape, the square.
He wavered only when he saw the monks at Harbin’s ransacked
Buddhist temple holding a banner which read: “To hell with the
Buddhist scriptures. They are full of dog farts.” A bonfire of those
scriptures was blazing in the courtyard, and a Buddha lay in a
storeroom with its head hanging off. He shot those things, too. 

His line was hard to walk. He took pictures of writers and artists
marching to do forced labour in the fields, and was not in the batch
of journalists and editors from the Daily who were sent to the
countryside to be “re-educated” in 1968. He went the next year,
though, with his wife Yingxia, for two years’ hard labour for “coun-
ter-revolutionary activities”. Ever disobedient, he smuggled two
cameras in, but his secret pictures were mostly of nature: the vital-
ity of trees and grasses half-buried in drifts of snow. 

Despite his re-education, and a search of his flat, no one found
the negatives. He snapped his small son Xiaohan giggling over the
secret spot. Back at the Daily he continued taking pictures, both
useful and non-useful, adding to the store. Gradually his ambiva-
lence left him; the catastrophe of the Cultural Revolution became
undeniable. By the time he moved to be professor of photography
at a college in Beijing, in 1982, he had more than 30,000 negatives.
It now seemed right—and, after the Tiananmen massacre in 1989,
urgent—that his countrymen should see them. But apart from a
brief showing of 20 of them in Beijing in 1988, and a small private
museum of his work built in 2017 in Sichuan, there was no interest.
That chapter was sealed. From America, to which he had moved in
2003 to be near his publisher and his children, he dreamed of
smuggling his books to China one by one, like ants moving house. 

A fair number of those unseen pictures were self-portraits. If he
came back to the Daily with a frame left, he would burn it off with
himself: cheeky or heroic in his office mirror, however the mood
took him. He snapped himself reading the Little Red Book; as he
left for the labour camp, it was the only thing still on his desk.
These images went under the floor together with the screaming
faces, the dunces’ caps, the hacked Buddhas, the dragged-off bo-
dies. China had to face up to that past, as he had to face up to his. 7

Li Zhensheng, photographer and chronicler of China’s
Cultural Revolution, died on June 22nd, aged 79

Facing it

Li ZhenshengObituary




